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“...best possible knowledge of a whole does not
necessarily include the same for its parts. [...]
The whole is in a definite state, the parts taken
individually are not. [This is] not one, but the 
essential trait of the new theory, the one which
forces a complete departure from all classical

concepts.”  Schrö!n"r, 1935 
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Einstein, Podolsky, Rosen 1935

non-local quantum correlations
“...spooky action at a distance”   (Einstein)

violation of “local realism” (Bell’s inequalities)
verified experimentally (Aspect et al. 1982)
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Quantum mechanicians at work:
Installing an optical quantum channel
at the Austrian-Croatian border, 2005
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C into exactly the
same state as A
was in before it
was scanned. A
itself is no longer
in that state, having 
been thoroughly 
disrupted by the 
scanning, so what
has been achieved 
is teleportation, not 
replication.

As the figure to the 
left suggests, the 
unscanned part of 
the information is
conveyed from A
to C by an 
intermediary object 
B, which interacts
first with C and 
then with A. What? 

Can it really be correct to say "first with C and then with A"? Surely, in order to convey something
from A to C, the delivery vehicle must visit A before C, not the other way around. But there is a
subtle, unscannable kind of information that, unlike any material cargo, and even unlike ordinary
information, can indeed be delivered in such a backward fashion. This subtle kind of information,
also called "Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) correlation" or "entanglement", has been at least partly
understood since the 1930s when it was discussed in a famous paper by Albert Einstein, Boris
Podolsky, and Nathan Rosen. In the 1960s John Bell showed that a pair of entangled particles,
which were once in contact but later move too far apart to interact directly, can exhibit individually
random behavior that is too strongly correlated to be explained by classical statistics. Experiments on
photons and other particles have repeatedly confirmed these correlations, thereby providing strong
evidence for the validity of quantum mechanics, which neatly explains them. Another well-known
fact about EPR correlations is that they cannot by themselves deliver a meaningful and controllable
message. It was thought that their only usefulness was in proving the validity of quantum
mechanics. But now it is known that, through the phenomenon of quantum teleportation, they can
deliver exactly that part of the information in an object which is too delicate to be scanned out and
delivered by conventional methods.

This figure compares 
conventional 
facsimile
transmission with 
quantum 
teleportation (see
above). In 
conventional 
facsimile 
transmission the 
original is scanned,
extracting partial 
information about it, 
but remains more or 
less intact after the
scanning process. 
The scanned 
information is sent to 
the receiving station,

Teleportation http://www.research.ibm.com/quantuminfo/teleportation/
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Quantum Teleportation

Teleportation is the name given by science fiction writers to the feat of making an object or person
disintegrate in one place while a perfect replica appears somewhere else. How this is accomplished is
usually not explained in detail, but the general idea seems to be that the original object is scanned in
such a way as to extract all the information from it, then this information is transmitted to the
receiving location and used to construct the replica, not necessarily from the actual material of the
original, but perhaps from atoms of the same kinds, arranged in exactly the same pattern as the
original. A teleportation machine would be like a fax machine, except that it would work on
3-dimensional objects as well as documents, it would produce an exact copy rather than an
approximate facsimile, and it would destroy the original in the process of scanning it. A few science
fiction writers consider teleporters that preserve the original, and the plot gets complicated when the
original and teleported versions of the same person meet; but the more common kind of teleporter
destroys the original, functioning as a super transportation device, not as a perfect replicator of souls
and bodies.

In 1993 an international group of six scientists,
including IBM Fellow Charles H. Bennett,
confirmed the intuitions of the majority of science
fiction writers by showing that perfect 
teleportation is indeed possible in principle, but
only if the original is destroyed. In subsequent
years, other scientists have demonstrated 
teleportation experimentally in a variety of
systems, including single photons, coherent light 
fields, nuclear spins, and trapped ions. 
Teleportation promises to be quite useful as an
information processing primitive, facilitating long 
range quantum communication (perhaps
unltimately leading to a "quantum internet"), and
making it much easier to build a working quantum
computer.   But science fiction fans will be disappointed to learn that no one expects to be able to
teleport people or other macroscopic objects in the foreseeable future, for a variety of engineering
reasons, even though it would not violate any fundamental law to do so.  

In the past, the idea of teleportation was not taken very seriously by scientists, because it was
thought to violate the uncertainty principle of quantum mechanics, which forbids any measuring or
scanning process from extracting all the information in an atom or other object. According to the
uncertainty principle, the more accurately an object is scanned, the more it is disturbed by the
scanning process, until one reaches a point where the object's original state has been completely
disrupted, still without having extracted enough information to make a perfect replica. This sounds
like a solid argument against teleportation: if one cannot extract enough information from an object to
make a perfect copy, it would seem that a perfect copy cannot be made. But the six scientists found a
way to make an end run around this logic, using a celebrated and paradoxical feature of quantum
mechanics known as the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen effect. In brief, they found a way to scan out part
of the information from an object A, which one wishes to teleport, while causing the remaining,
unscanned, part of the information to pass, via the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen effect, into another
object C which has never been in contact with A. Later, by applying to C a treatment depending on

the scanned-out 
information, it is 
possible to maneuver 

Quantum teleportation
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Quantum computing
A Propos of the "Treatise on Cubic Form" by Juan de Herrera, 1960 http://www.virtualdali.com/60ProposOfTheTreatiseOnCub.html
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A Propos of the "Treatise on Cubic Form" by Juan de Herrera, 1960

Future technologies?

S. Dali, “Linear Cube”
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•non-increasing under local transformations 
•vanishing for separable states
•additive

How “much” entanglement between A and B? 
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Wootters, PRL 80, 2245 (1998) for qubit systems

RECIPE
Entanglement of formation



Why study entanglement of 
many-body quantum systems?

– Identify useful Hamiltonians to 
   produce and control entangled states 

– Get information about properties of 
   complex ground state wave functions                           
   (without calculating them explicitly!)

– Identify and characterize quantum phase transitions (QPTs)
A. Osterloh et al., Nature 416, 608 (2002)
T. Osborne and M. Nielsen, PRA 66, 032110 (2002)

– New schemes for quantum computing... 
   “topological quantum computing”, “one-way quantum computing”,...



Example: quantum Ising chain

What is a quantum phase transition?
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What is a quantum phase transition?

change of ground state at 



breakdown of “text book” condensed matter physics:
anomalous non-Fermi liquid behavior (“heavy electrons”, high Tc?,...)
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non-analytic ground state energy non-analytic density matrix
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non-analytic ground state energy non-analytic density matrix

What is a quantum phase transition?
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1st order QPT 2nd order QPT

diverging correlation length

scale invariance
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non-analytic ground state energy non-analytic density matrix

What is a quantum phase transition?

avoided level crossing
level crossing

1st order QPT 2nd order QPT

diverging correlation length

scale invariance

How does this show up in the ground state entanglement?
              What can we learn from it?
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Expected from the theory of critical phenomena!
L. Campos Venuti et al., PRA 73,  R010303 (2006)

Large body of (mostly numerical) results on spin 
chains and spin ladders (with or without frustration):

Spin-1/2 models (interacting qubits on a lattice)

L.–A. Wu et al., PRL 93, 250404 (2004)

“A discontinuity [divergence] in the [first derivative of the]
ground state concurrence between neighboring spins is 
associated with a first [second] order QPT.”

 



Scale invariance at criticality is reflected 
in the block (von Neumann) entropy

General CFT setting: 
P. Calabrese and J. Cardy, J. Stat. Mech., P06002 (2004)
V.E. Korepin, PRL 92, 096402 (2004)

Large body of results...

Spin-1/2 models 

J.I. Latorre et al., Quant. Inf. and Comp. 4, 48 (2004)

Example:        transition in the XXZ chain
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General CFT setting: 
P. Calabrese and J. Cardy, J. Stat. Mech., P06002 (2004)
V.E. Korepin, PRL 92, 096402 (2004)

Spin-1/2 models 

J.I. Latorre et al., Quant. Inf. and Comp. 4, 48 (2004)

c-number labels the “universality class” 
to which the critical theory belongs

Scale invariance at criticality is reflected 
in the block (von Neumann) entropy



Spin-1/2 models 

The logarithmic scaling of the block entanglement in 
1D critical spin systems violates the expected “area 
law” for entanglement
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L. Bombelli et al. (1986)
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“strong” entanglement in 1D critical systems!



Spin-1/2 models 

Many other results for entanglement in 
spin-1/2 systems in 1D (and 2D!)

• effect of boundaries
• “topological states” on spin lattices 
      (Kitaev model, quantum dimer model,...)

• impurities
• “quantum quenches”
• disorder
• .......
For a review, see the special issue of J. Phys. A, soon to appear

Entanglement of itinerant particles?



Anti-symmetrization of fermion states:
physical Hilbert space lacks a direct product structure

How to define entanglement?

Use an occupation number representation!
P. Zanardi, PRA 65, 042101 (2002)

Entanglement Scaling in the One-Dimensional Hubbard Model at Criticality

Daniel Larsson and Henrik Johannesson
Department of Physics, Göteborg University, SE 412 96 Göteborg, Sweden

(Received 22 June 2005; published 3 November 2005)

We derive exact expressions for the local entanglement entropy E in the ground state of the one-
dimensional Hubbard model at a quantum phase transition driven by a change in magnetic field h or
chemical potential !. The leading divergences of @E=@h and @E=@! are shown to be directly related to
those of the zero-temperature spin and charge susceptibilities. Logarithmic corrections to scaling signal a
change in the number of local states accessible to the system as it undergoes the transition.
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Entanglement is a generic feature of quantum systems,
implying the possible existence of nonlocal correlations.
Such correlations—which lead to highly counterintuitive
phenomena—were long seen as an artifact of quantum
mechanics [1]. With the advent of quantum information
theory it is now understood that entanglement—and the
correlations associated with it—is not only intrinsic to the
fabric of reality [2], but can also be used as a physical
resource, essential for performing such tasks as teleporta-
tion or quantum computing [3].

A new line of research [4,5] points to a connection
between the entanglement of a many-particle system—as
quantified by a properly chosen measure—and the appear-
ance of a (zero-temperature) quantum phase transition
(QPT) [6]. Barring accidental occurrences of nonanalytic-
ity, a discontinuity (singularity) in the (derivative of the)
ground state concurrence of an N-qubit system appears to
be associated with a first (second) order QPT [7] [with
concurrence measuring the entanglement between two
neighboring qubits [8] ]. These and related results are
important as they hold promise of novel perspectives on
condensed matter, drawing on insights from quantum in-
formation theory. By analyzing entanglement properties
one expects to gain insight into how the associated non-
local (purely quantum) correlations influence the critical
behavior of a quantum phase transition. Building an un-
derstanding of this connection should enable break-
throughs in the design of future experimental probes of
collective quantum phenomena. Also, architectures for
quantum information processing that take advantage of
the entanglement in the vicinity of a quantum phase tran-
sition (quantum adiabatic computing) [9] should benefit
from a detailed understanding of entanglement scaling
properties.

Most results to date on the entanglement-QPT connec-
tion have been obtained from numerical studies of finite
lattice spin systems, supplemented by some analytical
results [10]. Much less is known about entanglement scal-
ing properties of itinerant electron systems. In this Letter
we make a dent on this important problem by studying the
one-dimensional Hubbard model close to a quantum phase
transition. Recent work on this and related models show

that features of the ground state phase diagram can be
reproduced by studying certain characteristics of the local
entanglement entropy [11–15]. Here we exploit the Bethe
ansatz solvability of the Hubbard model to derive exact
expressions for the critical scaling of the local entangle-
ment entropy E! 0" of its ground state j 0i as function of
magnetic field h and chemical potential !. We find that the
leading scaling behavior of @E=@! for repulsive interac-
tion coincides with that of the charge susceptibility "C. A
similar result holds for @E=@h, but with logarithmic cor-
rections that signal a change of dimension of the accessible
local state space at the transition. The fact that an entan-
glement measure of a critical many-particle system can be
quantitatively linked to a physical observable is a striking
result, and goes beyond standard constructions of entan-
glement witnesses [16] that merely detect the presence of
entanglement. To what extent our results can be general-
ized to other quantum systems is yet to be answered.

To set the stage, let us recall that the very notion of
entanglement of a composite quantum system relies on the
tensor product structure of its Hilbert space. When the sys-
tem is made up of itinerant electrons, however, the physical
subspace is restricted to an antisymmetrized one which
lacks a natural product structure. One may circumvent
the problem by passing to an occupation number represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states jni1 # jni2 # . . . #
jniL, where, in obvious notation, jnij $ j0ij; j"ij; j#ij, or
j"#ij is a local state at site j, with L the number of sites on
the lattice [17]. This is a convenient basis in which the
tensor product structure is manifestly recovered, with the
local states describing electronic modes easily accessible
to an observer. By splitting the system into two parts, A and
B, one can then proceed as usual and define the entangle-
ment entropy E of a pure state j i as E $ %Tr !#Alog2#A"
[3]. The reduced density matrix #A $ TrB!#" is obtained
from the full density matrix # $ j ih j by tracing out the
local states belonging to B. In what follows we focus on the
entanglement entropy of a single site, obtained by taking A
to be a single (arbitrarily chosen) site, with B the rest of the
system.

We begin by studying the Hubbard model with an ap-
plied magnetic field H:

PRL 95, 196406 (2005) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
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mechanics [1]. With the advent of quantum information
theory it is now understood that entanglement—and the
correlations associated with it—is not only intrinsic to the
fabric of reality [2], but can also be used as a physical
resource, essential for performing such tasks as teleporta-
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ance of a (zero-temperature) quantum phase transition
(QPT) [6]. Barring accidental occurrences of nonanalytic-
ity, a discontinuity (singularity) in the (derivative of the)
ground state concurrence of an N-qubit system appears to
be associated with a first (second) order QPT [7] [with
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neighboring qubits [8] ]. These and related results are
important as they hold promise of novel perspectives on
condensed matter, drawing on insights from quantum in-
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one expects to gain insight into how the associated non-
local (purely quantum) correlations influence the critical
behavior of a quantum phase transition. Building an un-
derstanding of this connection should enable break-
throughs in the design of future experimental probes of
collective quantum phenomena. Also, architectures for
quantum information processing that take advantage of
the entanglement in the vicinity of a quantum phase tran-
sition (quantum adiabatic computing) [9] should benefit
from a detailed understanding of entanglement scaling
properties.

Most results to date on the entanglement-QPT connec-
tion have been obtained from numerical studies of finite
lattice spin systems, supplemented by some analytical
results [10]. Much less is known about entanglement scal-
ing properties of itinerant electron systems. In this Letter
we make a dent on this important problem by studying the
one-dimensional Hubbard model close to a quantum phase
transition. Recent work on this and related models show

that features of the ground state phase diagram can be
reproduced by studying certain characteristics of the local
entanglement entropy [11–15]. Here we exploit the Bethe
ansatz solvability of the Hubbard model to derive exact
expressions for the critical scaling of the local entangle-
ment entropy E! 0" of its ground state j 0i as function of
magnetic field h and chemical potential !. We find that the
leading scaling behavior of @E=@! for repulsive interac-
tion coincides with that of the charge susceptibility "C. A
similar result holds for @E=@h, but with logarithmic cor-
rections that signal a change of dimension of the accessible
local state space at the transition. The fact that an entan-
glement measure of a critical many-particle system can be
quantitatively linked to a physical observable is a striking
result, and goes beyond standard constructions of entan-
glement witnesses [16] that merely detect the presence of
entanglement. To what extent our results can be general-
ized to other quantum systems is yet to be answered.

To set the stage, let us recall that the very notion of
entanglement of a composite quantum system relies on the
tensor product structure of its Hilbert space. When the sys-
tem is made up of itinerant electrons, however, the physical
subspace is restricted to an antisymmetrized one which
lacks a natural product structure. One may circumvent
the problem by passing to an occupation number represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states jni1 # jni2 # . . . #
jniL, where, in obvious notation, jnij $ j0ij; j"ij; j#ij, or
j"#ij is a local state at site j, with L the number of sites on
the lattice [17]. This is a convenient basis in which the
tensor product structure is manifestly recovered, with the
local states describing electronic modes easily accessible
to an observer. By splitting the system into two parts, A and
B, one can then proceed as usual and define the entangle-
ment entropy E of a pure state j i as E $ %Tr !#Alog2#A"
[3]. The reduced density matrix #A $ TrB!#" is obtained
from the full density matrix # $ j ih j by tracing out the
local states belonging to B. In what follows we focus on the
entanglement entropy of a single site, obtained by taking A
to be a single (arbitrarily chosen) site, with B the rest of the
system.
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j=1,...,N

What about interacting

     1       2    ......                        ... N

fermions on a (1D) lattice?
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Entanglement is a generic feature of quantum systems,
implying the possible existence of nonlocal correlations.
Such correlations—which lead to highly counterintuitive
phenomena—were long seen as an artifact of quantum
mechanics [1]. With the advent of quantum information
theory it is now understood that entanglement—and the
correlations associated with it—is not only intrinsic to the
fabric of reality [2], but can also be used as a physical
resource, essential for performing such tasks as teleporta-
tion or quantum computing [3].

A new line of research [4,5] points to a connection
between the entanglement of a many-particle system—as
quantified by a properly chosen measure—and the appear-
ance of a (zero-temperature) quantum phase transition
(QPT) [6]. Barring accidental occurrences of nonanalytic-
ity, a discontinuity (singularity) in the (derivative of the)
ground state concurrence of an N-qubit system appears to
be associated with a first (second) order QPT [7] [with
concurrence measuring the entanglement between two
neighboring qubits [8] ]. These and related results are
important as they hold promise of novel perspectives on
condensed matter, drawing on insights from quantum in-
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one expects to gain insight into how the associated non-
local (purely quantum) correlations influence the critical
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throughs in the design of future experimental probes of
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the entanglement in the vicinity of a quantum phase tran-
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tion have been obtained from numerical studies of finite
lattice spin systems, supplemented by some analytical
results [10]. Much less is known about entanglement scal-
ing properties of itinerant electron systems. In this Letter
we make a dent on this important problem by studying the
one-dimensional Hubbard model close to a quantum phase
transition. Recent work on this and related models show
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reproduced by studying certain characteristics of the local
entanglement entropy [11–15]. Here we exploit the Bethe
ansatz solvability of the Hubbard model to derive exact
expressions for the critical scaling of the local entangle-
ment entropy E! 0" of its ground state j 0i as function of
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leading scaling behavior of @E=@! for repulsive interac-
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similar result holds for @E=@h, but with logarithmic cor-
rections that signal a change of dimension of the accessible
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quantitatively linked to a physical observable is a striking
result, and goes beyond standard constructions of entan-
glement witnesses [16] that merely detect the presence of
entanglement. To what extent our results can be general-
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subspace is restricted to an antisymmetrized one which
lacks a natural product structure. One may circumvent
the problem by passing to an occupation number represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states jni1 # jni2 # . . . #
jniL, where, in obvious notation, jnij $ j0ij; j"ij; j#ij, or
j"#ij is a local state at site j, with L the number of sites on
the lattice [17]. This is a convenient basis in which the
tensor product structure is manifestly recovered, with the
local states describing electronic modes easily accessible
to an observer. By splitting the system into two parts, A and
B, one can then proceed as usual and define the entangle-
ment entropy E of a pure state j i as E $ %Tr !#Alog2#A"
[3]. The reduced density matrix #A $ TrB!#" is obtained
from the full density matrix # $ j ih j by tracing out the
local states belonging to B. In what follows we focus on the
entanglement entropy of a single site, obtained by taking A
to be a single (arbitrarily chosen) site, with B the rest of the
system.

We begin by studying the Hubbard model with an ap-
plied magnetic field H:
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Entanglement is a generic feature of quantum systems,
implying the possible existence of nonlocal correlations.
Such correlations—which lead to highly counterintuitive
phenomena—were long seen as an artifact of quantum
mechanics [1]. With the advent of quantum information
theory it is now understood that entanglement—and the
correlations associated with it—is not only intrinsic to the
fabric of reality [2], but can also be used as a physical
resource, essential for performing such tasks as teleporta-
tion or quantum computing [3].

A new line of research [4,5] points to a connection
between the entanglement of a many-particle system—as
quantified by a properly chosen measure—and the appear-
ance of a (zero-temperature) quantum phase transition
(QPT) [6]. Barring accidental occurrences of nonanalytic-
ity, a discontinuity (singularity) in the (derivative of the)
ground state concurrence of an N-qubit system appears to
be associated with a first (second) order QPT [7] [with
concurrence measuring the entanglement between two
neighboring qubits [8] ]. These and related results are
important as they hold promise of novel perspectives on
condensed matter, drawing on insights from quantum in-
formation theory. By analyzing entanglement properties
one expects to gain insight into how the associated non-
local (purely quantum) correlations influence the critical
behavior of a quantum phase transition. Building an un-
derstanding of this connection should enable break-
throughs in the design of future experimental probes of
collective quantum phenomena. Also, architectures for
quantum information processing that take advantage of
the entanglement in the vicinity of a quantum phase tran-
sition (quantum adiabatic computing) [9] should benefit
from a detailed understanding of entanglement scaling
properties.

Most results to date on the entanglement-QPT connec-
tion have been obtained from numerical studies of finite
lattice spin systems, supplemented by some analytical
results [10]. Much less is known about entanglement scal-
ing properties of itinerant electron systems. In this Letter
we make a dent on this important problem by studying the
one-dimensional Hubbard model close to a quantum phase
transition. Recent work on this and related models show

that features of the ground state phase diagram can be
reproduced by studying certain characteristics of the local
entanglement entropy [11–15]. Here we exploit the Bethe
ansatz solvability of the Hubbard model to derive exact
expressions for the critical scaling of the local entangle-
ment entropy E! 0" of its ground state j 0i as function of
magnetic field h and chemical potential !. We find that the
leading scaling behavior of @E=@! for repulsive interac-
tion coincides with that of the charge susceptibility "C. A
similar result holds for @E=@h, but with logarithmic cor-
rections that signal a change of dimension of the accessible
local state space at the transition. The fact that an entan-
glement measure of a critical many-particle system can be
quantitatively linked to a physical observable is a striking
result, and goes beyond standard constructions of entan-
glement witnesses [16] that merely detect the presence of
entanglement. To what extent our results can be general-
ized to other quantum systems is yet to be answered.

To set the stage, let us recall that the very notion of
entanglement of a composite quantum system relies on the
tensor product structure of its Hilbert space. When the sys-
tem is made up of itinerant electrons, however, the physical
subspace is restricted to an antisymmetrized one which
lacks a natural product structure. One may circumvent
the problem by passing to an occupation number represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states jni1 # jni2 # . . . #
jniL, where, in obvious notation, jnij $ j0ij; j"ij; j#ij, or
j"#ij is a local state at site j, with L the number of sites on
the lattice [17]. This is a convenient basis in which the
tensor product structure is manifestly recovered, with the
local states describing electronic modes easily accessible
to an observer. By splitting the system into two parts, A and
B, one can then proceed as usual and define the entangle-
ment entropy E of a pure state j i as E $ %Tr !#Alog2#A"
[3]. The reduced density matrix #A $ TrB!#" is obtained
from the full density matrix # $ j ih j by tracing out the
local states belonging to B. In what follows we focus on the
entanglement entropy of a single site, obtained by taking A
to be a single (arbitrarily chosen) site, with B the rest of the
system.

We begin by studying the Hubbard model with an ap-
plied magnetic field H:
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[3]. The reduced density matrix #A $ TrB!#" is obtained
from the full density matrix # $ j ih j by tracing out the
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of entanglement properties of many-particle
systems has become a subject of intense interest. Much of
the motivation comes from quantum information theory
where entanglement is made the key physical resource for a
variety of information processing tasks #1$. In recent work, it
has been suggested that this resource may be efficiently ex-
tracted from a solid, or from some other many-particle sys-
tem, by scattering particles off the system #2$. Thermody-
namic properties of solids have also been shown to be
crucially influenced by entanglement properties of their mi-
croscopic degrees of freedom #3$. Moreover, a rapidly grow-
ing body of results #4,5$ suggests that a properly chosen
measure of entanglement may serve as a precise and conve-
nient marker of a !zero-temperature" quantum phase transi-
tion !QPT" in a many-particle system #4,5$. For spin-1/2 sys-
tems !lattices of localized coupled qubits" a discontinuity
!divergence" in the !derivative of the" ground state concur-
rence has been shown to be associated with a first !second"-
order QPT #6$ !where concurrence #7$ measures the en-
tanglement of two qubits selected at neighboring sites". For
itinerant particles, the picture is less clear, as the results here
appear to depend on the choice of model or on the perturba-
tion driving the transition. A case in point is the single-site
entanglement of the one-dimensional !1D" Hubbard model.
This measure, which is given by the von Neumann entropy at
a single lattice site #1$, reaches a maximum at a metal-
insulator transition driven by a change of the on-site interac-
tion #8$. In contrast, the single-site entanglement diverges
when one drives the transition by tuning the chemical poten-
tial #9$.

One should here realize that an onset of nonanalyticity in
a local entanglement measure #10$ is indeed expected at a
QPT. By definition, a QPT is a point of nonanalyticity in the
ground state energy of a quantum system !caused by a level
crossing, or, an avoided level crossing in the thermodynamic
limit" #11$. Given that the elements of the reduced density
matrix—upon which any local entanglement measure is
built—are linked to the ground state energy, the defining
nonanalyticity of a QPT will infect also the local entangle-
ment measure !of which single-site entanglement #1$, con-
currence #7$, and negativity #12$ are some of the most com-
monly used". The recent proof that any entanglement

measure can be expanded as a unique functional of the first
derivatives of the ground state energy !with respect to the
parameters that control the QPT" puts this intuition on firm
ground #13$.

The connection between entanglement and QPTs can also
be cast in the language of statistical mechanics, as pointed
out recently by Campos Venuti et al. #14$. As an example,
consider the Hamiltonian density H!g" of a system that un-
dergoes a continuous second-order QPT when changing a
parameter g: H!g"=H0+g!. Differentiating the energy den-
sity %"0 &H!g" &"0' of the ground state &"0' with respect to g,
its singular part Og(#%"0 &! &"0'! regular terms$ will be-
have as Og(sgn!g!gc" &g!gc&# as g approaches gc, imply-
ing a divergence of !Og /!g(&g!gc&#!1at criticality. The sin-
gular term Og enters every reduced density matrix that
contains a site where the operator ! is defined, and it follows
that any entanglement measure constructed from such a den-
sity matrix exhibits a singularity with an exponent related to
# !barring accidental cancellations".

Having established this linkage, one may ask how it can
be exploited for a specific problem. For example, in the case
of a continuous second !or higher" order QPT, is it possible
to “read off” the critical exponent # from the singularity of
the entanglement measure? Conversely, is the information
provided by the singular behavior of a local entanglement
measure already contained in the scaling of observables—as
predicted within the usual statistical mechanics framework?

In this article, we address these questions by studying the
single-site entanglement of a generic fermionic lattice sys-
tem. We do so by constructing and analyzing its explicit
representation using the Hellman–Feynman theorem. We find
that the single-site entanglement measure can be used as re-
liable marker of a finite-order QPT !given certain provisos"
and that it contains unique and useful information about the
transition. The questions raised above will both turn out to
have negative answers. As illustrations, we use our construc-
tion to obtain the single-site entanglement at the Mott–
Hubbard metal-insulator transitions of the 1D Hubbard
model #15$, and the 1D Hubbard model with long-range hop-
ping #16$, exploiting exact results for the ground state prop-
erties of these models. We stress that our analysis can be
easily adapted so as to apply to a system of localized spins,
with no change in the general results. Specifically, the ques-
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tion #8$. In contrast, the single-site entanglement diverges
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provided by the singular behavior of a local entanglement
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coupled qubit !spin-1/2" systems. Our reason for focusing on
fermionic systems is simply that these are less well under-
stood. With our contribution, we hope to dispel some of the
perceived difficulties attached to their treatment.

II. SINGLE-SITE ENTANGLEMENT AND QPTS

Let us first recall that the concept of quantum entangle-
ment of indistinguishable fermions #bosons$ suffers from a
certain ambiguity since the accessible state space contains
only antisymmetrized #symmetrized$ states and hence lacks a
direct product structure. The simplest way around this prob-
lem is to use an occupation number representation #17$. For
spin-1/2 fermions, one thus takes %n& j = %0& j, %! & j, %" & j, and
%! " & j as local basis states, with j=1,2 , . . . ,L indexing the
corresponding lattice sites. In this way, the product structure
of the state space is manifestly recovered, with the represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states %n&1 ! %n&2 ! ¯ ! %n&L.
One may now proceed as usual, and partition the system into
two parts, A and B, with the entanglement !von Neumann"
entropy E of a pure state %!& defined by #1$

E = ! Tr!"A log2 "A" . !1"

The reduced density matrix "A is calculated from the full
density matrix "= %!&'!% by taking the trace over the local
states belonging to B: "A=TrB!"". By choosing A as a single
site !assuming translational invariance" with B the rest of the
system, one obtains the single-site entanglement. One should
note that in the occupation number representation the sub-
systems A and B correspond to fermionic modes !empty
sites, singly occupied sites with spin up or down, doubly
occupied sites" and not to particles. In this sense, the notion
of fermionic !and similarly, bosonic" entanglement is differ-
ent from the textbook example with spatially separated par-
ticles.

Given the occupation number representation, it is straight-
forward to verify that the reduced ground state density ma-
trix " j for a single site j is diagonal, provided that the ground
state %!0& is a superposition of basis states with the same
number of particles and the same total spin. Introducing the
ground state expectation values for a single site to be doubly
occupied !w2", singly occupied by a fermion with spin-up
#spin-down$, !w!#"$", or empty !w0", and assuming that the
system is translationally invariant, we write:

w2 = '!0%n̂j!n̂j"%!0& ,

w! = '!0%n̂j!%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
+ m ! w2,

w" = '!0%n̂j"%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
! m ! w2,

w0 = 1 ! n + w2, !2"

where in Eq. !2" n̂j#= ĉj#
† ĉj# is the number operator that

samples site j for a fermion of spin #= ! ,", n= '!0 % n̂j!

+ n̂j" %!0& is the average single site occupation in the ground
state, and m= !1/2"'!0 % n̂j!! n̂j" %!0& is the ground state mag-
netization per site. It follows that

" j = (
$=0,!,"

w$%$& j'$% j + w2%!"& j'!"% j . !3"

Combining Eqs. !1"–!3", the single-site entanglement takes
the form

E = ! )n

2
+ m ! w2*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! )n

2
! m ! w2*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

! !1 ! n + w2"log2!1 ! n + w2" ! w2log2 w2. !4"

Let us now consider a fermion system with Hamiltonian den-
sity H!g"=H0+g% that exhibits a QPT for some value gc of
g !with % the conjugate operator, and with all other control
parameters kept fixed and absorbed as part of H0". By defi-
nition, a QPT of k:th order implies a divergence or a discon-
tinuity in the k:th derivative !ke0 /!gk of the ground state
energy density e0= '!0 %H!g" %!0&, with all derivatives of or-
der &k being finite and continuous. Defining Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&—regular terms$ !equal to #!e0 /!g—regular
terms$ by the Hellman–Feynman theorem", it follows that
!k!1Og /!gk!1has a divergence or a discontinuity at g=gc.
With these preliminaries, we can now prove the following.

A. Proposition

Consider a spin-1/2 translationally invariant fermionic
system with a Hamiltonian density H!g"=H0+g% that con-
serves particle number and total spin, and where Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&-regular terms$ is a linear combination of m, n
and/or w2. It follows that a divergence or a discontinuity in
the !k!1":st derivative of the single-site entanglement with
respect to g !with all derivatives of order &k!1 being finite
and continuous" signals that the system undergoes a k:th or-
der QPT.

B. Proof

The proof is elementary. Repeated differentiation of Eq.
!4" yields

!k!1E
!gk!1 = ! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
+ m ! w2-*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
! m ! w2-*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

+ ) !k!1

!gk!1 #n ! w2$*log2!1 ! n + w2"

!
!k!1w2

!gk!1 log2!w2"

+ terms containing lower-order derivatives. !5"

By assumption, all derivatives with respect to g of order
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tions raised above are answered in the negative also for
coupled qubit !spin-1/2" systems. Our reason for focusing on
fermionic systems is simply that these are less well under-
stood. With our contribution, we hope to dispel some of the
perceived difficulties attached to their treatment.

II. SINGLE-SITE ENTANGLEMENT AND QPTS

Let us first recall that the concept of quantum entangle-
ment of indistinguishable fermions #bosons$ suffers from a
certain ambiguity since the accessible state space contains
only antisymmetrized #symmetrized$ states and hence lacks a
direct product structure. The simplest way around this prob-
lem is to use an occupation number representation #17$. For
spin-1/2 fermions, one thus takes %n& j = %0& j, %! & j, %" & j, and
%! " & j as local basis states, with j=1,2 , . . . ,L indexing the
corresponding lattice sites. In this way, the product structure
of the state space is manifestly recovered, with the represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states %n&1 ! %n&2 ! ¯ ! %n&L.
One may now proceed as usual, and partition the system into
two parts, A and B, with the entanglement !von Neumann"
entropy E of a pure state %!& defined by #1$

E = ! Tr!"A log2 "A" . !1"

The reduced density matrix "A is calculated from the full
density matrix "= %!&'!% by taking the trace over the local
states belonging to B: "A=TrB!"". By choosing A as a single
site !assuming translational invariance" with B the rest of the
system, one obtains the single-site entanglement. One should
note that in the occupation number representation the sub-
systems A and B correspond to fermionic modes !empty
sites, singly occupied sites with spin up or down, doubly
occupied sites" and not to particles. In this sense, the notion
of fermionic !and similarly, bosonic" entanglement is differ-
ent from the textbook example with spatially separated par-
ticles.

Given the occupation number representation, it is straight-
forward to verify that the reduced ground state density ma-
trix " j for a single site j is diagonal, provided that the ground
state %!0& is a superposition of basis states with the same
number of particles and the same total spin. Introducing the
ground state expectation values for a single site to be doubly
occupied !w2", singly occupied by a fermion with spin-up
#spin-down$, !w!#"$", or empty !w0", and assuming that the
system is translationally invariant, we write:

w2 = '!0%n̂j!n̂j"%!0& ,

w! = '!0%n̂j!%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
+ m ! w2,

w" = '!0%n̂j"%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
! m ! w2,

w0 = 1 ! n + w2, !2"

where in Eq. !2" n̂j#= ĉj#
† ĉj# is the number operator that

samples site j for a fermion of spin #= ! ,", n= '!0 % n̂j!

+ n̂j" %!0& is the average single site occupation in the ground
state, and m= !1/2"'!0 % n̂j!! n̂j" %!0& is the ground state mag-
netization per site. It follows that

" j = (
$=0,!,"

w$%$& j'$% j + w2%!"& j'!"% j . !3"

Combining Eqs. !1"–!3", the single-site entanglement takes
the form

E = ! )n

2
+ m ! w2*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! )n

2
! m ! w2*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

! !1 ! n + w2"log2!1 ! n + w2" ! w2log2 w2. !4"

Let us now consider a fermion system with Hamiltonian den-
sity H!g"=H0+g% that exhibits a QPT for some value gc of
g !with % the conjugate operator, and with all other control
parameters kept fixed and absorbed as part of H0". By defi-
nition, a QPT of k:th order implies a divergence or a discon-
tinuity in the k:th derivative !ke0 /!gk of the ground state
energy density e0= '!0 %H!g" %!0&, with all derivatives of or-
der &k being finite and continuous. Defining Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&—regular terms$ !equal to #!e0 /!g—regular
terms$ by the Hellman–Feynman theorem", it follows that
!k!1Og /!gk!1has a divergence or a discontinuity at g=gc.
With these preliminaries, we can now prove the following.

A. Proposition

Consider a spin-1/2 translationally invariant fermionic
system with a Hamiltonian density H!g"=H0+g% that con-
serves particle number and total spin, and where Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&-regular terms$ is a linear combination of m, n
and/or w2. It follows that a divergence or a discontinuity in
the !k!1":st derivative of the single-site entanglement with
respect to g !with all derivatives of order &k!1 being finite
and continuous" signals that the system undergoes a k:th or-
der QPT.

B. Proof

The proof is elementary. Repeated differentiation of Eq.
!4" yields

!k!1E
!gk!1 = ! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
+ m ! w2-*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
! m ! w2-*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

+ ) !k!1

!gk!1 #n ! w2$*log2!1 ! n + w2"

!
!k!1w2

!gk!1 log2!w2"

+ terms containing lower-order derivatives. !5"

By assumption, all derivatives with respect to g of order
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of entanglement properties of many-particle
systems has become a subject of intense interest. Much of
the motivation comes from quantum information theory
where entanglement is made the key physical resource for a
variety of information processing tasks #1$. In recent work, it
has been suggested that this resource may be efficiently ex-
tracted from a solid, or from some other many-particle sys-
tem, by scattering particles off the system #2$. Thermody-
namic properties of solids have also been shown to be
crucially influenced by entanglement properties of their mi-
croscopic degrees of freedom #3$. Moreover, a rapidly grow-
ing body of results #4,5$ suggests that a properly chosen
measure of entanglement may serve as a precise and conve-
nient marker of a !zero-temperature" quantum phase transi-
tion !QPT" in a many-particle system #4,5$. For spin-1/2 sys-
tems !lattices of localized coupled qubits" a discontinuity
!divergence" in the !derivative of the" ground state concur-
rence has been shown to be associated with a first !second"-
order QPT #6$ !where concurrence #7$ measures the en-
tanglement of two qubits selected at neighboring sites". For
itinerant particles, the picture is less clear, as the results here
appear to depend on the choice of model or on the perturba-
tion driving the transition. A case in point is the single-site
entanglement of the one-dimensional !1D" Hubbard model.
This measure, which is given by the von Neumann entropy at
a single lattice site #1$, reaches a maximum at a metal-
insulator transition driven by a change of the on-site interac-
tion #8$. In contrast, the single-site entanglement diverges
when one drives the transition by tuning the chemical poten-
tial #9$.

One should here realize that an onset of nonanalyticity in
a local entanglement measure #10$ is indeed expected at a
QPT. By definition, a QPT is a point of nonanalyticity in the
ground state energy of a quantum system !caused by a level
crossing, or, an avoided level crossing in the thermodynamic
limit" #11$. Given that the elements of the reduced density
matrix—upon which any local entanglement measure is
built—are linked to the ground state energy, the defining
nonanalyticity of a QPT will infect also the local entangle-
ment measure !of which single-site entanglement #1$, con-
currence #7$, and negativity #12$ are some of the most com-
monly used". The recent proof that any entanglement

measure can be expanded as a unique functional of the first
derivatives of the ground state energy !with respect to the
parameters that control the QPT" puts this intuition on firm
ground #13$.

The connection between entanglement and QPTs can also
be cast in the language of statistical mechanics, as pointed
out recently by Campos Venuti et al. #14$. As an example,
consider the Hamiltonian density H!g" of a system that un-
dergoes a continuous second-order QPT when changing a
parameter g: H!g"=H0+g!. Differentiating the energy den-
sity %"0 &H!g" &"0' of the ground state &"0' with respect to g,
its singular part Og(#%"0 &! &"0'! regular terms$ will be-
have as Og(sgn!g!gc" &g!gc&# as g approaches gc, imply-
ing a divergence of !Og /!g(&g!gc&#!1at criticality. The sin-
gular term Og enters every reduced density matrix that
contains a site where the operator ! is defined, and it follows
that any entanglement measure constructed from such a den-
sity matrix exhibits a singularity with an exponent related to
# !barring accidental cancellations".

Having established this linkage, one may ask how it can
be exploited for a specific problem. For example, in the case
of a continuous second !or higher" order QPT, is it possible
to “read off” the critical exponent # from the singularity of
the entanglement measure? Conversely, is the information
provided by the singular behavior of a local entanglement
measure already contained in the scaling of observables—as
predicted within the usual statistical mechanics framework?

In this article, we address these questions by studying the
single-site entanglement of a generic fermionic lattice sys-
tem. We do so by constructing and analyzing its explicit
representation using the Hellman–Feynman theorem. We find
that the single-site entanglement measure can be used as re-
liable marker of a finite-order QPT !given certain provisos"
and that it contains unique and useful information about the
transition. The questions raised above will both turn out to
have negative answers. As illustrations, we use our construc-
tion to obtain the single-site entanglement at the Mott–
Hubbard metal-insulator transitions of the 1D Hubbard
model #15$, and the 1D Hubbard model with long-range hop-
ping #16$, exploiting exact results for the ground state prop-
erties of these models. We stress that our analysis can be
easily adapted so as to apply to a system of localized spins,
with no change in the general results. Specifically, the ques-
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     1       2 ......       j                  ... Ntions raised above are answered in the negative also for
coupled qubit !spin-1/2" systems. Our reason for focusing on
fermionic systems is simply that these are less well under-
stood. With our contribution, we hope to dispel some of the
perceived difficulties attached to their treatment.

II. SINGLE-SITE ENTANGLEMENT AND QPTS

Let us first recall that the concept of quantum entangle-
ment of indistinguishable fermions #bosons$ suffers from a
certain ambiguity since the accessible state space contains
only antisymmetrized #symmetrized$ states and hence lacks a
direct product structure. The simplest way around this prob-
lem is to use an occupation number representation #17$. For
spin-1/2 fermions, one thus takes %n& j = %0& j, %! & j, %" & j, and
%! " & j as local basis states, with j=1,2 , . . . ,L indexing the
corresponding lattice sites. In this way, the product structure
of the state space is manifestly recovered, with the represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states %n&1 ! %n&2 ! ¯ ! %n&L.
One may now proceed as usual, and partition the system into
two parts, A and B, with the entanglement !von Neumann"
entropy E of a pure state %!& defined by #1$

E = ! Tr!"A log2 "A" . !1"

The reduced density matrix "A is calculated from the full
density matrix "= %!&'!% by taking the trace over the local
states belonging to B: "A=TrB!"". By choosing A as a single
site !assuming translational invariance" with B the rest of the
system, one obtains the single-site entanglement. One should
note that in the occupation number representation the sub-
systems A and B correspond to fermionic modes !empty
sites, singly occupied sites with spin up or down, doubly
occupied sites" and not to particles. In this sense, the notion
of fermionic !and similarly, bosonic" entanglement is differ-
ent from the textbook example with spatially separated par-
ticles.

Given the occupation number representation, it is straight-
forward to verify that the reduced ground state density ma-
trix " j for a single site j is diagonal, provided that the ground
state %!0& is a superposition of basis states with the same
number of particles and the same total spin. Introducing the
ground state expectation values for a single site to be doubly
occupied !w2", singly occupied by a fermion with spin-up
#spin-down$, !w!#"$", or empty !w0", and assuming that the
system is translationally invariant, we write:

w2 = '!0%n̂j!n̂j"%!0& ,

w! = '!0%n̂j!%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
+ m ! w2,

w" = '!0%n̂j"%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
! m ! w2,

w0 = 1 ! n + w2, !2"

where in Eq. !2" n̂j#= ĉj#
† ĉj# is the number operator that

samples site j for a fermion of spin #= ! ,", n= '!0 % n̂j!

+ n̂j" %!0& is the average single site occupation in the ground
state, and m= !1/2"'!0 % n̂j!! n̂j" %!0& is the ground state mag-
netization per site. It follows that

" j = (
$=0,!,"

w$%$& j'$% j + w2%!"& j'!"% j . !3"

Combining Eqs. !1"–!3", the single-site entanglement takes
the form

E = ! )n

2
+ m ! w2*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! )n

2
! m ! w2*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

! !1 ! n + w2"log2!1 ! n + w2" ! w2log2 w2. !4"

Let us now consider a fermion system with Hamiltonian den-
sity H!g"=H0+g% that exhibits a QPT for some value gc of
g !with % the conjugate operator, and with all other control
parameters kept fixed and absorbed as part of H0". By defi-
nition, a QPT of k:th order implies a divergence or a discon-
tinuity in the k:th derivative !ke0 /!gk of the ground state
energy density e0= '!0 %H!g" %!0&, with all derivatives of or-
der &k being finite and continuous. Defining Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&—regular terms$ !equal to #!e0 /!g—regular
terms$ by the Hellman–Feynman theorem", it follows that
!k!1Og /!gk!1has a divergence or a discontinuity at g=gc.
With these preliminaries, we can now prove the following.

A. Proposition

Consider a spin-1/2 translationally invariant fermionic
system with a Hamiltonian density H!g"=H0+g% that con-
serves particle number and total spin, and where Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&-regular terms$ is a linear combination of m, n
and/or w2. It follows that a divergence or a discontinuity in
the !k!1":st derivative of the single-site entanglement with
respect to g !with all derivatives of order &k!1 being finite
and continuous" signals that the system undergoes a k:th or-
der QPT.

B. Proof

The proof is elementary. Repeated differentiation of Eq.
!4" yields

!k!1E
!gk!1 = ! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
+ m ! w2-*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
! m ! w2-*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

+ ) !k!1

!gk!1 #n ! w2$*log2!1 ! n + w2"

!
!k!1w2

!gk!1 log2!w2"

+ terms containing lower-order derivatives. !5"

By assumption, all derivatives with respect to g of order
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H !"t

XL

j!1
!!#1

cyj"cj$!"$U
XL

j!1

nj"nj#"#BH
XL

j!1

Szj: (1)

Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of entanglement properties of many-particle
systems has become a subject of intense interest. Much of
the motivation comes from quantum information theory
where entanglement is made the key physical resource for a
variety of information processing tasks #1$. In recent work, it
has been suggested that this resource may be efficiently ex-
tracted from a solid, or from some other many-particle sys-
tem, by scattering particles off the system #2$. Thermody-
namic properties of solids have also been shown to be
crucially influenced by entanglement properties of their mi-
croscopic degrees of freedom #3$. Moreover, a rapidly grow-
ing body of results #4,5$ suggests that a properly chosen
measure of entanglement may serve as a precise and conve-
nient marker of a !zero-temperature" quantum phase transi-
tion !QPT" in a many-particle system #4,5$. For spin-1/2 sys-
tems !lattices of localized coupled qubits" a discontinuity
!divergence" in the !derivative of the" ground state concur-
rence has been shown to be associated with a first !second"-
order QPT #6$ !where concurrence #7$ measures the en-
tanglement of two qubits selected at neighboring sites". For
itinerant particles, the picture is less clear, as the results here
appear to depend on the choice of model or on the perturba-
tion driving the transition. A case in point is the single-site
entanglement of the one-dimensional !1D" Hubbard model.
This measure, which is given by the von Neumann entropy at
a single lattice site #1$, reaches a maximum at a metal-
insulator transition driven by a change of the on-site interac-
tion #8$. In contrast, the single-site entanglement diverges
when one drives the transition by tuning the chemical poten-
tial #9$.

One should here realize that an onset of nonanalyticity in
a local entanglement measure #10$ is indeed expected at a
QPT. By definition, a QPT is a point of nonanalyticity in the
ground state energy of a quantum system !caused by a level
crossing, or, an avoided level crossing in the thermodynamic
limit" #11$. Given that the elements of the reduced density
matrix—upon which any local entanglement measure is
built—are linked to the ground state energy, the defining
nonanalyticity of a QPT will infect also the local entangle-
ment measure !of which single-site entanglement #1$, con-
currence #7$, and negativity #12$ are some of the most com-
monly used". The recent proof that any entanglement

measure can be expanded as a unique functional of the first
derivatives of the ground state energy !with respect to the
parameters that control the QPT" puts this intuition on firm
ground #13$.

The connection between entanglement and QPTs can also
be cast in the language of statistical mechanics, as pointed
out recently by Campos Venuti et al. #14$. As an example,
consider the Hamiltonian density H!g" of a system that un-
dergoes a continuous second-order QPT when changing a
parameter g: H!g"=H0+g!. Differentiating the energy den-
sity %"0 &H!g" &"0' of the ground state &"0' with respect to g,
its singular part Og(#%"0 &! &"0'! regular terms$ will be-
have as Og(sgn!g!gc" &g!gc&# as g approaches gc, imply-
ing a divergence of !Og /!g(&g!gc&#!1at criticality. The sin-
gular term Og enters every reduced density matrix that
contains a site where the operator ! is defined, and it follows
that any entanglement measure constructed from such a den-
sity matrix exhibits a singularity with an exponent related to
# !barring accidental cancellations".

Having established this linkage, one may ask how it can
be exploited for a specific problem. For example, in the case
of a continuous second !or higher" order QPT, is it possible
to “read off” the critical exponent # from the singularity of
the entanglement measure? Conversely, is the information
provided by the singular behavior of a local entanglement
measure already contained in the scaling of observables—as
predicted within the usual statistical mechanics framework?

In this article, we address these questions by studying the
single-site entanglement of a generic fermionic lattice sys-
tem. We do so by constructing and analyzing its explicit
representation using the Hellman–Feynman theorem. We find
that the single-site entanglement measure can be used as re-
liable marker of a finite-order QPT !given certain provisos"
and that it contains unique and useful information about the
transition. The questions raised above will both turn out to
have negative answers. As illustrations, we use our construc-
tion to obtain the single-site entanglement at the Mott–
Hubbard metal-insulator transitions of the 1D Hubbard
model #15$, and the 1D Hubbard model with long-range hop-
ping #16$, exploiting exact results for the ground state prop-
erties of these models. We stress that our analysis can be
easily adapted so as to apply to a system of localized spins,
with no change in the general results. Specifically, the ques-
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!k!1 are finite and continuous. Any singularity in
!k!1E /!gk!1 must hence reside in terms containing deriva-
tives of order k!1. Since Og is a linear combination of m, n
and w2, the proposition follows.

Several comments are in order. First, note that the con-
straint that Og should be some linear combination of m, n,
and/or w2 is much less restrictive than may first appear to be
the case. In fact, for a generic fermionic QPT caused by a
change of an interaction or an external perturbation that
couples only to single sites, Og is identical to w2 !with the
transition driven by an on-site fermion-fermion interaction,
g"u#, m !with the transition driven by a magnetic field, g
"h#, or n !with the transition driven by a chemical potential,
g""#. One may think that the tight link between the scaling
of !k!1E /!gk!1 and that of !k!1Og /!gk!1 would allow for the
critical exponent that controls Og to be immediately ex-
tracted from !k!1E /!gk!1. This is not so, however. As an ex-
ample, take a second-order QPT !k=2# with Og=w2, where
!w2 /!u$%u!uc%#!1!$ as g!gc=uc. By inspection of Eq.
!5#, one then notes that the leading scaling of !E /!g will be
governed by the same exponent # only if m and n are inde-
pendent of w2, or, depend on w2 as a power with exponent
%1. Whether this is the case typically requires that one has
access to an exact solution of the model, and in any event
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. Turning to
the logarithmic factors in Eq. !5#, one realizes that these will
cause logarithmic divergences if one or several of the occu-
pation parameters w0 ,w" ,w# ,w2 vanish at the transition
&cf. the parameterization in Eq. !2#'. Such logarithmic cor-
rections, multiplying the leading scaling of !k!1E /!gk!1 in-
herited from Og, thus signal a change of the dimension of the
accessible local Hilbert space as the system undergoes the
transition. This is a useful and important property of the
single-site entanglement scaling not shared by the scaling of
Og or its derivatives. One should here note that a spurious
signaling of a k:th order QPT by a divergence in !k!1E /!gk!1

caused by a vanishing occupation parameter is blocked by
the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
tonian !implying the vanishing of an occupation parameter#
without the occurrence of a QPT.'

Using the diagnostics supplied by our proposition, are we
guaranteed to catch all fermionic QPTs? The answer is nega-
tive. First, the diagnostics obviously fails for a QPT of infi-
nite order &18', a Berezinski!-Kosterlitz-Thouless !BKT#-
type transition being a case in point &19'. Secondly and more
insidious, a system may exhibit a QPT of finite order, but
with the single-site entanglement and its derivatives still re-
maining regular. This happens if all local basis states %n( j
= %0( j, %" ( j, %# ( j, and %" # ( j become equally populated as one
approaches the transition. As seen from Eq. !5#, the !k!1#:st
derivative terms then vanish identically, killing the signal of
the QPT. The simultaneous vanishing of !E /!g implies that E
has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-

tremum of the single-site entanglement does not necessarily
signal a QPT. Whether a QPT is present or not in this case
requires information beyond that provided by the entangle-
ment measure.

Having exposed the general features of entanglement
scaling at a fermionic QPT, let us look at two examples.

III. CASE STUDIES

Consider first the ordinary 1D Hubbard model

H = ! )
i=1

&=",#

L

!ĉi&
† ĉi+1& + h . c . # + u)

i=1

L

n̂i"n̂i#, !6#

with the first term describing hopping of electrons between
neighboring sites, and with the second term an effective on-
site interaction of strength u. At half-filling of the lattice, n
=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
makes it an exceptional example of a fermionic QPT, where
no information can be deduced from the entanglement
measure.

A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
u'0 by connecting the system to a particle reservoir and
tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
"c=2!4*0

$J1!(#&(!1+exp!(u /2##'!1 where n=1 &15'. The
transition is second order with a divergent charge suscepti-
bility )c=!n /!"$%"!"c%!1/2. As shown in Ref. &9', the de-
rivative of the critical single-site entanglement for finite u is
precisely given by )c, up to a multiplicative constant:
!E /!"=!C!u#)c. In the limit u!$, the empty local states
get suppressed at the transition and the scaling of !E /!"
picks up a logarithmic correction&9': !E /!"=)c!ln %"!"c %
+const. # / !2 ln 2#. Both behaviors well illustrate our general
discussion above: For finite u the logarithms in Eq. !5# add
up to the u!dependent constant C!u#, whereas in the limit
u!$ the entanglement measure detects a change in the di-
mension of the local Hilbert space, signaled by the logarith-
mic correction to the leading scaling.

As a second example, let us consider the 1D Hubbard
model with long-range hopping, introduced by Gebhard and
Ruckenstein &16':

H = )
!"m=1
&=",#

L

t!mĉ!&
† ĉm& + u)

l=1

L

n̂!"n̂!#, !7#

with t!m= i!!1#!l!m#!l!m#!1. The ground state energy density
at half-filling is given by e0= !un!uc!1!n#n# /4
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of entanglement properties of many-particle
systems has become a subject of intense interest. Much of
the motivation comes from quantum information theory
where entanglement is made the key physical resource for a
variety of information processing tasks #1$. In recent work, it
has been suggested that this resource may be efficiently ex-
tracted from a solid, or from some other many-particle sys-
tem, by scattering particles off the system #2$. Thermody-
namic properties of solids have also been shown to be
crucially influenced by entanglement properties of their mi-
croscopic degrees of freedom #3$. Moreover, a rapidly grow-
ing body of results #4,5$ suggests that a properly chosen
measure of entanglement may serve as a precise and conve-
nient marker of a !zero-temperature" quantum phase transi-
tion !QPT" in a many-particle system #4,5$. For spin-1/2 sys-
tems !lattices of localized coupled qubits" a discontinuity
!divergence" in the !derivative of the" ground state concur-
rence has been shown to be associated with a first !second"-
order QPT #6$ !where concurrence #7$ measures the en-
tanglement of two qubits selected at neighboring sites". For
itinerant particles, the picture is less clear, as the results here
appear to depend on the choice of model or on the perturba-
tion driving the transition. A case in point is the single-site
entanglement of the one-dimensional !1D" Hubbard model.
This measure, which is given by the von Neumann entropy at
a single lattice site #1$, reaches a maximum at a metal-
insulator transition driven by a change of the on-site interac-
tion #8$. In contrast, the single-site entanglement diverges
when one drives the transition by tuning the chemical poten-
tial #9$.

One should here realize that an onset of nonanalyticity in
a local entanglement measure #10$ is indeed expected at a
QPT. By definition, a QPT is a point of nonanalyticity in the
ground state energy of a quantum system !caused by a level
crossing, or, an avoided level crossing in the thermodynamic
limit" #11$. Given that the elements of the reduced density
matrix—upon which any local entanglement measure is
built—are linked to the ground state energy, the defining
nonanalyticity of a QPT will infect also the local entangle-
ment measure !of which single-site entanglement #1$, con-
currence #7$, and negativity #12$ are some of the most com-
monly used". The recent proof that any entanglement

measure can be expanded as a unique functional of the first
derivatives of the ground state energy !with respect to the
parameters that control the QPT" puts this intuition on firm
ground #13$.

The connection between entanglement and QPTs can also
be cast in the language of statistical mechanics, as pointed
out recently by Campos Venuti et al. #14$. As an example,
consider the Hamiltonian density H!g" of a system that un-
dergoes a continuous second-order QPT when changing a
parameter g: H!g"=H0+g!. Differentiating the energy den-
sity %"0 &H!g" &"0' of the ground state &"0' with respect to g,
its singular part Og(#%"0 &! &"0'! regular terms$ will be-
have as Og(sgn!g!gc" &g!gc&# as g approaches gc, imply-
ing a divergence of !Og /!g(&g!gc&#!1at criticality. The sin-
gular term Og enters every reduced density matrix that
contains a site where the operator ! is defined, and it follows
that any entanglement measure constructed from such a den-
sity matrix exhibits a singularity with an exponent related to
# !barring accidental cancellations".

Having established this linkage, one may ask how it can
be exploited for a specific problem. For example, in the case
of a continuous second !or higher" order QPT, is it possible
to “read off” the critical exponent # from the singularity of
the entanglement measure? Conversely, is the information
provided by the singular behavior of a local entanglement
measure already contained in the scaling of observables—as
predicted within the usual statistical mechanics framework?

In this article, we address these questions by studying the
single-site entanglement of a generic fermionic lattice sys-
tem. We do so by constructing and analyzing its explicit
representation using the Hellman–Feynman theorem. We find
that the single-site entanglement measure can be used as re-
liable marker of a finite-order QPT !given certain provisos"
and that it contains unique and useful information about the
transition. The questions raised above will both turn out to
have negative answers. As illustrations, we use our construc-
tion to obtain the single-site entanglement at the Mott–
Hubbard metal-insulator transitions of the 1D Hubbard
model #15$, and the 1D Hubbard model with long-range hop-
ping #16$, exploiting exact results for the ground state prop-
erties of these models. We stress that our analysis can be
easily adapted so as to apply to a system of localized spins,
with no change in the general results. Specifically, the ques-
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!k!1 are finite and continuous. Any singularity in
!k!1E /!gk!1 must hence reside in terms containing deriva-
tives of order k!1. Since Og is a linear combination of m, n
and w2, the proposition follows.

Several comments are in order. First, note that the con-
straint that Og should be some linear combination of m, n,
and/or w2 is much less restrictive than may first appear to be
the case. In fact, for a generic fermionic QPT caused by a
change of an interaction or an external perturbation that
couples only to single sites, Og is identical to w2 !with the
transition driven by an on-site fermion-fermion interaction,
g"u#, m !with the transition driven by a magnetic field, g
"h#, or n !with the transition driven by a chemical potential,
g""#. One may think that the tight link between the scaling
of !k!1E /!gk!1 and that of !k!1Og /!gk!1 would allow for the
critical exponent that controls Og to be immediately ex-
tracted from !k!1E /!gk!1. This is not so, however. As an ex-
ample, take a second-order QPT !k=2# with Og=w2, where
!w2 /!u$%u!uc%#!1!$ as g!gc=uc. By inspection of Eq.
!5#, one then notes that the leading scaling of !E /!g will be
governed by the same exponent # only if m and n are inde-
pendent of w2, or, depend on w2 as a power with exponent
%1. Whether this is the case typically requires that one has
access to an exact solution of the model, and in any event
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. Turning to
the logarithmic factors in Eq. !5#, one realizes that these will
cause logarithmic divergences if one or several of the occu-
pation parameters w0 ,w" ,w# ,w2 vanish at the transition
&cf. the parameterization in Eq. !2#'. Such logarithmic cor-
rections, multiplying the leading scaling of !k!1E /!gk!1 in-
herited from Og, thus signal a change of the dimension of the
accessible local Hilbert space as the system undergoes the
transition. This is a useful and important property of the
single-site entanglement scaling not shared by the scaling of
Og or its derivatives. One should here note that a spurious
signaling of a k:th order QPT by a divergence in !k!1E /!gk!1

caused by a vanishing occupation parameter is blocked by
the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
tonian !implying the vanishing of an occupation parameter#
without the occurrence of a QPT.'

Using the diagnostics supplied by our proposition, are we
guaranteed to catch all fermionic QPTs? The answer is nega-
tive. First, the diagnostics obviously fails for a QPT of infi-
nite order &18', a Berezinski!-Kosterlitz-Thouless !BKT#-
type transition being a case in point &19'. Secondly and more
insidious, a system may exhibit a QPT of finite order, but
with the single-site entanglement and its derivatives still re-
maining regular. This happens if all local basis states %n( j
= %0( j, %" ( j, %# ( j, and %" # ( j become equally populated as one
approaches the transition. As seen from Eq. !5#, the !k!1#:st
derivative terms then vanish identically, killing the signal of
the QPT. The simultaneous vanishing of !E /!g implies that E
has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-

tremum of the single-site entanglement does not necessarily
signal a QPT. Whether a QPT is present or not in this case
requires information beyond that provided by the entangle-
ment measure.

Having exposed the general features of entanglement
scaling at a fermionic QPT, let us look at two examples.

III. CASE STUDIES

Consider first the ordinary 1D Hubbard model

H = ! )
i=1

&=",#

L

!ĉi&
† ĉi+1& + h . c . # + u)

i=1

L

n̂i"n̂i#, !6#

with the first term describing hopping of electrons between
neighboring sites, and with the second term an effective on-
site interaction of strength u. At half-filling of the lattice, n
=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
makes it an exceptional example of a fermionic QPT, where
no information can be deduced from the entanglement
measure.

A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
u'0 by connecting the system to a particle reservoir and
tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
"c=2!4*0

$J1!(#&(!1+exp!(u /2##'!1 where n=1 &15'. The
transition is second order with a divergent charge suscepti-
bility )c=!n /!"$%"!"c%!1/2. As shown in Ref. &9', the de-
rivative of the critical single-site entanglement for finite u is
precisely given by )c, up to a multiplicative constant:
!E /!"=!C!u#)c. In the limit u!$, the empty local states
get suppressed at the transition and the scaling of !E /!"
picks up a logarithmic correction&9': !E /!"=)c!ln %"!"c %
+const. # / !2 ln 2#. Both behaviors well illustrate our general
discussion above: For finite u the logarithms in Eq. !5# add
up to the u!dependent constant C!u#, whereas in the limit
u!$ the entanglement measure detects a change in the di-
mension of the local Hilbert space, signaled by the logarith-
mic correction to the leading scaling.

As a second example, let us consider the 1D Hubbard
model with long-range hopping, introduced by Gebhard and
Ruckenstein &16':

H = )
!"m=1
&=",#

L

t!mĉ!&
† ĉm& + u)

l=1

L

n̂!"n̂!#, !7#

with t!m= i!!1#!l!m#!l!m#!1. The ground state energy density
at half-filling is given by e0= !un!uc!1!n#n# /4
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tions raised above are answered in the negative also for
coupled qubit !spin-1/2" systems. Our reason for focusing on
fermionic systems is simply that these are less well under-
stood. With our contribution, we hope to dispel some of the
perceived difficulties attached to their treatment.

II. SINGLE-SITE ENTANGLEMENT AND QPTS

Let us first recall that the concept of quantum entangle-
ment of indistinguishable fermions #bosons$ suffers from a
certain ambiguity since the accessible state space contains
only antisymmetrized #symmetrized$ states and hence lacks a
direct product structure. The simplest way around this prob-
lem is to use an occupation number representation #17$. For
spin-1/2 fermions, one thus takes %n& j = %0& j, %! & j, %" & j, and
%! " & j as local basis states, with j=1,2 , . . . ,L indexing the
corresponding lattice sites. In this way, the product structure
of the state space is manifestly recovered, with the represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states %n&1 ! %n&2 ! ¯ ! %n&L.
One may now proceed as usual, and partition the system into
two parts, A and B, with the entanglement !von Neumann"
entropy E of a pure state %!& defined by #1$

E = ! Tr!"A log2 "A" . !1"

The reduced density matrix "A is calculated from the full
density matrix "= %!&'!% by taking the trace over the local
states belonging to B: "A=TrB!"". By choosing A as a single
site !assuming translational invariance" with B the rest of the
system, one obtains the single-site entanglement. One should
note that in the occupation number representation the sub-
systems A and B correspond to fermionic modes !empty
sites, singly occupied sites with spin up or down, doubly
occupied sites" and not to particles. In this sense, the notion
of fermionic !and similarly, bosonic" entanglement is differ-
ent from the textbook example with spatially separated par-
ticles.

Given the occupation number representation, it is straight-
forward to verify that the reduced ground state density ma-
trix " j for a single site j is diagonal, provided that the ground
state %!0& is a superposition of basis states with the same
number of particles and the same total spin. Introducing the
ground state expectation values for a single site to be doubly
occupied !w2", singly occupied by a fermion with spin-up
#spin-down$, !w!#"$", or empty !w0", and assuming that the
system is translationally invariant, we write:

w2 = '!0%n̂j!n̂j"%!0& ,

w! = '!0%n̂j!%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
+ m ! w2,

w" = '!0%n̂j"%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
! m ! w2,

w0 = 1 ! n + w2, !2"

where in Eq. !2" n̂j#= ĉj#
† ĉj# is the number operator that

samples site j for a fermion of spin #= ! ,", n= '!0 % n̂j!

+ n̂j" %!0& is the average single site occupation in the ground
state, and m= !1/2"'!0 % n̂j!! n̂j" %!0& is the ground state mag-
netization per site. It follows that

" j = (
$=0,!,"

w$%$& j'$% j + w2%!"& j'!"% j . !3"

Combining Eqs. !1"–!3", the single-site entanglement takes
the form

E = ! )n

2
+ m ! w2*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! )n

2
! m ! w2*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

! !1 ! n + w2"log2!1 ! n + w2" ! w2log2 w2. !4"

Let us now consider a fermion system with Hamiltonian den-
sity H!g"=H0+g% that exhibits a QPT for some value gc of
g !with % the conjugate operator, and with all other control
parameters kept fixed and absorbed as part of H0". By defi-
nition, a QPT of k:th order implies a divergence or a discon-
tinuity in the k:th derivative !ke0 /!gk of the ground state
energy density e0= '!0 %H!g" %!0&, with all derivatives of or-
der &k being finite and continuous. Defining Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&—regular terms$ !equal to #!e0 /!g—regular
terms$ by the Hellman–Feynman theorem", it follows that
!k!1Og /!gk!1has a divergence or a discontinuity at g=gc.
With these preliminaries, we can now prove the following.

A. Proposition

Consider a spin-1/2 translationally invariant fermionic
system with a Hamiltonian density H!g"=H0+g% that con-
serves particle number and total spin, and where Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&-regular terms$ is a linear combination of m, n
and/or w2. It follows that a divergence or a discontinuity in
the !k!1":st derivative of the single-site entanglement with
respect to g !with all derivatives of order &k!1 being finite
and continuous" signals that the system undergoes a k:th or-
der QPT.

B. Proof

The proof is elementary. Repeated differentiation of Eq.
!4" yields

!k!1E
!gk!1 = ! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
+ m ! w2-*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
! m ! w2-*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

+ ) !k!1

!gk!1 #n ! w2$*log2!1 ! n + w2"

!
!k!1w2

!gk!1 log2!w2"

+ terms containing lower-order derivatives. !5"

By assumption, all derivatives with respect to g of order
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tions raised above are answered in the negative also for
coupled qubit !spin-1/2" systems. Our reason for focusing on
fermionic systems is simply that these are less well under-
stood. With our contribution, we hope to dispel some of the
perceived difficulties attached to their treatment.

II. SINGLE-SITE ENTANGLEMENT AND QPTS

Let us first recall that the concept of quantum entangle-
ment of indistinguishable fermions #bosons$ suffers from a
certain ambiguity since the accessible state space contains
only antisymmetrized #symmetrized$ states and hence lacks a
direct product structure. The simplest way around this prob-
lem is to use an occupation number representation #17$. For
spin-1/2 fermions, one thus takes %n& j = %0& j, %! & j, %" & j, and
%! " & j as local basis states, with j=1,2 , . . . ,L indexing the
corresponding lattice sites. In this way, the product structure
of the state space is manifestly recovered, with the represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states %n&1 ! %n&2 ! ¯ ! %n&L.
One may now proceed as usual, and partition the system into
two parts, A and B, with the entanglement !von Neumann"
entropy E of a pure state %!& defined by #1$

E = ! Tr!"A log2 "A" . !1"

The reduced density matrix "A is calculated from the full
density matrix "= %!&'!% by taking the trace over the local
states belonging to B: "A=TrB!"". By choosing A as a single
site !assuming translational invariance" with B the rest of the
system, one obtains the single-site entanglement. One should
note that in the occupation number representation the sub-
systems A and B correspond to fermionic modes !empty
sites, singly occupied sites with spin up or down, doubly
occupied sites" and not to particles. In this sense, the notion
of fermionic !and similarly, bosonic" entanglement is differ-
ent from the textbook example with spatially separated par-
ticles.

Given the occupation number representation, it is straight-
forward to verify that the reduced ground state density ma-
trix " j for a single site j is diagonal, provided that the ground
state %!0& is a superposition of basis states with the same
number of particles and the same total spin. Introducing the
ground state expectation values for a single site to be doubly
occupied !w2", singly occupied by a fermion with spin-up
#spin-down$, !w!#"$", or empty !w0", and assuming that the
system is translationally invariant, we write:

w2 = '!0%n̂j!n̂j"%!0& ,

w! = '!0%n̂j!%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
+ m ! w2,

w" = '!0%n̂j"%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
! m ! w2,

w0 = 1 ! n + w2, !2"

where in Eq. !2" n̂j#= ĉj#
† ĉj# is the number operator that

samples site j for a fermion of spin #= ! ,", n= '!0 % n̂j!

+ n̂j" %!0& is the average single site occupation in the ground
state, and m= !1/2"'!0 % n̂j!! n̂j" %!0& is the ground state mag-
netization per site. It follows that

" j = (
$=0,!,"

w$%$& j'$% j + w2%!"& j'!"% j . !3"

Combining Eqs. !1"–!3", the single-site entanglement takes
the form

E = ! )n

2
+ m ! w2*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! )n

2
! m ! w2*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

! !1 ! n + w2"log2!1 ! n + w2" ! w2log2 w2. !4"

Let us now consider a fermion system with Hamiltonian den-
sity H!g"=H0+g% that exhibits a QPT for some value gc of
g !with % the conjugate operator, and with all other control
parameters kept fixed and absorbed as part of H0". By defi-
nition, a QPT of k:th order implies a divergence or a discon-
tinuity in the k:th derivative !ke0 /!gk of the ground state
energy density e0= '!0 %H!g" %!0&, with all derivatives of or-
der &k being finite and continuous. Defining Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&—regular terms$ !equal to #!e0 /!g—regular
terms$ by the Hellman–Feynman theorem", it follows that
!k!1Og /!gk!1has a divergence or a discontinuity at g=gc.
With these preliminaries, we can now prove the following.

A. Proposition

Consider a spin-1/2 translationally invariant fermionic
system with a Hamiltonian density H!g"=H0+g% that con-
serves particle number and total spin, and where Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&-regular terms$ is a linear combination of m, n
and/or w2. It follows that a divergence or a discontinuity in
the !k!1":st derivative of the single-site entanglement with
respect to g !with all derivatives of order &k!1 being finite
and continuous" signals that the system undergoes a k:th or-
der QPT.

B. Proof

The proof is elementary. Repeated differentiation of Eq.
!4" yields

!k!1E
!gk!1 = ! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
+ m ! w2-*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
! m ! w2-*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

+ ) !k!1

!gk!1 #n ! w2$*log2!1 ! n + w2"

!
!k!1w2

!gk!1 log2!w2"

+ terms containing lower-order derivatives. !5"

By assumption, all derivatives with respect to g of order
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tions raised above are answered in the negative also for
coupled qubit !spin-1/2" systems. Our reason for focusing on
fermionic systems is simply that these are less well under-
stood. With our contribution, we hope to dispel some of the
perceived difficulties attached to their treatment.

II. SINGLE-SITE ENTANGLEMENT AND QPTS

Let us first recall that the concept of quantum entangle-
ment of indistinguishable fermions #bosons$ suffers from a
certain ambiguity since the accessible state space contains
only antisymmetrized #symmetrized$ states and hence lacks a
direct product structure. The simplest way around this prob-
lem is to use an occupation number representation #17$. For
spin-1/2 fermions, one thus takes %n& j = %0& j, %! & j, %" & j, and
%! " & j as local basis states, with j=1,2 , . . . ,L indexing the
corresponding lattice sites. In this way, the product structure
of the state space is manifestly recovered, with the represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states %n&1 ! %n&2 ! ¯ ! %n&L.
One may now proceed as usual, and partition the system into
two parts, A and B, with the entanglement !von Neumann"
entropy E of a pure state %!& defined by #1$

E = ! Tr!"A log2 "A" . !1"

The reduced density matrix "A is calculated from the full
density matrix "= %!&'!% by taking the trace over the local
states belonging to B: "A=TrB!"". By choosing A as a single
site !assuming translational invariance" with B the rest of the
system, one obtains the single-site entanglement. One should
note that in the occupation number representation the sub-
systems A and B correspond to fermionic modes !empty
sites, singly occupied sites with spin up or down, doubly
occupied sites" and not to particles. In this sense, the notion
of fermionic !and similarly, bosonic" entanglement is differ-
ent from the textbook example with spatially separated par-
ticles.

Given the occupation number representation, it is straight-
forward to verify that the reduced ground state density ma-
trix " j for a single site j is diagonal, provided that the ground
state %!0& is a superposition of basis states with the same
number of particles and the same total spin. Introducing the
ground state expectation values for a single site to be doubly
occupied !w2", singly occupied by a fermion with spin-up
#spin-down$, !w!#"$", or empty !w0", and assuming that the
system is translationally invariant, we write:

w2 = '!0%n̂j!n̂j"%!0& ,

w! = '!0%n̂j!%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
+ m ! w2,

w" = '!0%n̂j"%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
! m ! w2,

w0 = 1 ! n + w2, !2"

where in Eq. !2" n̂j#= ĉj#
† ĉj# is the number operator that

samples site j for a fermion of spin #= ! ,", n= '!0 % n̂j!

+ n̂j" %!0& is the average single site occupation in the ground
state, and m= !1/2"'!0 % n̂j!! n̂j" %!0& is the ground state mag-
netization per site. It follows that

" j = (
$=0,!,"

w$%$& j'$% j + w2%!"& j'!"% j . !3"

Combining Eqs. !1"–!3", the single-site entanglement takes
the form

E = ! )n

2
+ m ! w2*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! )n

2
! m ! w2*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

! !1 ! n + w2"log2!1 ! n + w2" ! w2log2 w2. !4"

Let us now consider a fermion system with Hamiltonian den-
sity H!g"=H0+g% that exhibits a QPT for some value gc of
g !with % the conjugate operator, and with all other control
parameters kept fixed and absorbed as part of H0". By defi-
nition, a QPT of k:th order implies a divergence or a discon-
tinuity in the k:th derivative !ke0 /!gk of the ground state
energy density e0= '!0 %H!g" %!0&, with all derivatives of or-
der &k being finite and continuous. Defining Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&—regular terms$ !equal to #!e0 /!g—regular
terms$ by the Hellman–Feynman theorem", it follows that
!k!1Og /!gk!1has a divergence or a discontinuity at g=gc.
With these preliminaries, we can now prove the following.

A. Proposition

Consider a spin-1/2 translationally invariant fermionic
system with a Hamiltonian density H!g"=H0+g% that con-
serves particle number and total spin, and where Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&-regular terms$ is a linear combination of m, n
and/or w2. It follows that a divergence or a discontinuity in
the !k!1":st derivative of the single-site entanglement with
respect to g !with all derivatives of order &k!1 being finite
and continuous" signals that the system undergoes a k:th or-
der QPT.

B. Proof

The proof is elementary. Repeated differentiation of Eq.
!4" yields

!k!1E
!gk!1 = ! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
+ m ! w2-*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
! m ! w2-*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

+ ) !k!1

!gk!1 #n ! w2$*log2!1 ! n + w2"

!
!k!1w2

!gk!1 log2!w2"

+ terms containing lower-order derivatives. !5"

By assumption, all derivatives with respect to g of order
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of entanglement properties of many-particle
systems has become a subject of intense interest. Much of
the motivation comes from quantum information theory
where entanglement is made the key physical resource for a
variety of information processing tasks #1$. In recent work, it
has been suggested that this resource may be efficiently ex-
tracted from a solid, or from some other many-particle sys-
tem, by scattering particles off the system #2$. Thermody-
namic properties of solids have also been shown to be
crucially influenced by entanglement properties of their mi-
croscopic degrees of freedom #3$. Moreover, a rapidly grow-
ing body of results #4,5$ suggests that a properly chosen
measure of entanglement may serve as a precise and conve-
nient marker of a !zero-temperature" quantum phase transi-
tion !QPT" in a many-particle system #4,5$. For spin-1/2 sys-
tems !lattices of localized coupled qubits" a discontinuity
!divergence" in the !derivative of the" ground state concur-
rence has been shown to be associated with a first !second"-
order QPT #6$ !where concurrence #7$ measures the en-
tanglement of two qubits selected at neighboring sites". For
itinerant particles, the picture is less clear, as the results here
appear to depend on the choice of model or on the perturba-
tion driving the transition. A case in point is the single-site
entanglement of the one-dimensional !1D" Hubbard model.
This measure, which is given by the von Neumann entropy at
a single lattice site #1$, reaches a maximum at a metal-
insulator transition driven by a change of the on-site interac-
tion #8$. In contrast, the single-site entanglement diverges
when one drives the transition by tuning the chemical poten-
tial #9$.

One should here realize that an onset of nonanalyticity in
a local entanglement measure #10$ is indeed expected at a
QPT. By definition, a QPT is a point of nonanalyticity in the
ground state energy of a quantum system !caused by a level
crossing, or, an avoided level crossing in the thermodynamic
limit" #11$. Given that the elements of the reduced density
matrix—upon which any local entanglement measure is
built—are linked to the ground state energy, the defining
nonanalyticity of a QPT will infect also the local entangle-
ment measure !of which single-site entanglement #1$, con-
currence #7$, and negativity #12$ are some of the most com-
monly used". The recent proof that any entanglement

measure can be expanded as a unique functional of the first
derivatives of the ground state energy !with respect to the
parameters that control the QPT" puts this intuition on firm
ground #13$.

The connection between entanglement and QPTs can also
be cast in the language of statistical mechanics, as pointed
out recently by Campos Venuti et al. #14$. As an example,
consider the Hamiltonian density H!g" of a system that un-
dergoes a continuous second-order QPT when changing a
parameter g: H!g"=H0+g!. Differentiating the energy den-
sity %"0 &H!g" &"0' of the ground state &"0' with respect to g,
its singular part Og(#%"0 &! &"0'! regular terms$ will be-
have as Og(sgn!g!gc" &g!gc&# as g approaches gc, imply-
ing a divergence of !Og /!g(&g!gc&#!1at criticality. The sin-
gular term Og enters every reduced density matrix that
contains a site where the operator ! is defined, and it follows
that any entanglement measure constructed from such a den-
sity matrix exhibits a singularity with an exponent related to
# !barring accidental cancellations".

Having established this linkage, one may ask how it can
be exploited for a specific problem. For example, in the case
of a continuous second !or higher" order QPT, is it possible
to “read off” the critical exponent # from the singularity of
the entanglement measure? Conversely, is the information
provided by the singular behavior of a local entanglement
measure already contained in the scaling of observables—as
predicted within the usual statistical mechanics framework?

In this article, we address these questions by studying the
single-site entanglement of a generic fermionic lattice sys-
tem. We do so by constructing and analyzing its explicit
representation using the Hellman–Feynman theorem. We find
that the single-site entanglement measure can be used as re-
liable marker of a finite-order QPT !given certain provisos"
and that it contains unique and useful information about the
transition. The questions raised above will both turn out to
have negative answers. As illustrations, we use our construc-
tion to obtain the single-site entanglement at the Mott–
Hubbard metal-insulator transitions of the 1D Hubbard
model #15$, and the 1D Hubbard model with long-range hop-
ping #16$, exploiting exact results for the ground state prop-
erties of these models. We stress that our analysis can be
easily adapted so as to apply to a system of localized spins,
with no change in the general results. Specifically, the ques-
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!k!1 are finite and continuous. Any singularity in
!k!1E /!gk!1 must hence reside in terms containing deriva-
tives of order k!1. Since Og is a linear combination of m, n
and w2, the proposition follows.

Several comments are in order. First, note that the con-
straint that Og should be some linear combination of m, n,
and/or w2 is much less restrictive than may first appear to be
the case. In fact, for a generic fermionic QPT caused by a
change of an interaction or an external perturbation that
couples only to single sites, Og is identical to w2 !with the
transition driven by an on-site fermion-fermion interaction,
g"u#, m !with the transition driven by a magnetic field, g
"h#, or n !with the transition driven by a chemical potential,
g""#. One may think that the tight link between the scaling
of !k!1E /!gk!1 and that of !k!1Og /!gk!1 would allow for the
critical exponent that controls Og to be immediately ex-
tracted from !k!1E /!gk!1. This is not so, however. As an ex-
ample, take a second-order QPT !k=2# with Og=w2, where
!w2 /!u$%u!uc%#!1!$ as g!gc=uc. By inspection of Eq.
!5#, one then notes that the leading scaling of !E /!g will be
governed by the same exponent # only if m and n are inde-
pendent of w2, or, depend on w2 as a power with exponent
%1. Whether this is the case typically requires that one has
access to an exact solution of the model, and in any event
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. Turning to
the logarithmic factors in Eq. !5#, one realizes that these will
cause logarithmic divergences if one or several of the occu-
pation parameters w0 ,w" ,w# ,w2 vanish at the transition
&cf. the parameterization in Eq. !2#'. Such logarithmic cor-
rections, multiplying the leading scaling of !k!1E /!gk!1 in-
herited from Og, thus signal a change of the dimension of the
accessible local Hilbert space as the system undergoes the
transition. This is a useful and important property of the
single-site entanglement scaling not shared by the scaling of
Og or its derivatives. One should here note that a spurious
signaling of a k:th order QPT by a divergence in !k!1E /!gk!1

caused by a vanishing occupation parameter is blocked by
the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
tonian !implying the vanishing of an occupation parameter#
without the occurrence of a QPT.'

Using the diagnostics supplied by our proposition, are we
guaranteed to catch all fermionic QPTs? The answer is nega-
tive. First, the diagnostics obviously fails for a QPT of infi-
nite order &18', a Berezinski!-Kosterlitz-Thouless !BKT#-
type transition being a case in point &19'. Secondly and more
insidious, a system may exhibit a QPT of finite order, but
with the single-site entanglement and its derivatives still re-
maining regular. This happens if all local basis states %n( j
= %0( j, %" ( j, %# ( j, and %" # ( j become equally populated as one
approaches the transition. As seen from Eq. !5#, the !k!1#:st
derivative terms then vanish identically, killing the signal of
the QPT. The simultaneous vanishing of !E /!g implies that E
has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-

tremum of the single-site entanglement does not necessarily
signal a QPT. Whether a QPT is present or not in this case
requires information beyond that provided by the entangle-
ment measure.

Having exposed the general features of entanglement
scaling at a fermionic QPT, let us look at two examples.

III. CASE STUDIES

Consider first the ordinary 1D Hubbard model

H = ! )
i=1

&=",#

L

!ĉi&
† ĉi+1& + h . c . # + u)

i=1

L

n̂i"n̂i#, !6#

with the first term describing hopping of electrons between
neighboring sites, and with the second term an effective on-
site interaction of strength u. At half-filling of the lattice, n
=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
makes it an exceptional example of a fermionic QPT, where
no information can be deduced from the entanglement
measure.

A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
u'0 by connecting the system to a particle reservoir and
tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
"c=2!4*0

$J1!(#&(!1+exp!(u /2##'!1 where n=1 &15'. The
transition is second order with a divergent charge suscepti-
bility )c=!n /!"$%"!"c%!1/2. As shown in Ref. &9', the de-
rivative of the critical single-site entanglement for finite u is
precisely given by )c, up to a multiplicative constant:
!E /!"=!C!u#)c. In the limit u!$, the empty local states
get suppressed at the transition and the scaling of !E /!"
picks up a logarithmic correction&9': !E /!"=)c!ln %"!"c %
+const. # / !2 ln 2#. Both behaviors well illustrate our general
discussion above: For finite u the logarithms in Eq. !5# add
up to the u!dependent constant C!u#, whereas in the limit
u!$ the entanglement measure detects a change in the di-
mension of the local Hilbert space, signaled by the logarith-
mic correction to the leading scaling.

As a second example, let us consider the 1D Hubbard
model with long-range hopping, introduced by Gebhard and
Ruckenstein &16':

H = )
!"m=1
&=",#

L

t!mĉ!&
† ĉm& + u)

l=1

L

n̂!"n̂!#, !7#

with t!m= i!!1#!l!m#!l!m#!1. The ground state energy density
at half-filling is given by e0= !un!uc!1!n#n# /4
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is singular at g=gc

Suppose that
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tions raised above are answered in the negative also for
coupled qubit !spin-1/2" systems. Our reason for focusing on
fermionic systems is simply that these are less well under-
stood. With our contribution, we hope to dispel some of the
perceived difficulties attached to their treatment.

II. SINGLE-SITE ENTANGLEMENT AND QPTS

Let us first recall that the concept of quantum entangle-
ment of indistinguishable fermions #bosons$ suffers from a
certain ambiguity since the accessible state space contains
only antisymmetrized #symmetrized$ states and hence lacks a
direct product structure. The simplest way around this prob-
lem is to use an occupation number representation #17$. For
spin-1/2 fermions, one thus takes %n& j = %0& j, %! & j, %" & j, and
%! " & j as local basis states, with j=1,2 , . . . ,L indexing the
corresponding lattice sites. In this way, the product structure
of the state space is manifestly recovered, with the represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states %n&1 ! %n&2 ! ¯ ! %n&L.
One may now proceed as usual, and partition the system into
two parts, A and B, with the entanglement !von Neumann"
entropy E of a pure state %!& defined by #1$

E = ! Tr!"A log2 "A" . !1"

The reduced density matrix "A is calculated from the full
density matrix "= %!&'!% by taking the trace over the local
states belonging to B: "A=TrB!"". By choosing A as a single
site !assuming translational invariance" with B the rest of the
system, one obtains the single-site entanglement. One should
note that in the occupation number representation the sub-
systems A and B correspond to fermionic modes !empty
sites, singly occupied sites with spin up or down, doubly
occupied sites" and not to particles. In this sense, the notion
of fermionic !and similarly, bosonic" entanglement is differ-
ent from the textbook example with spatially separated par-
ticles.

Given the occupation number representation, it is straight-
forward to verify that the reduced ground state density ma-
trix " j for a single site j is diagonal, provided that the ground
state %!0& is a superposition of basis states with the same
number of particles and the same total spin. Introducing the
ground state expectation values for a single site to be doubly
occupied !w2", singly occupied by a fermion with spin-up
#spin-down$, !w!#"$", or empty !w0", and assuming that the
system is translationally invariant, we write:

w2 = '!0%n̂j!n̂j"%!0& ,

w! = '!0%n̂j!%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
+ m ! w2,

w" = '!0%n̂j"%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
! m ! w2,

w0 = 1 ! n + w2, !2"

where in Eq. !2" n̂j#= ĉj#
† ĉj# is the number operator that

samples site j for a fermion of spin #= ! ,", n= '!0 % n̂j!

+ n̂j" %!0& is the average single site occupation in the ground
state, and m= !1/2"'!0 % n̂j!! n̂j" %!0& is the ground state mag-
netization per site. It follows that

" j = (
$=0,!,"

w$%$& j'$% j + w2%!"& j'!"% j . !3"

Combining Eqs. !1"–!3", the single-site entanglement takes
the form

E = ! )n

2
+ m ! w2*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! )n

2
! m ! w2*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

! !1 ! n + w2"log2!1 ! n + w2" ! w2log2 w2. !4"

Let us now consider a fermion system with Hamiltonian den-
sity H!g"=H0+g% that exhibits a QPT for some value gc of
g !with % the conjugate operator, and with all other control
parameters kept fixed and absorbed as part of H0". By defi-
nition, a QPT of k:th order implies a divergence or a discon-
tinuity in the k:th derivative !ke0 /!gk of the ground state
energy density e0= '!0 %H!g" %!0&, with all derivatives of or-
der &k being finite and continuous. Defining Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&—regular terms$ !equal to #!e0 /!g—regular
terms$ by the Hellman–Feynman theorem", it follows that
!k!1Og /!gk!1has a divergence or a discontinuity at g=gc.
With these preliminaries, we can now prove the following.

A. Proposition

Consider a spin-1/2 translationally invariant fermionic
system with a Hamiltonian density H!g"=H0+g% that con-
serves particle number and total spin, and where Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&-regular terms$ is a linear combination of m, n
and/or w2. It follows that a divergence or a discontinuity in
the !k!1":st derivative of the single-site entanglement with
respect to g !with all derivatives of order &k!1 being finite
and continuous" signals that the system undergoes a k:th or-
der QPT.

B. Proof

The proof is elementary. Repeated differentiation of Eq.
!4" yields

!k!1E
!gk!1 = ! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
+ m ! w2-*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
! m ! w2-*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

+ ) !k!1

!gk!1 #n ! w2$*log2!1 ! n + w2"

!
!k!1w2

!gk!1 log2!w2"

+ terms containing lower-order derivatives. !5"

By assumption, all derivatives with respect to g of order
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singular at g=gc

tions raised above are answered in the negative also for
coupled qubit !spin-1/2" systems. Our reason for focusing on
fermionic systems is simply that these are less well under-
stood. With our contribution, we hope to dispel some of the
perceived difficulties attached to their treatment.

II. SINGLE-SITE ENTANGLEMENT AND QPTS

Let us first recall that the concept of quantum entangle-
ment of indistinguishable fermions #bosons$ suffers from a
certain ambiguity since the accessible state space contains
only antisymmetrized #symmetrized$ states and hence lacks a
direct product structure. The simplest way around this prob-
lem is to use an occupation number representation #17$. For
spin-1/2 fermions, one thus takes %n& j = %0& j, %! & j, %" & j, and
%! " & j as local basis states, with j=1,2 , . . . ,L indexing the
corresponding lattice sites. In this way, the product structure
of the state space is manifestly recovered, with the represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states %n&1 ! %n&2 ! ¯ ! %n&L.
One may now proceed as usual, and partition the system into
two parts, A and B, with the entanglement !von Neumann"
entropy E of a pure state %!& defined by #1$

E = ! Tr!"A log2 "A" . !1"

The reduced density matrix "A is calculated from the full
density matrix "= %!&'!% by taking the trace over the local
states belonging to B: "A=TrB!"". By choosing A as a single
site !assuming translational invariance" with B the rest of the
system, one obtains the single-site entanglement. One should
note that in the occupation number representation the sub-
systems A and B correspond to fermionic modes !empty
sites, singly occupied sites with spin up or down, doubly
occupied sites" and not to particles. In this sense, the notion
of fermionic !and similarly, bosonic" entanglement is differ-
ent from the textbook example with spatially separated par-
ticles.

Given the occupation number representation, it is straight-
forward to verify that the reduced ground state density ma-
trix " j for a single site j is diagonal, provided that the ground
state %!0& is a superposition of basis states with the same
number of particles and the same total spin. Introducing the
ground state expectation values for a single site to be doubly
occupied !w2", singly occupied by a fermion with spin-up
#spin-down$, !w!#"$", or empty !w0", and assuming that the
system is translationally invariant, we write:

w2 = '!0%n̂j!n̂j"%!0& ,

w! = '!0%n̂j!%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
+ m ! w2,

w" = '!0%n̂j"%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
! m ! w2,

w0 = 1 ! n + w2, !2"

where in Eq. !2" n̂j#= ĉj#
† ĉj# is the number operator that

samples site j for a fermion of spin #= ! ,", n= '!0 % n̂j!

+ n̂j" %!0& is the average single site occupation in the ground
state, and m= !1/2"'!0 % n̂j!! n̂j" %!0& is the ground state mag-
netization per site. It follows that

" j = (
$=0,!,"

w$%$& j'$% j + w2%!"& j'!"% j . !3"

Combining Eqs. !1"–!3", the single-site entanglement takes
the form

E = ! )n

2
+ m ! w2*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! )n

2
! m ! w2*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

! !1 ! n + w2"log2!1 ! n + w2" ! w2log2 w2. !4"

Let us now consider a fermion system with Hamiltonian den-
sity H!g"=H0+g% that exhibits a QPT for some value gc of
g !with % the conjugate operator, and with all other control
parameters kept fixed and absorbed as part of H0". By defi-
nition, a QPT of k:th order implies a divergence or a discon-
tinuity in the k:th derivative !ke0 /!gk of the ground state
energy density e0= '!0 %H!g" %!0&, with all derivatives of or-
der &k being finite and continuous. Defining Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&—regular terms$ !equal to #!e0 /!g—regular
terms$ by the Hellman–Feynman theorem", it follows that
!k!1Og /!gk!1has a divergence or a discontinuity at g=gc.
With these preliminaries, we can now prove the following.

A. Proposition

Consider a spin-1/2 translationally invariant fermionic
system with a Hamiltonian density H!g"=H0+g% that con-
serves particle number and total spin, and where Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&-regular terms$ is a linear combination of m, n
and/or w2. It follows that a divergence or a discontinuity in
the !k!1":st derivative of the single-site entanglement with
respect to g !with all derivatives of order &k!1 being finite
and continuous" signals that the system undergoes a k:th or-
der QPT.

B. Proof

The proof is elementary. Repeated differentiation of Eq.
!4" yields

!k!1E
!gk!1 = ! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
+ m ! w2-*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
! m ! w2-*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

+ ) !k!1

!gk!1 #n ! w2$*log2!1 ! n + w2"

!
!k!1w2

!gk!1 log2!w2"

+ terms containing lower-order derivatives. !5"

By assumption, all derivatives with respect to g of order
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tions raised above are answered in the negative also for
coupled qubit !spin-1/2" systems. Our reason for focusing on
fermionic systems is simply that these are less well under-
stood. With our contribution, we hope to dispel some of the
perceived difficulties attached to their treatment.

II. SINGLE-SITE ENTANGLEMENT AND QPTS

Let us first recall that the concept of quantum entangle-
ment of indistinguishable fermions #bosons$ suffers from a
certain ambiguity since the accessible state space contains
only antisymmetrized #symmetrized$ states and hence lacks a
direct product structure. The simplest way around this prob-
lem is to use an occupation number representation #17$. For
spin-1/2 fermions, one thus takes %n& j = %0& j, %! & j, %" & j, and
%! " & j as local basis states, with j=1,2 , . . . ,L indexing the
corresponding lattice sites. In this way, the product structure
of the state space is manifestly recovered, with the represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states %n&1 ! %n&2 ! ¯ ! %n&L.
One may now proceed as usual, and partition the system into
two parts, A and B, with the entanglement !von Neumann"
entropy E of a pure state %!& defined by #1$

E = ! Tr!"A log2 "A" . !1"

The reduced density matrix "A is calculated from the full
density matrix "= %!&'!% by taking the trace over the local
states belonging to B: "A=TrB!"". By choosing A as a single
site !assuming translational invariance" with B the rest of the
system, one obtains the single-site entanglement. One should
note that in the occupation number representation the sub-
systems A and B correspond to fermionic modes !empty
sites, singly occupied sites with spin up or down, doubly
occupied sites" and not to particles. In this sense, the notion
of fermionic !and similarly, bosonic" entanglement is differ-
ent from the textbook example with spatially separated par-
ticles.

Given the occupation number representation, it is straight-
forward to verify that the reduced ground state density ma-
trix " j for a single site j is diagonal, provided that the ground
state %!0& is a superposition of basis states with the same
number of particles and the same total spin. Introducing the
ground state expectation values for a single site to be doubly
occupied !w2", singly occupied by a fermion with spin-up
#spin-down$, !w!#"$", or empty !w0", and assuming that the
system is translationally invariant, we write:

w2 = '!0%n̂j!n̂j"%!0& ,

w! = '!0%n̂j!%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
+ m ! w2,

w" = '!0%n̂j"%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
! m ! w2,

w0 = 1 ! n + w2, !2"

where in Eq. !2" n̂j#= ĉj#
† ĉj# is the number operator that

samples site j for a fermion of spin #= ! ,", n= '!0 % n̂j!

+ n̂j" %!0& is the average single site occupation in the ground
state, and m= !1/2"'!0 % n̂j!! n̂j" %!0& is the ground state mag-
netization per site. It follows that

" j = (
$=0,!,"

w$%$& j'$% j + w2%!"& j'!"% j . !3"

Combining Eqs. !1"–!3", the single-site entanglement takes
the form

E = ! )n

2
+ m ! w2*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! )n

2
! m ! w2*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

! !1 ! n + w2"log2!1 ! n + w2" ! w2log2 w2. !4"

Let us now consider a fermion system with Hamiltonian den-
sity H!g"=H0+g% that exhibits a QPT for some value gc of
g !with % the conjugate operator, and with all other control
parameters kept fixed and absorbed as part of H0". By defi-
nition, a QPT of k:th order implies a divergence or a discon-
tinuity in the k:th derivative !ke0 /!gk of the ground state
energy density e0= '!0 %H!g" %!0&, with all derivatives of or-
der &k being finite and continuous. Defining Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&—regular terms$ !equal to #!e0 /!g—regular
terms$ by the Hellman–Feynman theorem", it follows that
!k!1Og /!gk!1has a divergence or a discontinuity at g=gc.
With these preliminaries, we can now prove the following.

A. Proposition

Consider a spin-1/2 translationally invariant fermionic
system with a Hamiltonian density H!g"=H0+g% that con-
serves particle number and total spin, and where Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&-regular terms$ is a linear combination of m, n
and/or w2. It follows that a divergence or a discontinuity in
the !k!1":st derivative of the single-site entanglement with
respect to g !with all derivatives of order &k!1 being finite
and continuous" signals that the system undergoes a k:th or-
der QPT.

B. Proof

The proof is elementary. Repeated differentiation of Eq.
!4" yields

!k!1E
!gk!1 = ! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
+ m ! w2-*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
! m ! w2-*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

+ ) !k!1

!gk!1 #n ! w2$*log2!1 ! n + w2"

!
!k!1w2

!gk!1 log2!w2"

+ terms containing lower-order derivatives. !5"

By assumption, all derivatives with respect to g of order
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of entanglement properties of many-particle
systems has become a subject of intense interest. Much of
the motivation comes from quantum information theory
where entanglement is made the key physical resource for a
variety of information processing tasks #1$. In recent work, it
has been suggested that this resource may be efficiently ex-
tracted from a solid, or from some other many-particle sys-
tem, by scattering particles off the system #2$. Thermody-
namic properties of solids have also been shown to be
crucially influenced by entanglement properties of their mi-
croscopic degrees of freedom #3$. Moreover, a rapidly grow-
ing body of results #4,5$ suggests that a properly chosen
measure of entanglement may serve as a precise and conve-
nient marker of a !zero-temperature" quantum phase transi-
tion !QPT" in a many-particle system #4,5$. For spin-1/2 sys-
tems !lattices of localized coupled qubits" a discontinuity
!divergence" in the !derivative of the" ground state concur-
rence has been shown to be associated with a first !second"-
order QPT #6$ !where concurrence #7$ measures the en-
tanglement of two qubits selected at neighboring sites". For
itinerant particles, the picture is less clear, as the results here
appear to depend on the choice of model or on the perturba-
tion driving the transition. A case in point is the single-site
entanglement of the one-dimensional !1D" Hubbard model.
This measure, which is given by the von Neumann entropy at
a single lattice site #1$, reaches a maximum at a metal-
insulator transition driven by a change of the on-site interac-
tion #8$. In contrast, the single-site entanglement diverges
when one drives the transition by tuning the chemical poten-
tial #9$.

One should here realize that an onset of nonanalyticity in
a local entanglement measure #10$ is indeed expected at a
QPT. By definition, a QPT is a point of nonanalyticity in the
ground state energy of a quantum system !caused by a level
crossing, or, an avoided level crossing in the thermodynamic
limit" #11$. Given that the elements of the reduced density
matrix—upon which any local entanglement measure is
built—are linked to the ground state energy, the defining
nonanalyticity of a QPT will infect also the local entangle-
ment measure !of which single-site entanglement #1$, con-
currence #7$, and negativity #12$ are some of the most com-
monly used". The recent proof that any entanglement

measure can be expanded as a unique functional of the first
derivatives of the ground state energy !with respect to the
parameters that control the QPT" puts this intuition on firm
ground #13$.

The connection between entanglement and QPTs can also
be cast in the language of statistical mechanics, as pointed
out recently by Campos Venuti et al. #14$. As an example,
consider the Hamiltonian density H!g" of a system that un-
dergoes a continuous second-order QPT when changing a
parameter g: H!g"=H0+g!. Differentiating the energy den-
sity %"0 &H!g" &"0' of the ground state &"0' with respect to g,
its singular part Og(#%"0 &! &"0'! regular terms$ will be-
have as Og(sgn!g!gc" &g!gc&# as g approaches gc, imply-
ing a divergence of !Og /!g(&g!gc&#!1at criticality. The sin-
gular term Og enters every reduced density matrix that
contains a site where the operator ! is defined, and it follows
that any entanglement measure constructed from such a den-
sity matrix exhibits a singularity with an exponent related to
# !barring accidental cancellations".

Having established this linkage, one may ask how it can
be exploited for a specific problem. For example, in the case
of a continuous second !or higher" order QPT, is it possible
to “read off” the critical exponent # from the singularity of
the entanglement measure? Conversely, is the information
provided by the singular behavior of a local entanglement
measure already contained in the scaling of observables—as
predicted within the usual statistical mechanics framework?

In this article, we address these questions by studying the
single-site entanglement of a generic fermionic lattice sys-
tem. We do so by constructing and analyzing its explicit
representation using the Hellman–Feynman theorem. We find
that the single-site entanglement measure can be used as re-
liable marker of a finite-order QPT !given certain provisos"
and that it contains unique and useful information about the
transition. The questions raised above will both turn out to
have negative answers. As illustrations, we use our construc-
tion to obtain the single-site entanglement at the Mott–
Hubbard metal-insulator transitions of the 1D Hubbard
model #15$, and the 1D Hubbard model with long-range hop-
ping #16$, exploiting exact results for the ground state prop-
erties of these models. We stress that our analysis can be
easily adapted so as to apply to a system of localized spins,
with no change in the general results. Specifically, the ques-
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!k!1 are finite and continuous. Any singularity in
!k!1E /!gk!1 must hence reside in terms containing deriva-
tives of order k!1. Since Og is a linear combination of m, n
and w2, the proposition follows.

Several comments are in order. First, note that the con-
straint that Og should be some linear combination of m, n,
and/or w2 is much less restrictive than may first appear to be
the case. In fact, for a generic fermionic QPT caused by a
change of an interaction or an external perturbation that
couples only to single sites, Og is identical to w2 !with the
transition driven by an on-site fermion-fermion interaction,
g"u#, m !with the transition driven by a magnetic field, g
"h#, or n !with the transition driven by a chemical potential,
g""#. One may think that the tight link between the scaling
of !k!1E /!gk!1 and that of !k!1Og /!gk!1 would allow for the
critical exponent that controls Og to be immediately ex-
tracted from !k!1E /!gk!1. This is not so, however. As an ex-
ample, take a second-order QPT !k=2# with Og=w2, where
!w2 /!u$%u!uc%#!1!$ as g!gc=uc. By inspection of Eq.
!5#, one then notes that the leading scaling of !E /!g will be
governed by the same exponent # only if m and n are inde-
pendent of w2, or, depend on w2 as a power with exponent
%1. Whether this is the case typically requires that one has
access to an exact solution of the model, and in any event
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. Turning to
the logarithmic factors in Eq. !5#, one realizes that these will
cause logarithmic divergences if one or several of the occu-
pation parameters w0 ,w" ,w# ,w2 vanish at the transition
&cf. the parameterization in Eq. !2#'. Such logarithmic cor-
rections, multiplying the leading scaling of !k!1E /!gk!1 in-
herited from Og, thus signal a change of the dimension of the
accessible local Hilbert space as the system undergoes the
transition. This is a useful and important property of the
single-site entanglement scaling not shared by the scaling of
Og or its derivatives. One should here note that a spurious
signaling of a k:th order QPT by a divergence in !k!1E /!gk!1

caused by a vanishing occupation parameter is blocked by
the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
tonian !implying the vanishing of an occupation parameter#
without the occurrence of a QPT.'

Using the diagnostics supplied by our proposition, are we
guaranteed to catch all fermionic QPTs? The answer is nega-
tive. First, the diagnostics obviously fails for a QPT of infi-
nite order &18', a Berezinski!-Kosterlitz-Thouless !BKT#-
type transition being a case in point &19'. Secondly and more
insidious, a system may exhibit a QPT of finite order, but
with the single-site entanglement and its derivatives still re-
maining regular. This happens if all local basis states %n( j
= %0( j, %" ( j, %# ( j, and %" # ( j become equally populated as one
approaches the transition. As seen from Eq. !5#, the !k!1#:st
derivative terms then vanish identically, killing the signal of
the QPT. The simultaneous vanishing of !E /!g implies that E
has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-

tremum of the single-site entanglement does not necessarily
signal a QPT. Whether a QPT is present or not in this case
requires information beyond that provided by the entangle-
ment measure.

Having exposed the general features of entanglement
scaling at a fermionic QPT, let us look at two examples.

III. CASE STUDIES

Consider first the ordinary 1D Hubbard model

H = ! )
i=1

&=",#

L

!ĉi&
† ĉi+1& + h . c . # + u)

i=1

L

n̂i"n̂i#, !6#

with the first term describing hopping of electrons between
neighboring sites, and with the second term an effective on-
site interaction of strength u. At half-filling of the lattice, n
=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
makes it an exceptional example of a fermionic QPT, where
no information can be deduced from the entanglement
measure.

A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
u'0 by connecting the system to a particle reservoir and
tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
"c=2!4*0

$J1!(#&(!1+exp!(u /2##'!1 where n=1 &15'. The
transition is second order with a divergent charge suscepti-
bility )c=!n /!"$%"!"c%!1/2. As shown in Ref. &9', the de-
rivative of the critical single-site entanglement for finite u is
precisely given by )c, up to a multiplicative constant:
!E /!"=!C!u#)c. In the limit u!$, the empty local states
get suppressed at the transition and the scaling of !E /!"
picks up a logarithmic correction&9': !E /!"=)c!ln %"!"c %
+const. # / !2 ln 2#. Both behaviors well illustrate our general
discussion above: For finite u the logarithms in Eq. !5# add
up to the u!dependent constant C!u#, whereas in the limit
u!$ the entanglement measure detects a change in the di-
mension of the local Hilbert space, signaled by the logarith-
mic correction to the leading scaling.

As a second example, let us consider the 1D Hubbard
model with long-range hopping, introduced by Gebhard and
Ruckenstein &16':

H = )
!"m=1
&=",#

L

t!mĉ!&
† ĉm& + u)

l=1

L

n̂!"n̂!#, !7#

with t!m= i!!1#!l!m#!l!m#!1. The ground state energy density
at half-filling is given by e0= !un!uc!1!n#n# /4
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is singular at g=gc

Suppose that

 

Fermionic entanglement

m n w2

tions raised above are answered in the negative also for
coupled qubit !spin-1/2" systems. Our reason for focusing on
fermionic systems is simply that these are less well under-
stood. With our contribution, we hope to dispel some of the
perceived difficulties attached to their treatment.

II. SINGLE-SITE ENTANGLEMENT AND QPTS

Let us first recall that the concept of quantum entangle-
ment of indistinguishable fermions #bosons$ suffers from a
certain ambiguity since the accessible state space contains
only antisymmetrized #symmetrized$ states and hence lacks a
direct product structure. The simplest way around this prob-
lem is to use an occupation number representation #17$. For
spin-1/2 fermions, one thus takes %n& j = %0& j, %! & j, %" & j, and
%! " & j as local basis states, with j=1,2 , . . . ,L indexing the
corresponding lattice sites. In this way, the product structure
of the state space is manifestly recovered, with the represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states %n&1 ! %n&2 ! ¯ ! %n&L.
One may now proceed as usual, and partition the system into
two parts, A and B, with the entanglement !von Neumann"
entropy E of a pure state %!& defined by #1$

E = ! Tr!"A log2 "A" . !1"

The reduced density matrix "A is calculated from the full
density matrix "= %!&'!% by taking the trace over the local
states belonging to B: "A=TrB!"". By choosing A as a single
site !assuming translational invariance" with B the rest of the
system, one obtains the single-site entanglement. One should
note that in the occupation number representation the sub-
systems A and B correspond to fermionic modes !empty
sites, singly occupied sites with spin up or down, doubly
occupied sites" and not to particles. In this sense, the notion
of fermionic !and similarly, bosonic" entanglement is differ-
ent from the textbook example with spatially separated par-
ticles.

Given the occupation number representation, it is straight-
forward to verify that the reduced ground state density ma-
trix " j for a single site j is diagonal, provided that the ground
state %!0& is a superposition of basis states with the same
number of particles and the same total spin. Introducing the
ground state expectation values for a single site to be doubly
occupied !w2", singly occupied by a fermion with spin-up
#spin-down$, !w!#"$", or empty !w0", and assuming that the
system is translationally invariant, we write:

w2 = '!0%n̂j!n̂j"%!0& ,

w! = '!0%n̂j!%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
+ m ! w2,

w" = '!0%n̂j"%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
! m ! w2,

w0 = 1 ! n + w2, !2"

where in Eq. !2" n̂j#= ĉj#
† ĉj# is the number operator that

samples site j for a fermion of spin #= ! ,", n= '!0 % n̂j!

+ n̂j" %!0& is the average single site occupation in the ground
state, and m= !1/2"'!0 % n̂j!! n̂j" %!0& is the ground state mag-
netization per site. It follows that

" j = (
$=0,!,"

w$%$& j'$% j + w2%!"& j'!"% j . !3"

Combining Eqs. !1"–!3", the single-site entanglement takes
the form

E = ! )n

2
+ m ! w2*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! )n

2
! m ! w2*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

! !1 ! n + w2"log2!1 ! n + w2" ! w2log2 w2. !4"

Let us now consider a fermion system with Hamiltonian den-
sity H!g"=H0+g% that exhibits a QPT for some value gc of
g !with % the conjugate operator, and with all other control
parameters kept fixed and absorbed as part of H0". By defi-
nition, a QPT of k:th order implies a divergence or a discon-
tinuity in the k:th derivative !ke0 /!gk of the ground state
energy density e0= '!0 %H!g" %!0&, with all derivatives of or-
der &k being finite and continuous. Defining Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&—regular terms$ !equal to #!e0 /!g—regular
terms$ by the Hellman–Feynman theorem", it follows that
!k!1Og /!gk!1has a divergence or a discontinuity at g=gc.
With these preliminaries, we can now prove the following.

A. Proposition

Consider a spin-1/2 translationally invariant fermionic
system with a Hamiltonian density H!g"=H0+g% that con-
serves particle number and total spin, and where Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&-regular terms$ is a linear combination of m, n
and/or w2. It follows that a divergence or a discontinuity in
the !k!1":st derivative of the single-site entanglement with
respect to g !with all derivatives of order &k!1 being finite
and continuous" signals that the system undergoes a k:th or-
der QPT.

B. Proof

The proof is elementary. Repeated differentiation of Eq.
!4" yields

!k!1E
!gk!1 = ! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
+ m ! w2-*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
! m ! w2-*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

+ ) !k!1

!gk!1 #n ! w2$*log2!1 ! n + w2"

!
!k!1w2

!gk!1 log2!w2"

+ terms containing lower-order derivatives. !5"

By assumption, all derivatives with respect to g of order
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tions raised above are answered in the negative also for
coupled qubit !spin-1/2" systems. Our reason for focusing on
fermionic systems is simply that these are less well under-
stood. With our contribution, we hope to dispel some of the
perceived difficulties attached to their treatment.

II. SINGLE-SITE ENTANGLEMENT AND QPTS

Let us first recall that the concept of quantum entangle-
ment of indistinguishable fermions #bosons$ suffers from a
certain ambiguity since the accessible state space contains
only antisymmetrized #symmetrized$ states and hence lacks a
direct product structure. The simplest way around this prob-
lem is to use an occupation number representation #17$. For
spin-1/2 fermions, one thus takes %n& j = %0& j, %! & j, %" & j, and
%! " & j as local basis states, with j=1,2 , . . . ,L indexing the
corresponding lattice sites. In this way, the product structure
of the state space is manifestly recovered, with the represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states %n&1 ! %n&2 ! ¯ ! %n&L.
One may now proceed as usual, and partition the system into
two parts, A and B, with the entanglement !von Neumann"
entropy E of a pure state %!& defined by #1$

E = ! Tr!"A log2 "A" . !1"

The reduced density matrix "A is calculated from the full
density matrix "= %!&'!% by taking the trace over the local
states belonging to B: "A=TrB!"". By choosing A as a single
site !assuming translational invariance" with B the rest of the
system, one obtains the single-site entanglement. One should
note that in the occupation number representation the sub-
systems A and B correspond to fermionic modes !empty
sites, singly occupied sites with spin up or down, doubly
occupied sites" and not to particles. In this sense, the notion
of fermionic !and similarly, bosonic" entanglement is differ-
ent from the textbook example with spatially separated par-
ticles.

Given the occupation number representation, it is straight-
forward to verify that the reduced ground state density ma-
trix " j for a single site j is diagonal, provided that the ground
state %!0& is a superposition of basis states with the same
number of particles and the same total spin. Introducing the
ground state expectation values for a single site to be doubly
occupied !w2", singly occupied by a fermion with spin-up
#spin-down$, !w!#"$", or empty !w0", and assuming that the
system is translationally invariant, we write:

w2 = '!0%n̂j!n̂j"%!0& ,

w! = '!0%n̂j!%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
+ m ! w2,

w" = '!0%n̂j"%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
! m ! w2,

w0 = 1 ! n + w2, !2"

where in Eq. !2" n̂j#= ĉj#
† ĉj# is the number operator that

samples site j for a fermion of spin #= ! ,", n= '!0 % n̂j!

+ n̂j" %!0& is the average single site occupation in the ground
state, and m= !1/2"'!0 % n̂j!! n̂j" %!0& is the ground state mag-
netization per site. It follows that

" j = (
$=0,!,"

w$%$& j'$% j + w2%!"& j'!"% j . !3"

Combining Eqs. !1"–!3", the single-site entanglement takes
the form

E = ! )n

2
+ m ! w2*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! )n

2
! m ! w2*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

! !1 ! n + w2"log2!1 ! n + w2" ! w2log2 w2. !4"

Let us now consider a fermion system with Hamiltonian den-
sity H!g"=H0+g% that exhibits a QPT for some value gc of
g !with % the conjugate operator, and with all other control
parameters kept fixed and absorbed as part of H0". By defi-
nition, a QPT of k:th order implies a divergence or a discon-
tinuity in the k:th derivative !ke0 /!gk of the ground state
energy density e0= '!0 %H!g" %!0&, with all derivatives of or-
der &k being finite and continuous. Defining Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&—regular terms$ !equal to #!e0 /!g—regular
terms$ by the Hellman–Feynman theorem", it follows that
!k!1Og /!gk!1has a divergence or a discontinuity at g=gc.
With these preliminaries, we can now prove the following.

A. Proposition

Consider a spin-1/2 translationally invariant fermionic
system with a Hamiltonian density H!g"=H0+g% that con-
serves particle number and total spin, and where Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&-regular terms$ is a linear combination of m, n
and/or w2. It follows that a divergence or a discontinuity in
the !k!1":st derivative of the single-site entanglement with
respect to g !with all derivatives of order &k!1 being finite
and continuous" signals that the system undergoes a k:th or-
der QPT.

B. Proof

The proof is elementary. Repeated differentiation of Eq.
!4" yields

!k!1E
!gk!1 = ! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
+ m ! w2-*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
! m ! w2-*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

+ ) !k!1

!gk!1 #n ! w2$*log2!1 ! n + w2"

!
!k!1w2

!gk!1 log2!w2"

+ terms containing lower-order derivatives. !5"

By assumption, all derivatives with respect to g of order
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tions raised above are answered in the negative also for
coupled qubit !spin-1/2" systems. Our reason for focusing on
fermionic systems is simply that these are less well under-
stood. With our contribution, we hope to dispel some of the
perceived difficulties attached to their treatment.

II. SINGLE-SITE ENTANGLEMENT AND QPTS

Let us first recall that the concept of quantum entangle-
ment of indistinguishable fermions #bosons$ suffers from a
certain ambiguity since the accessible state space contains
only antisymmetrized #symmetrized$ states and hence lacks a
direct product structure. The simplest way around this prob-
lem is to use an occupation number representation #17$. For
spin-1/2 fermions, one thus takes %n& j = %0& j, %! & j, %" & j, and
%! " & j as local basis states, with j=1,2 , . . . ,L indexing the
corresponding lattice sites. In this way, the product structure
of the state space is manifestly recovered, with the represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states %n&1 ! %n&2 ! ¯ ! %n&L.
One may now proceed as usual, and partition the system into
two parts, A and B, with the entanglement !von Neumann"
entropy E of a pure state %!& defined by #1$

E = ! Tr!"A log2 "A" . !1"

The reduced density matrix "A is calculated from the full
density matrix "= %!&'!% by taking the trace over the local
states belonging to B: "A=TrB!"". By choosing A as a single
site !assuming translational invariance" with B the rest of the
system, one obtains the single-site entanglement. One should
note that in the occupation number representation the sub-
systems A and B correspond to fermionic modes !empty
sites, singly occupied sites with spin up or down, doubly
occupied sites" and not to particles. In this sense, the notion
of fermionic !and similarly, bosonic" entanglement is differ-
ent from the textbook example with spatially separated par-
ticles.

Given the occupation number representation, it is straight-
forward to verify that the reduced ground state density ma-
trix " j for a single site j is diagonal, provided that the ground
state %!0& is a superposition of basis states with the same
number of particles and the same total spin. Introducing the
ground state expectation values for a single site to be doubly
occupied !w2", singly occupied by a fermion with spin-up
#spin-down$, !w!#"$", or empty !w0", and assuming that the
system is translationally invariant, we write:

w2 = '!0%n̂j!n̂j"%!0& ,

w! = '!0%n̂j!%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
+ m ! w2,

w" = '!0%n̂j"%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
! m ! w2,

w0 = 1 ! n + w2, !2"

where in Eq. !2" n̂j#= ĉj#
† ĉj# is the number operator that

samples site j for a fermion of spin #= ! ,", n= '!0 % n̂j!

+ n̂j" %!0& is the average single site occupation in the ground
state, and m= !1/2"'!0 % n̂j!! n̂j" %!0& is the ground state mag-
netization per site. It follows that

" j = (
$=0,!,"

w$%$& j'$% j + w2%!"& j'!"% j . !3"

Combining Eqs. !1"–!3", the single-site entanglement takes
the form

E = ! )n

2
+ m ! w2*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! )n

2
! m ! w2*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

! !1 ! n + w2"log2!1 ! n + w2" ! w2log2 w2. !4"

Let us now consider a fermion system with Hamiltonian den-
sity H!g"=H0+g% that exhibits a QPT for some value gc of
g !with % the conjugate operator, and with all other control
parameters kept fixed and absorbed as part of H0". By defi-
nition, a QPT of k:th order implies a divergence or a discon-
tinuity in the k:th derivative !ke0 /!gk of the ground state
energy density e0= '!0 %H!g" %!0&, with all derivatives of or-
der &k being finite and continuous. Defining Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&—regular terms$ !equal to #!e0 /!g—regular
terms$ by the Hellman–Feynman theorem", it follows that
!k!1Og /!gk!1has a divergence or a discontinuity at g=gc.
With these preliminaries, we can now prove the following.

A. Proposition

Consider a spin-1/2 translationally invariant fermionic
system with a Hamiltonian density H!g"=H0+g% that con-
serves particle number and total spin, and where Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&-regular terms$ is a linear combination of m, n
and/or w2. It follows that a divergence or a discontinuity in
the !k!1":st derivative of the single-site entanglement with
respect to g !with all derivatives of order &k!1 being finite
and continuous" signals that the system undergoes a k:th or-
der QPT.

B. Proof

The proof is elementary. Repeated differentiation of Eq.
!4" yields

!k!1E
!gk!1 = ! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
+ m ! w2-*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
! m ! w2-*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

+ ) !k!1

!gk!1 #n ! w2$*log2!1 ! n + w2"

!
!k!1w2

!gk!1 log2!w2"

+ terms containing lower-order derivatives. !5"

By assumption, all derivatives with respect to g of order
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tions raised above are answered in the negative also for
coupled qubit !spin-1/2" systems. Our reason for focusing on
fermionic systems is simply that these are less well under-
stood. With our contribution, we hope to dispel some of the
perceived difficulties attached to their treatment.

II. SINGLE-SITE ENTANGLEMENT AND QPTS

Let us first recall that the concept of quantum entangle-
ment of indistinguishable fermions #bosons$ suffers from a
certain ambiguity since the accessible state space contains
only antisymmetrized #symmetrized$ states and hence lacks a
direct product structure. The simplest way around this prob-
lem is to use an occupation number representation #17$. For
spin-1/2 fermions, one thus takes %n& j = %0& j, %! & j, %" & j, and
%! " & j as local basis states, with j=1,2 , . . . ,L indexing the
corresponding lattice sites. In this way, the product structure
of the state space is manifestly recovered, with the represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states %n&1 ! %n&2 ! ¯ ! %n&L.
One may now proceed as usual, and partition the system into
two parts, A and B, with the entanglement !von Neumann"
entropy E of a pure state %!& defined by #1$

E = ! Tr!"A log2 "A" . !1"

The reduced density matrix "A is calculated from the full
density matrix "= %!&'!% by taking the trace over the local
states belonging to B: "A=TrB!"". By choosing A as a single
site !assuming translational invariance" with B the rest of the
system, one obtains the single-site entanglement. One should
note that in the occupation number representation the sub-
systems A and B correspond to fermionic modes !empty
sites, singly occupied sites with spin up or down, doubly
occupied sites" and not to particles. In this sense, the notion
of fermionic !and similarly, bosonic" entanglement is differ-
ent from the textbook example with spatially separated par-
ticles.

Given the occupation number representation, it is straight-
forward to verify that the reduced ground state density ma-
trix " j for a single site j is diagonal, provided that the ground
state %!0& is a superposition of basis states with the same
number of particles and the same total spin. Introducing the
ground state expectation values for a single site to be doubly
occupied !w2", singly occupied by a fermion with spin-up
#spin-down$, !w!#"$", or empty !w0", and assuming that the
system is translationally invariant, we write:

w2 = '!0%n̂j!n̂j"%!0& ,

w! = '!0%n̂j!%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
+ m ! w2,

w" = '!0%n̂j"%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
! m ! w2,

w0 = 1 ! n + w2, !2"

where in Eq. !2" n̂j#= ĉj#
† ĉj# is the number operator that

samples site j for a fermion of spin #= ! ,", n= '!0 % n̂j!

+ n̂j" %!0& is the average single site occupation in the ground
state, and m= !1/2"'!0 % n̂j!! n̂j" %!0& is the ground state mag-
netization per site. It follows that

" j = (
$=0,!,"

w$%$& j'$% j + w2%!"& j'!"% j . !3"

Combining Eqs. !1"–!3", the single-site entanglement takes
the form

E = ! )n

2
+ m ! w2*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! )n

2
! m ! w2*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

! !1 ! n + w2"log2!1 ! n + w2" ! w2log2 w2. !4"

Let us now consider a fermion system with Hamiltonian den-
sity H!g"=H0+g% that exhibits a QPT for some value gc of
g !with % the conjugate operator, and with all other control
parameters kept fixed and absorbed as part of H0". By defi-
nition, a QPT of k:th order implies a divergence or a discon-
tinuity in the k:th derivative !ke0 /!gk of the ground state
energy density e0= '!0 %H!g" %!0&, with all derivatives of or-
der &k being finite and continuous. Defining Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&—regular terms$ !equal to #!e0 /!g—regular
terms$ by the Hellman–Feynman theorem", it follows that
!k!1Og /!gk!1has a divergence or a discontinuity at g=gc.
With these preliminaries, we can now prove the following.

A. Proposition

Consider a spin-1/2 translationally invariant fermionic
system with a Hamiltonian density H!g"=H0+g% that con-
serves particle number and total spin, and where Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&-regular terms$ is a linear combination of m, n
and/or w2. It follows that a divergence or a discontinuity in
the !k!1":st derivative of the single-site entanglement with
respect to g !with all derivatives of order &k!1 being finite
and continuous" signals that the system undergoes a k:th or-
der QPT.

B. Proof

The proof is elementary. Repeated differentiation of Eq.
!4" yields

!k!1E
!gk!1 = ! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
+ m ! w2-*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
! m ! w2-*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

+ ) !k!1

!gk!1 #n ! w2$*log2!1 ! n + w2"

!
!k!1w2

!gk!1 log2!w2"

+ terms containing lower-order derivatives. !5"

By assumption, all derivatives with respect to g of order
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tions raised above are answered in the negative also for
coupled qubit !spin-1/2" systems. Our reason for focusing on
fermionic systems is simply that these are less well under-
stood. With our contribution, we hope to dispel some of the
perceived difficulties attached to their treatment.

II. SINGLE-SITE ENTANGLEMENT AND QPTS

Let us first recall that the concept of quantum entangle-
ment of indistinguishable fermions #bosons$ suffers from a
certain ambiguity since the accessible state space contains
only antisymmetrized #symmetrized$ states and hence lacks a
direct product structure. The simplest way around this prob-
lem is to use an occupation number representation #17$. For
spin-1/2 fermions, one thus takes %n& j = %0& j, %! & j, %" & j, and
%! " & j as local basis states, with j=1,2 , . . . ,L indexing the
corresponding lattice sites. In this way, the product structure
of the state space is manifestly recovered, with the represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states %n&1 ! %n&2 ! ¯ ! %n&L.
One may now proceed as usual, and partition the system into
two parts, A and B, with the entanglement !von Neumann"
entropy E of a pure state %!& defined by #1$

E = ! Tr!"A log2 "A" . !1"

The reduced density matrix "A is calculated from the full
density matrix "= %!&'!% by taking the trace over the local
states belonging to B: "A=TrB!"". By choosing A as a single
site !assuming translational invariance" with B the rest of the
system, one obtains the single-site entanglement. One should
note that in the occupation number representation the sub-
systems A and B correspond to fermionic modes !empty
sites, singly occupied sites with spin up or down, doubly
occupied sites" and not to particles. In this sense, the notion
of fermionic !and similarly, bosonic" entanglement is differ-
ent from the textbook example with spatially separated par-
ticles.

Given the occupation number representation, it is straight-
forward to verify that the reduced ground state density ma-
trix " j for a single site j is diagonal, provided that the ground
state %!0& is a superposition of basis states with the same
number of particles and the same total spin. Introducing the
ground state expectation values for a single site to be doubly
occupied !w2", singly occupied by a fermion with spin-up
#spin-down$, !w!#"$", or empty !w0", and assuming that the
system is translationally invariant, we write:

w2 = '!0%n̂j!n̂j"%!0& ,

w! = '!0%n̂j!%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
+ m ! w2,

w" = '!0%n̂j"%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
! m ! w2,

w0 = 1 ! n + w2, !2"

where in Eq. !2" n̂j#= ĉj#
† ĉj# is the number operator that

samples site j for a fermion of spin #= ! ,", n= '!0 % n̂j!

+ n̂j" %!0& is the average single site occupation in the ground
state, and m= !1/2"'!0 % n̂j!! n̂j" %!0& is the ground state mag-
netization per site. It follows that

" j = (
$=0,!,"

w$%$& j'$% j + w2%!"& j'!"% j . !3"

Combining Eqs. !1"–!3", the single-site entanglement takes
the form

E = ! )n

2
+ m ! w2*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! )n

2
! m ! w2*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

! !1 ! n + w2"log2!1 ! n + w2" ! w2log2 w2. !4"

Let us now consider a fermion system with Hamiltonian den-
sity H!g"=H0+g% that exhibits a QPT for some value gc of
g !with % the conjugate operator, and with all other control
parameters kept fixed and absorbed as part of H0". By defi-
nition, a QPT of k:th order implies a divergence or a discon-
tinuity in the k:th derivative !ke0 /!gk of the ground state
energy density e0= '!0 %H!g" %!0&, with all derivatives of or-
der &k being finite and continuous. Defining Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&—regular terms$ !equal to #!e0 /!g—regular
terms$ by the Hellman–Feynman theorem", it follows that
!k!1Og /!gk!1has a divergence or a discontinuity at g=gc.
With these preliminaries, we can now prove the following.

A. Proposition

Consider a spin-1/2 translationally invariant fermionic
system with a Hamiltonian density H!g"=H0+g% that con-
serves particle number and total spin, and where Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&-regular terms$ is a linear combination of m, n
and/or w2. It follows that a divergence or a discontinuity in
the !k!1":st derivative of the single-site entanglement with
respect to g !with all derivatives of order &k!1 being finite
and continuous" signals that the system undergoes a k:th or-
der QPT.

B. Proof

The proof is elementary. Repeated differentiation of Eq.
!4" yields

!k!1E
!gk!1 = ! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
+ m ! w2-*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! ) !k!1
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2
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2
! m ! w2*

+ ) !k!1

!gk!1 #n ! w2$*log2!1 ! n + w2"
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!gk!1 log2!w2"

+ terms containing lower-order derivatives. !5"

By assumption, all derivatives with respect to g of order
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of entanglement properties of many-particle
systems has become a subject of intense interest. Much of
the motivation comes from quantum information theory
where entanglement is made the key physical resource for a
variety of information processing tasks #1$. In recent work, it
has been suggested that this resource may be efficiently ex-
tracted from a solid, or from some other many-particle sys-
tem, by scattering particles off the system #2$. Thermody-
namic properties of solids have also been shown to be
crucially influenced by entanglement properties of their mi-
croscopic degrees of freedom #3$. Moreover, a rapidly grow-
ing body of results #4,5$ suggests that a properly chosen
measure of entanglement may serve as a precise and conve-
nient marker of a !zero-temperature" quantum phase transi-
tion !QPT" in a many-particle system #4,5$. For spin-1/2 sys-
tems !lattices of localized coupled qubits" a discontinuity
!divergence" in the !derivative of the" ground state concur-
rence has been shown to be associated with a first !second"-
order QPT #6$ !where concurrence #7$ measures the en-
tanglement of two qubits selected at neighboring sites". For
itinerant particles, the picture is less clear, as the results here
appear to depend on the choice of model or on the perturba-
tion driving the transition. A case in point is the single-site
entanglement of the one-dimensional !1D" Hubbard model.
This measure, which is given by the von Neumann entropy at
a single lattice site #1$, reaches a maximum at a metal-
insulator transition driven by a change of the on-site interac-
tion #8$. In contrast, the single-site entanglement diverges
when one drives the transition by tuning the chemical poten-
tial #9$.

One should here realize that an onset of nonanalyticity in
a local entanglement measure #10$ is indeed expected at a
QPT. By definition, a QPT is a point of nonanalyticity in the
ground state energy of a quantum system !caused by a level
crossing, or, an avoided level crossing in the thermodynamic
limit" #11$. Given that the elements of the reduced density
matrix—upon which any local entanglement measure is
built—are linked to the ground state energy, the defining
nonanalyticity of a QPT will infect also the local entangle-
ment measure !of which single-site entanglement #1$, con-
currence #7$, and negativity #12$ are some of the most com-
monly used". The recent proof that any entanglement

measure can be expanded as a unique functional of the first
derivatives of the ground state energy !with respect to the
parameters that control the QPT" puts this intuition on firm
ground #13$.

The connection between entanglement and QPTs can also
be cast in the language of statistical mechanics, as pointed
out recently by Campos Venuti et al. #14$. As an example,
consider the Hamiltonian density H!g" of a system that un-
dergoes a continuous second-order QPT when changing a
parameter g: H!g"=H0+g!. Differentiating the energy den-
sity %"0 &H!g" &"0' of the ground state &"0' with respect to g,
its singular part Og(#%"0 &! &"0'! regular terms$ will be-
have as Og(sgn!g!gc" &g!gc&# as g approaches gc, imply-
ing a divergence of !Og /!g(&g!gc&#!1at criticality. The sin-
gular term Og enters every reduced density matrix that
contains a site where the operator ! is defined, and it follows
that any entanglement measure constructed from such a den-
sity matrix exhibits a singularity with an exponent related to
# !barring accidental cancellations".

Having established this linkage, one may ask how it can
be exploited for a specific problem. For example, in the case
of a continuous second !or higher" order QPT, is it possible
to “read off” the critical exponent # from the singularity of
the entanglement measure? Conversely, is the information
provided by the singular behavior of a local entanglement
measure already contained in the scaling of observables—as
predicted within the usual statistical mechanics framework?

In this article, we address these questions by studying the
single-site entanglement of a generic fermionic lattice sys-
tem. We do so by constructing and analyzing its explicit
representation using the Hellman–Feynman theorem. We find
that the single-site entanglement measure can be used as re-
liable marker of a finite-order QPT !given certain provisos"
and that it contains unique and useful information about the
transition. The questions raised above will both turn out to
have negative answers. As illustrations, we use our construc-
tion to obtain the single-site entanglement at the Mott–
Hubbard metal-insulator transitions of the 1D Hubbard
model #15$, and the 1D Hubbard model with long-range hop-
ping #16$, exploiting exact results for the ground state prop-
erties of these models. We stress that our analysis can be
easily adapted so as to apply to a system of localized spins,
with no change in the general results. Specifically, the ques-
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!k!1 are finite and continuous. Any singularity in
!k!1E /!gk!1 must hence reside in terms containing deriva-
tives of order k!1. Since Og is a linear combination of m, n
and w2, the proposition follows.

Several comments are in order. First, note that the con-
straint that Og should be some linear combination of m, n,
and/or w2 is much less restrictive than may first appear to be
the case. In fact, for a generic fermionic QPT caused by a
change of an interaction or an external perturbation that
couples only to single sites, Og is identical to w2 !with the
transition driven by an on-site fermion-fermion interaction,
g"u#, m !with the transition driven by a magnetic field, g
"h#, or n !with the transition driven by a chemical potential,
g""#. One may think that the tight link between the scaling
of !k!1E /!gk!1 and that of !k!1Og /!gk!1 would allow for the
critical exponent that controls Og to be immediately ex-
tracted from !k!1E /!gk!1. This is not so, however. As an ex-
ample, take a second-order QPT !k=2# with Og=w2, where
!w2 /!u$%u!uc%#!1!$ as g!gc=uc. By inspection of Eq.
!5#, one then notes that the leading scaling of !E /!g will be
governed by the same exponent # only if m and n are inde-
pendent of w2, or, depend on w2 as a power with exponent
%1. Whether this is the case typically requires that one has
access to an exact solution of the model, and in any event
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. Turning to
the logarithmic factors in Eq. !5#, one realizes that these will
cause logarithmic divergences if one or several of the occu-
pation parameters w0 ,w" ,w# ,w2 vanish at the transition
&cf. the parameterization in Eq. !2#'. Such logarithmic cor-
rections, multiplying the leading scaling of !k!1E /!gk!1 in-
herited from Og, thus signal a change of the dimension of the
accessible local Hilbert space as the system undergoes the
transition. This is a useful and important property of the
single-site entanglement scaling not shared by the scaling of
Og or its derivatives. One should here note that a spurious
signaling of a k:th order QPT by a divergence in !k!1E /!gk!1

caused by a vanishing occupation parameter is blocked by
the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
tonian !implying the vanishing of an occupation parameter#
without the occurrence of a QPT.'

Using the diagnostics supplied by our proposition, are we
guaranteed to catch all fermionic QPTs? The answer is nega-
tive. First, the diagnostics obviously fails for a QPT of infi-
nite order &18', a Berezinski!-Kosterlitz-Thouless !BKT#-
type transition being a case in point &19'. Secondly and more
insidious, a system may exhibit a QPT of finite order, but
with the single-site entanglement and its derivatives still re-
maining regular. This happens if all local basis states %n( j
= %0( j, %" ( j, %# ( j, and %" # ( j become equally populated as one
approaches the transition. As seen from Eq. !5#, the !k!1#:st
derivative terms then vanish identically, killing the signal of
the QPT. The simultaneous vanishing of !E /!g implies that E
has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-

tremum of the single-site entanglement does not necessarily
signal a QPT. Whether a QPT is present or not in this case
requires information beyond that provided by the entangle-
ment measure.

Having exposed the general features of entanglement
scaling at a fermionic QPT, let us look at two examples.

III. CASE STUDIES

Consider first the ordinary 1D Hubbard model

H = ! )
i=1

&=",#

L

!ĉi&
† ĉi+1& + h . c . # + u)

i=1

L

n̂i"n̂i#, !6#

with the first term describing hopping of electrons between
neighboring sites, and with the second term an effective on-
site interaction of strength u. At half-filling of the lattice, n
=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
makes it an exceptional example of a fermionic QPT, where
no information can be deduced from the entanglement
measure.

A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
u'0 by connecting the system to a particle reservoir and
tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
"c=2!4*0

$J1!(#&(!1+exp!(u /2##'!1 where n=1 &15'. The
transition is second order with a divergent charge suscepti-
bility )c=!n /!"$%"!"c%!1/2. As shown in Ref. &9', the de-
rivative of the critical single-site entanglement for finite u is
precisely given by )c, up to a multiplicative constant:
!E /!"=!C!u#)c. In the limit u!$, the empty local states
get suppressed at the transition and the scaling of !E /!"
picks up a logarithmic correction&9': !E /!"=)c!ln %"!"c %
+const. # / !2 ln 2#. Both behaviors well illustrate our general
discussion above: For finite u the logarithms in Eq. !5# add
up to the u!dependent constant C!u#, whereas in the limit
u!$ the entanglement measure detects a change in the di-
mension of the local Hilbert space, signaled by the logarith-
mic correction to the leading scaling.

As a second example, let us consider the 1D Hubbard
model with long-range hopping, introduced by Gebhard and
Ruckenstein &16':

H = )
!"m=1
&=",#

L

t!mĉ!&
† ĉm& + u)

l=1

L

n̂!"n̂!#, !7#

with t!m= i!!1#!l!m#!l!m#!1. The ground state energy density
at half-filling is given by e0= !un!uc!1!n#n# /4
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tions raised above are answered in the negative also for
coupled qubit !spin-1/2" systems. Our reason for focusing on
fermionic systems is simply that these are less well under-
stood. With our contribution, we hope to dispel some of the
perceived difficulties attached to their treatment.

II. SINGLE-SITE ENTANGLEMENT AND QPTS

Let us first recall that the concept of quantum entangle-
ment of indistinguishable fermions #bosons$ suffers from a
certain ambiguity since the accessible state space contains
only antisymmetrized #symmetrized$ states and hence lacks a
direct product structure. The simplest way around this prob-
lem is to use an occupation number representation #17$. For
spin-1/2 fermions, one thus takes %n& j = %0& j, %! & j, %" & j, and
%! " & j as local basis states, with j=1,2 , . . . ,L indexing the
corresponding lattice sites. In this way, the product structure
of the state space is manifestly recovered, with the represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states %n&1 ! %n&2 ! ¯ ! %n&L.
One may now proceed as usual, and partition the system into
two parts, A and B, with the entanglement !von Neumann"
entropy E of a pure state %!& defined by #1$

E = ! Tr!"A log2 "A" . !1"

The reduced density matrix "A is calculated from the full
density matrix "= %!&'!% by taking the trace over the local
states belonging to B: "A=TrB!"". By choosing A as a single
site !assuming translational invariance" with B the rest of the
system, one obtains the single-site entanglement. One should
note that in the occupation number representation the sub-
systems A and B correspond to fermionic modes !empty
sites, singly occupied sites with spin up or down, doubly
occupied sites" and not to particles. In this sense, the notion
of fermionic !and similarly, bosonic" entanglement is differ-
ent from the textbook example with spatially separated par-
ticles.

Given the occupation number representation, it is straight-
forward to verify that the reduced ground state density ma-
trix " j for a single site j is diagonal, provided that the ground
state %!0& is a superposition of basis states with the same
number of particles and the same total spin. Introducing the
ground state expectation values for a single site to be doubly
occupied !w2", singly occupied by a fermion with spin-up
#spin-down$, !w!#"$", or empty !w0", and assuming that the
system is translationally invariant, we write:

w2 = '!0%n̂j!n̂j"%!0& ,

w! = '!0%n̂j!%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
+ m ! w2,

w" = '!0%n̂j"%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
! m ! w2,

w0 = 1 ! n + w2, !2"

where in Eq. !2" n̂j#= ĉj#
† ĉj# is the number operator that

samples site j for a fermion of spin #= ! ,", n= '!0 % n̂j!

+ n̂j" %!0& is the average single site occupation in the ground
state, and m= !1/2"'!0 % n̂j!! n̂j" %!0& is the ground state mag-
netization per site. It follows that

" j = (
$=0,!,"

w$%$& j'$% j + w2%!"& j'!"% j . !3"

Combining Eqs. !1"–!3", the single-site entanglement takes
the form

E = ! )n

2
+ m ! w2*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! )n

2
! m ! w2*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

! !1 ! n + w2"log2!1 ! n + w2" ! w2log2 w2. !4"

Let us now consider a fermion system with Hamiltonian den-
sity H!g"=H0+g% that exhibits a QPT for some value gc of
g !with % the conjugate operator, and with all other control
parameters kept fixed and absorbed as part of H0". By defi-
nition, a QPT of k:th order implies a divergence or a discon-
tinuity in the k:th derivative !ke0 /!gk of the ground state
energy density e0= '!0 %H!g" %!0&, with all derivatives of or-
der &k being finite and continuous. Defining Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&—regular terms$ !equal to #!e0 /!g—regular
terms$ by the Hellman–Feynman theorem", it follows that
!k!1Og /!gk!1has a divergence or a discontinuity at g=gc.
With these preliminaries, we can now prove the following.

A. Proposition

Consider a spin-1/2 translationally invariant fermionic
system with a Hamiltonian density H!g"=H0+g% that con-
serves particle number and total spin, and where Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&-regular terms$ is a linear combination of m, n
and/or w2. It follows that a divergence or a discontinuity in
the !k!1":st derivative of the single-site entanglement with
respect to g !with all derivatives of order &k!1 being finite
and continuous" signals that the system undergoes a k:th or-
der QPT.

B. Proof

The proof is elementary. Repeated differentiation of Eq.
!4" yields

!k!1E
!gk!1 = ! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
+ m ! w2-*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
! m ! w2-*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

+ ) !k!1

!gk!1 #n ! w2$*log2!1 ! n + w2"

!
!k!1w2

!gk!1 log2!w2"

+ terms containing lower-order derivatives. !5"

By assumption, all derivatives with respect to g of order
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tions raised above are answered in the negative also for
coupled qubit !spin-1/2" systems. Our reason for focusing on
fermionic systems is simply that these are less well under-
stood. With our contribution, we hope to dispel some of the
perceived difficulties attached to their treatment.

II. SINGLE-SITE ENTANGLEMENT AND QPTS

Let us first recall that the concept of quantum entangle-
ment of indistinguishable fermions #bosons$ suffers from a
certain ambiguity since the accessible state space contains
only antisymmetrized #symmetrized$ states and hence lacks a
direct product structure. The simplest way around this prob-
lem is to use an occupation number representation #17$. For
spin-1/2 fermions, one thus takes %n& j = %0& j, %! & j, %" & j, and
%! " & j as local basis states, with j=1,2 , . . . ,L indexing the
corresponding lattice sites. In this way, the product structure
of the state space is manifestly recovered, with the represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states %n&1 ! %n&2 ! ¯ ! %n&L.
One may now proceed as usual, and partition the system into
two parts, A and B, with the entanglement !von Neumann"
entropy E of a pure state %!& defined by #1$

E = ! Tr!"A log2 "A" . !1"

The reduced density matrix "A is calculated from the full
density matrix "= %!&'!% by taking the trace over the local
states belonging to B: "A=TrB!"". By choosing A as a single
site !assuming translational invariance" with B the rest of the
system, one obtains the single-site entanglement. One should
note that in the occupation number representation the sub-
systems A and B correspond to fermionic modes !empty
sites, singly occupied sites with spin up or down, doubly
occupied sites" and not to particles. In this sense, the notion
of fermionic !and similarly, bosonic" entanglement is differ-
ent from the textbook example with spatially separated par-
ticles.

Given the occupation number representation, it is straight-
forward to verify that the reduced ground state density ma-
trix " j for a single site j is diagonal, provided that the ground
state %!0& is a superposition of basis states with the same
number of particles and the same total spin. Introducing the
ground state expectation values for a single site to be doubly
occupied !w2", singly occupied by a fermion with spin-up
#spin-down$, !w!#"$", or empty !w0", and assuming that the
system is translationally invariant, we write:

w2 = '!0%n̂j!n̂j"%!0& ,

w! = '!0%n̂j!%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
+ m ! w2,

w" = '!0%n̂j"%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
! m ! w2,

w0 = 1 ! n + w2, !2"

where in Eq. !2" n̂j#= ĉj#
† ĉj# is the number operator that

samples site j for a fermion of spin #= ! ,", n= '!0 % n̂j!

+ n̂j" %!0& is the average single site occupation in the ground
state, and m= !1/2"'!0 % n̂j!! n̂j" %!0& is the ground state mag-
netization per site. It follows that

" j = (
$=0,!,"

w$%$& j'$% j + w2%!"& j'!"% j . !3"

Combining Eqs. !1"–!3", the single-site entanglement takes
the form

E = ! )n

2
+ m ! w2*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! )n

2
! m ! w2*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

! !1 ! n + w2"log2!1 ! n + w2" ! w2log2 w2. !4"

Let us now consider a fermion system with Hamiltonian den-
sity H!g"=H0+g% that exhibits a QPT for some value gc of
g !with % the conjugate operator, and with all other control
parameters kept fixed and absorbed as part of H0". By defi-
nition, a QPT of k:th order implies a divergence or a discon-
tinuity in the k:th derivative !ke0 /!gk of the ground state
energy density e0= '!0 %H!g" %!0&, with all derivatives of or-
der &k being finite and continuous. Defining Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&—regular terms$ !equal to #!e0 /!g—regular
terms$ by the Hellman–Feynman theorem", it follows that
!k!1Og /!gk!1has a divergence or a discontinuity at g=gc.
With these preliminaries, we can now prove the following.

A. Proposition

Consider a spin-1/2 translationally invariant fermionic
system with a Hamiltonian density H!g"=H0+g% that con-
serves particle number and total spin, and where Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&-regular terms$ is a linear combination of m, n
and/or w2. It follows that a divergence or a discontinuity in
the !k!1":st derivative of the single-site entanglement with
respect to g !with all derivatives of order &k!1 being finite
and continuous" signals that the system undergoes a k:th or-
der QPT.

B. Proof

The proof is elementary. Repeated differentiation of Eq.
!4" yields

!k!1E
!gk!1 = ! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
+ m ! w2-*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
! m ! w2-*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

+ ) !k!1

!gk!1 #n ! w2$*log2!1 ! n + w2"

!
!k!1w2

!gk!1 log2!w2"

+ terms containing lower-order derivatives. !5"

By assumption, all derivatives with respect to g of order
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tions raised above are answered in the negative also for
coupled qubit !spin-1/2" systems. Our reason for focusing on
fermionic systems is simply that these are less well under-
stood. With our contribution, we hope to dispel some of the
perceived difficulties attached to their treatment.

II. SINGLE-SITE ENTANGLEMENT AND QPTS

Let us first recall that the concept of quantum entangle-
ment of indistinguishable fermions #bosons$ suffers from a
certain ambiguity since the accessible state space contains
only antisymmetrized #symmetrized$ states and hence lacks a
direct product structure. The simplest way around this prob-
lem is to use an occupation number representation #17$. For
spin-1/2 fermions, one thus takes %n& j = %0& j, %! & j, %" & j, and
%! " & j as local basis states, with j=1,2 , . . . ,L indexing the
corresponding lattice sites. In this way, the product structure
of the state space is manifestly recovered, with the represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states %n&1 ! %n&2 ! ¯ ! %n&L.
One may now proceed as usual, and partition the system into
two parts, A and B, with the entanglement !von Neumann"
entropy E of a pure state %!& defined by #1$

E = ! Tr!"A log2 "A" . !1"

The reduced density matrix "A is calculated from the full
density matrix "= %!&'!% by taking the trace over the local
states belonging to B: "A=TrB!"". By choosing A as a single
site !assuming translational invariance" with B the rest of the
system, one obtains the single-site entanglement. One should
note that in the occupation number representation the sub-
systems A and B correspond to fermionic modes !empty
sites, singly occupied sites with spin up or down, doubly
occupied sites" and not to particles. In this sense, the notion
of fermionic !and similarly, bosonic" entanglement is differ-
ent from the textbook example with spatially separated par-
ticles.

Given the occupation number representation, it is straight-
forward to verify that the reduced ground state density ma-
trix " j for a single site j is diagonal, provided that the ground
state %!0& is a superposition of basis states with the same
number of particles and the same total spin. Introducing the
ground state expectation values for a single site to be doubly
occupied !w2", singly occupied by a fermion with spin-up
#spin-down$, !w!#"$", or empty !w0", and assuming that the
system is translationally invariant, we write:

w2 = '!0%n̂j!n̂j"%!0& ,

w! = '!0%n̂j!%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
+ m ! w2,

w" = '!0%n̂j"%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
! m ! w2,

w0 = 1 ! n + w2, !2"

where in Eq. !2" n̂j#= ĉj#
† ĉj# is the number operator that

samples site j for a fermion of spin #= ! ,", n= '!0 % n̂j!

+ n̂j" %!0& is the average single site occupation in the ground
state, and m= !1/2"'!0 % n̂j!! n̂j" %!0& is the ground state mag-
netization per site. It follows that

" j = (
$=0,!,"

w$%$& j'$% j + w2%!"& j'!"% j . !3"

Combining Eqs. !1"–!3", the single-site entanglement takes
the form

E = ! )n

2
+ m ! w2*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! )n

2
! m ! w2*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

! !1 ! n + w2"log2!1 ! n + w2" ! w2log2 w2. !4"

Let us now consider a fermion system with Hamiltonian den-
sity H!g"=H0+g% that exhibits a QPT for some value gc of
g !with % the conjugate operator, and with all other control
parameters kept fixed and absorbed as part of H0". By defi-
nition, a QPT of k:th order implies a divergence or a discon-
tinuity in the k:th derivative !ke0 /!gk of the ground state
energy density e0= '!0 %H!g" %!0&, with all derivatives of or-
der &k being finite and continuous. Defining Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&—regular terms$ !equal to #!e0 /!g—regular
terms$ by the Hellman–Feynman theorem", it follows that
!k!1Og /!gk!1has a divergence or a discontinuity at g=gc.
With these preliminaries, we can now prove the following.

A. Proposition

Consider a spin-1/2 translationally invariant fermionic
system with a Hamiltonian density H!g"=H0+g% that con-
serves particle number and total spin, and where Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&-regular terms$ is a linear combination of m, n
and/or w2. It follows that a divergence or a discontinuity in
the !k!1":st derivative of the single-site entanglement with
respect to g !with all derivatives of order &k!1 being finite
and continuous" signals that the system undergoes a k:th or-
der QPT.

B. Proof

The proof is elementary. Repeated differentiation of Eq.
!4" yields

!k!1E
!gk!1 = ! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
+ m ! w2-*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
! m ! w2-*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

+ ) !k!1

!gk!1 #n ! w2$*log2!1 ! n + w2"

!
!k!1w2

!gk!1 log2!w2"

+ terms containing lower-order derivatives. !5"

By assumption, all derivatives with respect to g of order
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tions raised above are answered in the negative also for
coupled qubit !spin-1/2" systems. Our reason for focusing on
fermionic systems is simply that these are less well under-
stood. With our contribution, we hope to dispel some of the
perceived difficulties attached to their treatment.

II. SINGLE-SITE ENTANGLEMENT AND QPTS

Let us first recall that the concept of quantum entangle-
ment of indistinguishable fermions #bosons$ suffers from a
certain ambiguity since the accessible state space contains
only antisymmetrized #symmetrized$ states and hence lacks a
direct product structure. The simplest way around this prob-
lem is to use an occupation number representation #17$. For
spin-1/2 fermions, one thus takes %n& j = %0& j, %! & j, %" & j, and
%! " & j as local basis states, with j=1,2 , . . . ,L indexing the
corresponding lattice sites. In this way, the product structure
of the state space is manifestly recovered, with the represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states %n&1 ! %n&2 ! ¯ ! %n&L.
One may now proceed as usual, and partition the system into
two parts, A and B, with the entanglement !von Neumann"
entropy E of a pure state %!& defined by #1$

E = ! Tr!"A log2 "A" . !1"

The reduced density matrix "A is calculated from the full
density matrix "= %!&'!% by taking the trace over the local
states belonging to B: "A=TrB!"". By choosing A as a single
site !assuming translational invariance" with B the rest of the
system, one obtains the single-site entanglement. One should
note that in the occupation number representation the sub-
systems A and B correspond to fermionic modes !empty
sites, singly occupied sites with spin up or down, doubly
occupied sites" and not to particles. In this sense, the notion
of fermionic !and similarly, bosonic" entanglement is differ-
ent from the textbook example with spatially separated par-
ticles.

Given the occupation number representation, it is straight-
forward to verify that the reduced ground state density ma-
trix " j for a single site j is diagonal, provided that the ground
state %!0& is a superposition of basis states with the same
number of particles and the same total spin. Introducing the
ground state expectation values for a single site to be doubly
occupied !w2", singly occupied by a fermion with spin-up
#spin-down$, !w!#"$", or empty !w0", and assuming that the
system is translationally invariant, we write:

w2 = '!0%n̂j!n̂j"%!0& ,

w! = '!0%n̂j!%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
+ m ! w2,

w" = '!0%n̂j"%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
! m ! w2,

w0 = 1 ! n + w2, !2"

where in Eq. !2" n̂j#= ĉj#
† ĉj# is the number operator that

samples site j for a fermion of spin #= ! ,", n= '!0 % n̂j!

+ n̂j" %!0& is the average single site occupation in the ground
state, and m= !1/2"'!0 % n̂j!! n̂j" %!0& is the ground state mag-
netization per site. It follows that

" j = (
$=0,!,"

w$%$& j'$% j + w2%!"& j'!"% j . !3"

Combining Eqs. !1"–!3", the single-site entanglement takes
the form

E = ! )n

2
+ m ! w2*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! )n

2
! m ! w2*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

! !1 ! n + w2"log2!1 ! n + w2" ! w2log2 w2. !4"

Let us now consider a fermion system with Hamiltonian den-
sity H!g"=H0+g% that exhibits a QPT for some value gc of
g !with % the conjugate operator, and with all other control
parameters kept fixed and absorbed as part of H0". By defi-
nition, a QPT of k:th order implies a divergence or a discon-
tinuity in the k:th derivative !ke0 /!gk of the ground state
energy density e0= '!0 %H!g" %!0&, with all derivatives of or-
der &k being finite and continuous. Defining Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&—regular terms$ !equal to #!e0 /!g—regular
terms$ by the Hellman–Feynman theorem", it follows that
!k!1Og /!gk!1has a divergence or a discontinuity at g=gc.
With these preliminaries, we can now prove the following.

A. Proposition

Consider a spin-1/2 translationally invariant fermionic
system with a Hamiltonian density H!g"=H0+g% that con-
serves particle number and total spin, and where Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&-regular terms$ is a linear combination of m, n
and/or w2. It follows that a divergence or a discontinuity in
the !k!1":st derivative of the single-site entanglement with
respect to g !with all derivatives of order &k!1 being finite
and continuous" signals that the system undergoes a k:th or-
der QPT.

B. Proof

The proof is elementary. Repeated differentiation of Eq.
!4" yields

!k!1E
!gk!1 = ! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
+ m ! w2-*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
! m ! w2-*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

+ ) !k!1

!gk!1 #n ! w2$*log2!1 ! n + w2"

!
!k!1w2

!gk!1 log2!w2"

+ terms containing lower-order derivatives. !5"

By assumption, all derivatives with respect to g of order
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single-site entanglement

= 0

!k!1 are finite and continuous. Any singularity in
!k!1E /!gk!1 must hence reside in terms containing deriva-
tives of order k!1. Since Og is a linear combination of m, n
and w2, the proposition follows.

Several comments are in order. First, note that the con-
straint that Og should be some linear combination of m, n,
and/or w2 is much less restrictive than may first appear to be
the case. In fact, for a generic fermionic QPT caused by a
change of an interaction or an external perturbation that
couples only to single sites, Og is identical to w2 !with the
transition driven by an on-site fermion-fermion interaction,
g"u#, m !with the transition driven by a magnetic field, g
"h#, or n !with the transition driven by a chemical potential,
g""#. One may think that the tight link between the scaling
of !k!1E /!gk!1 and that of !k!1Og /!gk!1 would allow for the
critical exponent that controls Og to be immediately ex-
tracted from !k!1E /!gk!1. This is not so, however. As an ex-
ample, take a second-order QPT !k=2# with Og=w2, where
!w2 /!u$%u!uc%#!1!$ as g!gc=uc. By inspection of Eq.
!5#, one then notes that the leading scaling of !E /!g will be
governed by the same exponent # only if m and n are inde-
pendent of w2, or, depend on w2 as a power with exponent
%1. Whether this is the case typically requires that one has
access to an exact solution of the model, and in any event
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. Turning to
the logarithmic factors in Eq. !5#, one realizes that these will
cause logarithmic divergences if one or several of the occu-
pation parameters w0 ,w" ,w# ,w2 vanish at the transition
&cf. the parameterization in Eq. !2#'. Such logarithmic cor-
rections, multiplying the leading scaling of !k!1E /!gk!1 in-
herited from Og, thus signal a change of the dimension of the
accessible local Hilbert space as the system undergoes the
transition. This is a useful and important property of the
single-site entanglement scaling not shared by the scaling of
Og or its derivatives. One should here note that a spurious
signaling of a k:th order QPT by a divergence in !k!1E /!gk!1

caused by a vanishing occupation parameter is blocked by
the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
tonian !implying the vanishing of an occupation parameter#
without the occurrence of a QPT.'

Using the diagnostics supplied by our proposition, are we
guaranteed to catch all fermionic QPTs? The answer is nega-
tive. First, the diagnostics obviously fails for a QPT of infi-
nite order &18', a Berezinski!-Kosterlitz-Thouless !BKT#-
type transition being a case in point &19'. Secondly and more
insidious, a system may exhibit a QPT of finite order, but
with the single-site entanglement and its derivatives still re-
maining regular. This happens if all local basis states %n( j
= %0( j, %" ( j, %# ( j, and %" # ( j become equally populated as one
approaches the transition. As seen from Eq. !5#, the !k!1#:st
derivative terms then vanish identically, killing the signal of
the QPT. The simultaneous vanishing of !E /!g implies that E
has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-

tremum of the single-site entanglement does not necessarily
signal a QPT. Whether a QPT is present or not in this case
requires information beyond that provided by the entangle-
ment measure.

Having exposed the general features of entanglement
scaling at a fermionic QPT, let us look at two examples.

III. CASE STUDIES

Consider first the ordinary 1D Hubbard model

H = ! )
i=1

&=",#

L

!ĉi&
† ĉi+1& + h . c . # + u)

i=1

L

n̂i"n̂i#, !6#

with the first term describing hopping of electrons between
neighboring sites, and with the second term an effective on-
site interaction of strength u. At half-filling of the lattice, n
=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
makes it an exceptional example of a fermionic QPT, where
no information can be deduced from the entanglement
measure.

A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
u'0 by connecting the system to a particle reservoir and
tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
"c=2!4*0

$J1!(#&(!1+exp!(u /2##'!1 where n=1 &15'. The
transition is second order with a divergent charge suscepti-
bility )c=!n /!"$%"!"c%!1/2. As shown in Ref. &9', the de-
rivative of the critical single-site entanglement for finite u is
precisely given by )c, up to a multiplicative constant:
!E /!"=!C!u#)c. In the limit u!$, the empty local states
get suppressed at the transition and the scaling of !E /!"
picks up a logarithmic correction&9': !E /!"=)c!ln %"!"c %
+const. # / !2 ln 2#. Both behaviors well illustrate our general
discussion above: For finite u the logarithms in Eq. !5# add
up to the u!dependent constant C!u#, whereas in the limit
u!$ the entanglement measure detects a change in the di-
mension of the local Hilbert space, signaled by the logarith-
mic correction to the leading scaling.

As a second example, let us consider the 1D Hubbard
model with long-range hopping, introduced by Gebhard and
Ruckenstein &16':

H = )
!"m=1
&=",#

L

t!mĉ!&
† ĉm& + u)

l=1

L

n̂!"n̂!#, !7#

with t!m= i!!1#!l!m#!l!m#!1. The ground state energy density
at half-filling is given by e0= !un!uc!1!n#n# /4
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A case study: the 1D Hubbard model

H !"t
XL

j!1
!!#1

cyj"cj$!"$U
XL

j!1

nj"nj#"#BH
XL

j!1

Szj: (1)

Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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H !"t
XL

j!1
!!#1

cyj"cj$!"$U
XL

j!1

nj"nj#"#BH
XL

j!1

Szj: (1)

Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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– minimal model for correlated fermions 

– exactly solvable by Bethe Ansatz
Lieb and Wu, PRL 20, 1445 (1968) 

– exhibits QPTs controlled by U, H, and   

– realized in optical lattices of ultracold fermionic gases

By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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A case study: the 1D Hubbard model

– minimal model for correlated fermions 

– exactly solvable by Bethe Ansatz
Lieb and Wu, PRL 20, 1445 (1968) 

– exhibits QPTs controlled by U, H, and   

– realized in optical lattices of ultracold fermionic gases

By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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H !"t
XL

j!1
!!#1

cyj"cj$!"$U
XL

j!1

nj"nj#"#BH
XL

j!1

Szj: (1)

Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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H !"t
XL

j!1
!!#1

cyj"cj$!"$U
XL

j!1

nj"nj#"#BH
XL

j!1

Szj: (1)

Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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A case study: the 1D Hubbard model
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tunneling t and interaction U (determined 
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A case study: the 1D Hubbard model

H !"t
XL

j!1
!!#1

cyj"cj$!"$U
XL

j!1

nj"nj#"#BH
XL

j!1

Szj: (1)

Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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H !"t
XL

j!1
!!#1

cyj"cj$!"$U
XL

j!1

nj"nj#"#BH
XL

j!1

Szj: (1)

Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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QPTs at U = Uc , H = Hc and 

! !1/ !24uuc""#!u+uc"3! !!u+uc"2!4uucn"3/2$ with uc=2!
the critical point #16$. This implies that w2=!e0 /!u has a
discontinuity in its second-order derivative with respect to u
at uc and hence the transition is third order. From Eq. !4"
with n=1, it follows that the single site entanglement can be
written as E=!!1!2w2"log2!1/2!w2"!2w2log2!w2" when
no magnetic field is present !i.e., m=0", and one immediately
verifies that !2E /!u2 is also discontinuous at the transition
point uc. Since the local basis states do not become equally
populated at uc—in contrast to the u=0 metal-insulator tran-
sition of the ordinary Hubbard model—the single-site en-
tanglement here provides an accurate diagnostics of the tran-
sition.

One can also drive a Mott–Hubbard metal-insulator tran-
sition by tuning the chemical potential when u"uc, in exact
analogy with the ordinary Hubbard model. Expressing n as a
function of #, and applying the Hellman–Feynman theorem
to the ground state energy e0 above, one obtains a disconti-
nuity in !n /!# at #=#c=! #22$. Equation !5" immediately
implies that !E /!# is also discontinuous at #=#c, with the
transition being second order. In the limit u!$ this discon-
tinuity is multiplied by a logarithmic divergent factor when

#!#c!, reflecting the suppression of empty states in this
case.

IV. SUMMARY

We have shown that a generic finite-order quantum phase
transition in a spin-1/2 fermionic lattice system can be con-
sistently identified and characterized by studying the behav-
ior of the single-site entanglement and its derivatives with
respect to the parameter that controls the transition. Exten-
sions to cases where the transition is driven by an interaction
or a field that couples to pairs or clusters of lattice sites
!such as the extended Hubbard model #23$" is conceptually
straightforward, albeit technically more demanding. We hope
to return to this problem in a future publication.
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How to extract the single-site entanglement?

Recipe:

H !"t
XL

j!1
!!#1

cyj"cj$!"$U
XL

j!1

nj"nj#"#BH
XL

j!1

Szj: (1)

Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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write

calculate

tions raised above are answered in the negative also for
coupled qubit !spin-1/2" systems. Our reason for focusing on
fermionic systems is simply that these are less well under-
stood. With our contribution, we hope to dispel some of the
perceived difficulties attached to their treatment.

II. SINGLE-SITE ENTANGLEMENT AND QPTS

Let us first recall that the concept of quantum entangle-
ment of indistinguishable fermions #bosons$ suffers from a
certain ambiguity since the accessible state space contains
only antisymmetrized #symmetrized$ states and hence lacks a
direct product structure. The simplest way around this prob-
lem is to use an occupation number representation #17$. For
spin-1/2 fermions, one thus takes %n& j = %0& j, %! & j, %" & j, and
%! " & j as local basis states, with j=1,2 , . . . ,L indexing the
corresponding lattice sites. In this way, the product structure
of the state space is manifestly recovered, with the represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states %n&1 ! %n&2 ! ¯ ! %n&L.
One may now proceed as usual, and partition the system into
two parts, A and B, with the entanglement !von Neumann"
entropy E of a pure state %!& defined by #1$

E = ! Tr!"A log2 "A" . !1"

The reduced density matrix "A is calculated from the full
density matrix "= %!&'!% by taking the trace over the local
states belonging to B: "A=TrB!"". By choosing A as a single
site !assuming translational invariance" with B the rest of the
system, one obtains the single-site entanglement. One should
note that in the occupation number representation the sub-
systems A and B correspond to fermionic modes !empty
sites, singly occupied sites with spin up or down, doubly
occupied sites" and not to particles. In this sense, the notion
of fermionic !and similarly, bosonic" entanglement is differ-
ent from the textbook example with spatially separated par-
ticles.

Given the occupation number representation, it is straight-
forward to verify that the reduced ground state density ma-
trix " j for a single site j is diagonal, provided that the ground
state %!0& is a superposition of basis states with the same
number of particles and the same total spin. Introducing the
ground state expectation values for a single site to be doubly
occupied !w2", singly occupied by a fermion with spin-up
#spin-down$, !w!#"$", or empty !w0", and assuming that the
system is translationally invariant, we write:

w2 = '!0%n̂j!n̂j"%!0& ,

w! = '!0%n̂j!%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
+ m ! w2,

w" = '!0%n̂j"%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
! m ! w2,

w0 = 1 ! n + w2, !2"

where in Eq. !2" n̂j#= ĉj#
† ĉj# is the number operator that

samples site j for a fermion of spin #= ! ,", n= '!0 % n̂j!

+ n̂j" %!0& is the average single site occupation in the ground
state, and m= !1/2"'!0 % n̂j!! n̂j" %!0& is the ground state mag-
netization per site. It follows that

" j = (
$=0,!,"

w$%$& j'$% j + w2%!"& j'!"% j . !3"

Combining Eqs. !1"–!3", the single-site entanglement takes
the form

E = ! )n

2
+ m ! w2*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! )n

2
! m ! w2*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

! !1 ! n + w2"log2!1 ! n + w2" ! w2log2 w2. !4"

Let us now consider a fermion system with Hamiltonian den-
sity H!g"=H0+g% that exhibits a QPT for some value gc of
g !with % the conjugate operator, and with all other control
parameters kept fixed and absorbed as part of H0". By defi-
nition, a QPT of k:th order implies a divergence or a discon-
tinuity in the k:th derivative !ke0 /!gk of the ground state
energy density e0= '!0 %H!g" %!0&, with all derivatives of or-
der &k being finite and continuous. Defining Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&—regular terms$ !equal to #!e0 /!g—regular
terms$ by the Hellman–Feynman theorem", it follows that
!k!1Og /!gk!1has a divergence or a discontinuity at g=gc.
With these preliminaries, we can now prove the following.

A. Proposition

Consider a spin-1/2 translationally invariant fermionic
system with a Hamiltonian density H!g"=H0+g% that con-
serves particle number and total spin, and where Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&-regular terms$ is a linear combination of m, n
and/or w2. It follows that a divergence or a discontinuity in
the !k!1":st derivative of the single-site entanglement with
respect to g !with all derivatives of order &k!1 being finite
and continuous" signals that the system undergoes a k:th or-
der QPT.

B. Proof

The proof is elementary. Repeated differentiation of Eq.
!4" yields

!k!1E
!gk!1 = ! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
+ m ! w2-*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
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2
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+ terms containing lower-order derivatives. !5"

By assumption, all derivatives with respect to g of order
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tions raised above are answered in the negative also for
coupled qubit !spin-1/2" systems. Our reason for focusing on
fermionic systems is simply that these are less well under-
stood. With our contribution, we hope to dispel some of the
perceived difficulties attached to their treatment.

II. SINGLE-SITE ENTANGLEMENT AND QPTS

Let us first recall that the concept of quantum entangle-
ment of indistinguishable fermions #bosons$ suffers from a
certain ambiguity since the accessible state space contains
only antisymmetrized #symmetrized$ states and hence lacks a
direct product structure. The simplest way around this prob-
lem is to use an occupation number representation #17$. For
spin-1/2 fermions, one thus takes %n& j = %0& j, %! & j, %" & j, and
%! " & j as local basis states, with j=1,2 , . . . ,L indexing the
corresponding lattice sites. In this way, the product structure
of the state space is manifestly recovered, with the represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states %n&1 ! %n&2 ! ¯ ! %n&L.
One may now proceed as usual, and partition the system into
two parts, A and B, with the entanglement !von Neumann"
entropy E of a pure state %!& defined by #1$

E = ! Tr!"A log2 "A" . !1"

The reduced density matrix "A is calculated from the full
density matrix "= %!&'!% by taking the trace over the local
states belonging to B: "A=TrB!"". By choosing A as a single
site !assuming translational invariance" with B the rest of the
system, one obtains the single-site entanglement. One should
note that in the occupation number representation the sub-
systems A and B correspond to fermionic modes !empty
sites, singly occupied sites with spin up or down, doubly
occupied sites" and not to particles. In this sense, the notion
of fermionic !and similarly, bosonic" entanglement is differ-
ent from the textbook example with spatially separated par-
ticles.

Given the occupation number representation, it is straight-
forward to verify that the reduced ground state density ma-
trix " j for a single site j is diagonal, provided that the ground
state %!0& is a superposition of basis states with the same
number of particles and the same total spin. Introducing the
ground state expectation values for a single site to be doubly
occupied !w2", singly occupied by a fermion with spin-up
#spin-down$, !w!#"$", or empty !w0", and assuming that the
system is translationally invariant, we write:

w2 = '!0%n̂j!n̂j"%!0& ,

w! = '!0%n̂j!%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
+ m ! w2,

w" = '!0%n̂j"%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
! m ! w2,

w0 = 1 ! n + w2, !2"

where in Eq. !2" n̂j#= ĉj#
† ĉj# is the number operator that

samples site j for a fermion of spin #= ! ,", n= '!0 % n̂j!

+ n̂j" %!0& is the average single site occupation in the ground
state, and m= !1/2"'!0 % n̂j!! n̂j" %!0& is the ground state mag-
netization per site. It follows that

" j = (
$=0,!,"

w$%$& j'$% j + w2%!"& j'!"% j . !3"

Combining Eqs. !1"–!3", the single-site entanglement takes
the form

E = ! )n

2
+ m ! w2*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! )n

2
! m ! w2*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

! !1 ! n + w2"log2!1 ! n + w2" ! w2log2 w2. !4"

Let us now consider a fermion system with Hamiltonian den-
sity H!g"=H0+g% that exhibits a QPT for some value gc of
g !with % the conjugate operator, and with all other control
parameters kept fixed and absorbed as part of H0". By defi-
nition, a QPT of k:th order implies a divergence or a discon-
tinuity in the k:th derivative !ke0 /!gk of the ground state
energy density e0= '!0 %H!g" %!0&, with all derivatives of or-
der &k being finite and continuous. Defining Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&—regular terms$ !equal to #!e0 /!g—regular
terms$ by the Hellman–Feynman theorem", it follows that
!k!1Og /!gk!1has a divergence or a discontinuity at g=gc.
With these preliminaries, we can now prove the following.

A. Proposition

Consider a spin-1/2 translationally invariant fermionic
system with a Hamiltonian density H!g"=H0+g% that con-
serves particle number and total spin, and where Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&-regular terms$ is a linear combination of m, n
and/or w2. It follows that a divergence or a discontinuity in
the !k!1":st derivative of the single-site entanglement with
respect to g !with all derivatives of order &k!1 being finite
and continuous" signals that the system undergoes a k:th or-
der QPT.

B. Proof

The proof is elementary. Repeated differentiation of Eq.
!4" yields

!k!1E
!gk!1 = ! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
+ m ! w2-*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
! m ! w2-*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

+ ) !k!1

!gk!1 #n ! w2$*log2!1 ! n + w2"

!
!k!1w2

!gk!1 log2!w2"

+ terms containing lower-order derivatives. !5"

By assumption, all derivatives with respect to g of order
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tions raised above are answered in the negative also for
coupled qubit !spin-1/2" systems. Our reason for focusing on
fermionic systems is simply that these are less well under-
stood. With our contribution, we hope to dispel some of the
perceived difficulties attached to their treatment.

II. SINGLE-SITE ENTANGLEMENT AND QPTS

Let us first recall that the concept of quantum entangle-
ment of indistinguishable fermions #bosons$ suffers from a
certain ambiguity since the accessible state space contains
only antisymmetrized #symmetrized$ states and hence lacks a
direct product structure. The simplest way around this prob-
lem is to use an occupation number representation #17$. For
spin-1/2 fermions, one thus takes %n& j = %0& j, %! & j, %" & j, and
%! " & j as local basis states, with j=1,2 , . . . ,L indexing the
corresponding lattice sites. In this way, the product structure
of the state space is manifestly recovered, with the represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states %n&1 ! %n&2 ! ¯ ! %n&L.
One may now proceed as usual, and partition the system into
two parts, A and B, with the entanglement !von Neumann"
entropy E of a pure state %!& defined by #1$

E = ! Tr!"A log2 "A" . !1"

The reduced density matrix "A is calculated from the full
density matrix "= %!&'!% by taking the trace over the local
states belonging to B: "A=TrB!"". By choosing A as a single
site !assuming translational invariance" with B the rest of the
system, one obtains the single-site entanglement. One should
note that in the occupation number representation the sub-
systems A and B correspond to fermionic modes !empty
sites, singly occupied sites with spin up or down, doubly
occupied sites" and not to particles. In this sense, the notion
of fermionic !and similarly, bosonic" entanglement is differ-
ent from the textbook example with spatially separated par-
ticles.

Given the occupation number representation, it is straight-
forward to verify that the reduced ground state density ma-
trix " j for a single site j is diagonal, provided that the ground
state %!0& is a superposition of basis states with the same
number of particles and the same total spin. Introducing the
ground state expectation values for a single site to be doubly
occupied !w2", singly occupied by a fermion with spin-up
#spin-down$, !w!#"$", or empty !w0", and assuming that the
system is translationally invariant, we write:

w2 = '!0%n̂j!n̂j"%!0& ,

w! = '!0%n̂j!%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
+ m ! w2,

w" = '!0%n̂j"%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
! m ! w2,

w0 = 1 ! n + w2, !2"

where in Eq. !2" n̂j#= ĉj#
† ĉj# is the number operator that

samples site j for a fermion of spin #= ! ,", n= '!0 % n̂j!

+ n̂j" %!0& is the average single site occupation in the ground
state, and m= !1/2"'!0 % n̂j!! n̂j" %!0& is the ground state mag-
netization per site. It follows that

" j = (
$=0,!,"

w$%$& j'$% j + w2%!"& j'!"% j . !3"

Combining Eqs. !1"–!3", the single-site entanglement takes
the form

E = ! )n

2
+ m ! w2*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! )n

2
! m ! w2*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

! !1 ! n + w2"log2!1 ! n + w2" ! w2log2 w2. !4"

Let us now consider a fermion system with Hamiltonian den-
sity H!g"=H0+g% that exhibits a QPT for some value gc of
g !with % the conjugate operator, and with all other control
parameters kept fixed and absorbed as part of H0". By defi-
nition, a QPT of k:th order implies a divergence or a discon-
tinuity in the k:th derivative !ke0 /!gk of the ground state
energy density e0= '!0 %H!g" %!0&, with all derivatives of or-
der &k being finite and continuous. Defining Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&—regular terms$ !equal to #!e0 /!g—regular
terms$ by the Hellman–Feynman theorem", it follows that
!k!1Og /!gk!1has a divergence or a discontinuity at g=gc.
With these preliminaries, we can now prove the following.

A. Proposition

Consider a spin-1/2 translationally invariant fermionic
system with a Hamiltonian density H!g"=H0+g% that con-
serves particle number and total spin, and where Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&-regular terms$ is a linear combination of m, n
and/or w2. It follows that a divergence or a discontinuity in
the !k!1":st derivative of the single-site entanglement with
respect to g !with all derivatives of order &k!1 being finite
and continuous" signals that the system undergoes a k:th or-
der QPT.

B. Proof

The proof is elementary. Repeated differentiation of Eq.
!4" yields

!k!1E
!gk!1 = ! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
+ m ! w2-*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
! m ! w2-*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

+ ) !k!1

!gk!1 #n ! w2$*log2!1 ! n + w2"

!
!k!1w2

!gk!1 log2!w2"

+ terms containing lower-order derivatives. !5"

By assumption, all derivatives with respect to g of order
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tions raised above are answered in the negative also for
coupled qubit !spin-1/2" systems. Our reason for focusing on
fermionic systems is simply that these are less well under-
stood. With our contribution, we hope to dispel some of the
perceived difficulties attached to their treatment.

II. SINGLE-SITE ENTANGLEMENT AND QPTS

Let us first recall that the concept of quantum entangle-
ment of indistinguishable fermions #bosons$ suffers from a
certain ambiguity since the accessible state space contains
only antisymmetrized #symmetrized$ states and hence lacks a
direct product structure. The simplest way around this prob-
lem is to use an occupation number representation #17$. For
spin-1/2 fermions, one thus takes %n& j = %0& j, %! & j, %" & j, and
%! " & j as local basis states, with j=1,2 , . . . ,L indexing the
corresponding lattice sites. In this way, the product structure
of the state space is manifestly recovered, with the represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states %n&1 ! %n&2 ! ¯ ! %n&L.
One may now proceed as usual, and partition the system into
two parts, A and B, with the entanglement !von Neumann"
entropy E of a pure state %!& defined by #1$

E = ! Tr!"A log2 "A" . !1"

The reduced density matrix "A is calculated from the full
density matrix "= %!&'!% by taking the trace over the local
states belonging to B: "A=TrB!"". By choosing A as a single
site !assuming translational invariance" with B the rest of the
system, one obtains the single-site entanglement. One should
note that in the occupation number representation the sub-
systems A and B correspond to fermionic modes !empty
sites, singly occupied sites with spin up or down, doubly
occupied sites" and not to particles. In this sense, the notion
of fermionic !and similarly, bosonic" entanglement is differ-
ent from the textbook example with spatially separated par-
ticles.

Given the occupation number representation, it is straight-
forward to verify that the reduced ground state density ma-
trix " j for a single site j is diagonal, provided that the ground
state %!0& is a superposition of basis states with the same
number of particles and the same total spin. Introducing the
ground state expectation values for a single site to be doubly
occupied !w2", singly occupied by a fermion with spin-up
#spin-down$, !w!#"$", or empty !w0", and assuming that the
system is translationally invariant, we write:

w2 = '!0%n̂j!n̂j"%!0& ,

w! = '!0%n̂j!%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
+ m ! w2,

w" = '!0%n̂j"%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
! m ! w2,

w0 = 1 ! n + w2, !2"

where in Eq. !2" n̂j#= ĉj#
† ĉj# is the number operator that

samples site j for a fermion of spin #= ! ,", n= '!0 % n̂j!

+ n̂j" %!0& is the average single site occupation in the ground
state, and m= !1/2"'!0 % n̂j!! n̂j" %!0& is the ground state mag-
netization per site. It follows that

" j = (
$=0,!,"

w$%$& j'$% j + w2%!"& j'!"% j . !3"

Combining Eqs. !1"–!3", the single-site entanglement takes
the form

E = ! )n

2
+ m ! w2*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! )n

2
! m ! w2*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

! !1 ! n + w2"log2!1 ! n + w2" ! w2log2 w2. !4"

Let us now consider a fermion system with Hamiltonian den-
sity H!g"=H0+g% that exhibits a QPT for some value gc of
g !with % the conjugate operator, and with all other control
parameters kept fixed and absorbed as part of H0". By defi-
nition, a QPT of k:th order implies a divergence or a discon-
tinuity in the k:th derivative !ke0 /!gk of the ground state
energy density e0= '!0 %H!g" %!0&, with all derivatives of or-
der &k being finite and continuous. Defining Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&—regular terms$ !equal to #!e0 /!g—regular
terms$ by the Hellman–Feynman theorem", it follows that
!k!1Og /!gk!1has a divergence or a discontinuity at g=gc.
With these preliminaries, we can now prove the following.

A. Proposition

Consider a spin-1/2 translationally invariant fermionic
system with a Hamiltonian density H!g"=H0+g% that con-
serves particle number and total spin, and where Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&-regular terms$ is a linear combination of m, n
and/or w2. It follows that a divergence or a discontinuity in
the !k!1":st derivative of the single-site entanglement with
respect to g !with all derivatives of order &k!1 being finite
and continuous" signals that the system undergoes a k:th or-
der QPT.

B. Proof

The proof is elementary. Repeated differentiation of Eq.
!4" yields

!k!1E
!gk!1 = ! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
+ m ! w2-*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*
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!gk!1 #n ! w2$*log2!1 ! n + w2"

!
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!gk!1 log2!w2"

+ terms containing lower-order derivatives. !5"

By assumption, all derivatives with respect to g of order
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, , , from the groundstate energy
using the Hellman-Feynman theorem



A case study: the 1D Hubbard model

H !"t
XL

j!1
!!#1

cyj"cj$!"$U
XL

j!1

nj"nj#"#BH
XL

j!1

Szj: (1)

Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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H !"t
XL

j!1
!!#1

cyj"cj$!"$U
XL

j!1

nj"nj#"#BH
XL

j!1

Szj: (1)

Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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How to extract the single-site entanglement?

Recipe:

H !"t
XL

j!1
!!#1

cyj"cj$!"$U
XL

j!1

nj"nj#"#BH
XL

j!1

Szj: (1)

Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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write

calculate

tions raised above are answered in the negative also for
coupled qubit !spin-1/2" systems. Our reason for focusing on
fermionic systems is simply that these are less well under-
stood. With our contribution, we hope to dispel some of the
perceived difficulties attached to their treatment.

II. SINGLE-SITE ENTANGLEMENT AND QPTS

Let us first recall that the concept of quantum entangle-
ment of indistinguishable fermions #bosons$ suffers from a
certain ambiguity since the accessible state space contains
only antisymmetrized #symmetrized$ states and hence lacks a
direct product structure. The simplest way around this prob-
lem is to use an occupation number representation #17$. For
spin-1/2 fermions, one thus takes %n& j = %0& j, %! & j, %" & j, and
%! " & j as local basis states, with j=1,2 , . . . ,L indexing the
corresponding lattice sites. In this way, the product structure
of the state space is manifestly recovered, with the represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states %n&1 ! %n&2 ! ¯ ! %n&L.
One may now proceed as usual, and partition the system into
two parts, A and B, with the entanglement !von Neumann"
entropy E of a pure state %!& defined by #1$

E = ! Tr!"A log2 "A" . !1"

The reduced density matrix "A is calculated from the full
density matrix "= %!&'!% by taking the trace over the local
states belonging to B: "A=TrB!"". By choosing A as a single
site !assuming translational invariance" with B the rest of the
system, one obtains the single-site entanglement. One should
note that in the occupation number representation the sub-
systems A and B correspond to fermionic modes !empty
sites, singly occupied sites with spin up or down, doubly
occupied sites" and not to particles. In this sense, the notion
of fermionic !and similarly, bosonic" entanglement is differ-
ent from the textbook example with spatially separated par-
ticles.

Given the occupation number representation, it is straight-
forward to verify that the reduced ground state density ma-
trix " j for a single site j is diagonal, provided that the ground
state %!0& is a superposition of basis states with the same
number of particles and the same total spin. Introducing the
ground state expectation values for a single site to be doubly
occupied !w2", singly occupied by a fermion with spin-up
#spin-down$, !w!#"$", or empty !w0", and assuming that the
system is translationally invariant, we write:

w2 = '!0%n̂j!n̂j"%!0& ,

w! = '!0%n̂j!%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
+ m ! w2,

w" = '!0%n̂j"%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
! m ! w2,

w0 = 1 ! n + w2, !2"

where in Eq. !2" n̂j#= ĉj#
† ĉj# is the number operator that

samples site j for a fermion of spin #= ! ,", n= '!0 % n̂j!

+ n̂j" %!0& is the average single site occupation in the ground
state, and m= !1/2"'!0 % n̂j!! n̂j" %!0& is the ground state mag-
netization per site. It follows that

" j = (
$=0,!,"

w$%$& j'$% j + w2%!"& j'!"% j . !3"

Combining Eqs. !1"–!3", the single-site entanglement takes
the form

E = ! )n

2
+ m ! w2*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! )n

2
! m ! w2*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

! !1 ! n + w2"log2!1 ! n + w2" ! w2log2 w2. !4"

Let us now consider a fermion system with Hamiltonian den-
sity H!g"=H0+g% that exhibits a QPT for some value gc of
g !with % the conjugate operator, and with all other control
parameters kept fixed and absorbed as part of H0". By defi-
nition, a QPT of k:th order implies a divergence or a discon-
tinuity in the k:th derivative !ke0 /!gk of the ground state
energy density e0= '!0 %H!g" %!0&, with all derivatives of or-
der &k being finite and continuous. Defining Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&—regular terms$ !equal to #!e0 /!g—regular
terms$ by the Hellman–Feynman theorem", it follows that
!k!1Og /!gk!1has a divergence or a discontinuity at g=gc.
With these preliminaries, we can now prove the following.

A. Proposition

Consider a spin-1/2 translationally invariant fermionic
system with a Hamiltonian density H!g"=H0+g% that con-
serves particle number and total spin, and where Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&-regular terms$ is a linear combination of m, n
and/or w2. It follows that a divergence or a discontinuity in
the !k!1":st derivative of the single-site entanglement with
respect to g !with all derivatives of order &k!1 being finite
and continuous" signals that the system undergoes a k:th or-
der QPT.

B. Proof

The proof is elementary. Repeated differentiation of Eq.
!4" yields

!k!1E
!gk!1 = ! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
+ m ! w2-*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
! m ! w2-*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

+ ) !k!1

!gk!1 #n ! w2$*log2!1 ! n + w2"

!
!k!1w2

!gk!1 log2!w2"

+ terms containing lower-order derivatives. !5"

By assumption, all derivatives with respect to g of order
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tions raised above are answered in the negative also for
coupled qubit !spin-1/2" systems. Our reason for focusing on
fermionic systems is simply that these are less well under-
stood. With our contribution, we hope to dispel some of the
perceived difficulties attached to their treatment.

II. SINGLE-SITE ENTANGLEMENT AND QPTS

Let us first recall that the concept of quantum entangle-
ment of indistinguishable fermions #bosons$ suffers from a
certain ambiguity since the accessible state space contains
only antisymmetrized #symmetrized$ states and hence lacks a
direct product structure. The simplest way around this prob-
lem is to use an occupation number representation #17$. For
spin-1/2 fermions, one thus takes %n& j = %0& j, %! & j, %" & j, and
%! " & j as local basis states, with j=1,2 , . . . ,L indexing the
corresponding lattice sites. In this way, the product structure
of the state space is manifestly recovered, with the represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states %n&1 ! %n&2 ! ¯ ! %n&L.
One may now proceed as usual, and partition the system into
two parts, A and B, with the entanglement !von Neumann"
entropy E of a pure state %!& defined by #1$

E = ! Tr!"A log2 "A" . !1"

The reduced density matrix "A is calculated from the full
density matrix "= %!&'!% by taking the trace over the local
states belonging to B: "A=TrB!"". By choosing A as a single
site !assuming translational invariance" with B the rest of the
system, one obtains the single-site entanglement. One should
note that in the occupation number representation the sub-
systems A and B correspond to fermionic modes !empty
sites, singly occupied sites with spin up or down, doubly
occupied sites" and not to particles. In this sense, the notion
of fermionic !and similarly, bosonic" entanglement is differ-
ent from the textbook example with spatially separated par-
ticles.

Given the occupation number representation, it is straight-
forward to verify that the reduced ground state density ma-
trix " j for a single site j is diagonal, provided that the ground
state %!0& is a superposition of basis states with the same
number of particles and the same total spin. Introducing the
ground state expectation values for a single site to be doubly
occupied !w2", singly occupied by a fermion with spin-up
#spin-down$, !w!#"$", or empty !w0", and assuming that the
system is translationally invariant, we write:

w2 = '!0%n̂j!n̂j"%!0& ,

w! = '!0%n̂j!%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
+ m ! w2,

w" = '!0%n̂j"%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
! m ! w2,

w0 = 1 ! n + w2, !2"

where in Eq. !2" n̂j#= ĉj#
† ĉj# is the number operator that

samples site j for a fermion of spin #= ! ,", n= '!0 % n̂j!

+ n̂j" %!0& is the average single site occupation in the ground
state, and m= !1/2"'!0 % n̂j!! n̂j" %!0& is the ground state mag-
netization per site. It follows that

" j = (
$=0,!,"

w$%$& j'$% j + w2%!"& j'!"% j . !3"

Combining Eqs. !1"–!3", the single-site entanglement takes
the form

E = ! )n

2
+ m ! w2*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! )n

2
! m ! w2*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

! !1 ! n + w2"log2!1 ! n + w2" ! w2log2 w2. !4"

Let us now consider a fermion system with Hamiltonian den-
sity H!g"=H0+g% that exhibits a QPT for some value gc of
g !with % the conjugate operator, and with all other control
parameters kept fixed and absorbed as part of H0". By defi-
nition, a QPT of k:th order implies a divergence or a discon-
tinuity in the k:th derivative !ke0 /!gk of the ground state
energy density e0= '!0 %H!g" %!0&, with all derivatives of or-
der &k being finite and continuous. Defining Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&—regular terms$ !equal to #!e0 /!g—regular
terms$ by the Hellman–Feynman theorem", it follows that
!k!1Og /!gk!1has a divergence or a discontinuity at g=gc.
With these preliminaries, we can now prove the following.

A. Proposition

Consider a spin-1/2 translationally invariant fermionic
system with a Hamiltonian density H!g"=H0+g% that con-
serves particle number and total spin, and where Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&-regular terms$ is a linear combination of m, n
and/or w2. It follows that a divergence or a discontinuity in
the !k!1":st derivative of the single-site entanglement with
respect to g !with all derivatives of order &k!1 being finite
and continuous" signals that the system undergoes a k:th or-
der QPT.

B. Proof

The proof is elementary. Repeated differentiation of Eq.
!4" yields

!k!1E
!gk!1 = ! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
+ m ! w2-*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
! m ! w2-*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

+ ) !k!1

!gk!1 #n ! w2$*log2!1 ! n + w2"

!
!k!1w2

!gk!1 log2!w2"

+ terms containing lower-order derivatives. !5"

By assumption, all derivatives with respect to g of order
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tions raised above are answered in the negative also for
coupled qubit !spin-1/2" systems. Our reason for focusing on
fermionic systems is simply that these are less well under-
stood. With our contribution, we hope to dispel some of the
perceived difficulties attached to their treatment.

II. SINGLE-SITE ENTANGLEMENT AND QPTS

Let us first recall that the concept of quantum entangle-
ment of indistinguishable fermions #bosons$ suffers from a
certain ambiguity since the accessible state space contains
only antisymmetrized #symmetrized$ states and hence lacks a
direct product structure. The simplest way around this prob-
lem is to use an occupation number representation #17$. For
spin-1/2 fermions, one thus takes %n& j = %0& j, %! & j, %" & j, and
%! " & j as local basis states, with j=1,2 , . . . ,L indexing the
corresponding lattice sites. In this way, the product structure
of the state space is manifestly recovered, with the represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states %n&1 ! %n&2 ! ¯ ! %n&L.
One may now proceed as usual, and partition the system into
two parts, A and B, with the entanglement !von Neumann"
entropy E of a pure state %!& defined by #1$

E = ! Tr!"A log2 "A" . !1"

The reduced density matrix "A is calculated from the full
density matrix "= %!&'!% by taking the trace over the local
states belonging to B: "A=TrB!"". By choosing A as a single
site !assuming translational invariance" with B the rest of the
system, one obtains the single-site entanglement. One should
note that in the occupation number representation the sub-
systems A and B correspond to fermionic modes !empty
sites, singly occupied sites with spin up or down, doubly
occupied sites" and not to particles. In this sense, the notion
of fermionic !and similarly, bosonic" entanglement is differ-
ent from the textbook example with spatially separated par-
ticles.

Given the occupation number representation, it is straight-
forward to verify that the reduced ground state density ma-
trix " j for a single site j is diagonal, provided that the ground
state %!0& is a superposition of basis states with the same
number of particles and the same total spin. Introducing the
ground state expectation values for a single site to be doubly
occupied !w2", singly occupied by a fermion with spin-up
#spin-down$, !w!#"$", or empty !w0", and assuming that the
system is translationally invariant, we write:

w2 = '!0%n̂j!n̂j"%!0& ,

w! = '!0%n̂j!%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
+ m ! w2,

w" = '!0%n̂j"%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
! m ! w2,

w0 = 1 ! n + w2, !2"

where in Eq. !2" n̂j#= ĉj#
† ĉj# is the number operator that

samples site j for a fermion of spin #= ! ,", n= '!0 % n̂j!

+ n̂j" %!0& is the average single site occupation in the ground
state, and m= !1/2"'!0 % n̂j!! n̂j" %!0& is the ground state mag-
netization per site. It follows that

" j = (
$=0,!,"

w$%$& j'$% j + w2%!"& j'!"% j . !3"

Combining Eqs. !1"–!3", the single-site entanglement takes
the form

E = ! )n

2
+ m ! w2*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! )n

2
! m ! w2*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

! !1 ! n + w2"log2!1 ! n + w2" ! w2log2 w2. !4"

Let us now consider a fermion system with Hamiltonian den-
sity H!g"=H0+g% that exhibits a QPT for some value gc of
g !with % the conjugate operator, and with all other control
parameters kept fixed and absorbed as part of H0". By defi-
nition, a QPT of k:th order implies a divergence or a discon-
tinuity in the k:th derivative !ke0 /!gk of the ground state
energy density e0= '!0 %H!g" %!0&, with all derivatives of or-
der &k being finite and continuous. Defining Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&—regular terms$ !equal to #!e0 /!g—regular
terms$ by the Hellman–Feynman theorem", it follows that
!k!1Og /!gk!1has a divergence or a discontinuity at g=gc.
With these preliminaries, we can now prove the following.

A. Proposition

Consider a spin-1/2 translationally invariant fermionic
system with a Hamiltonian density H!g"=H0+g% that con-
serves particle number and total spin, and where Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&-regular terms$ is a linear combination of m, n
and/or w2. It follows that a divergence or a discontinuity in
the !k!1":st derivative of the single-site entanglement with
respect to g !with all derivatives of order &k!1 being finite
and continuous" signals that the system undergoes a k:th or-
der QPT.

B. Proof

The proof is elementary. Repeated differentiation of Eq.
!4" yields

!k!1E
!gk!1 = ! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
+ m ! w2-*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
! m ! w2-*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

+ ) !k!1

!gk!1 #n ! w2$*log2!1 ! n + w2"

!
!k!1w2

!gk!1 log2!w2"

+ terms containing lower-order derivatives. !5"

By assumption, all derivatives with respect to g of order
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tions raised above are answered in the negative also for
coupled qubit !spin-1/2" systems. Our reason for focusing on
fermionic systems is simply that these are less well under-
stood. With our contribution, we hope to dispel some of the
perceived difficulties attached to their treatment.

II. SINGLE-SITE ENTANGLEMENT AND QPTS

Let us first recall that the concept of quantum entangle-
ment of indistinguishable fermions #bosons$ suffers from a
certain ambiguity since the accessible state space contains
only antisymmetrized #symmetrized$ states and hence lacks a
direct product structure. The simplest way around this prob-
lem is to use an occupation number representation #17$. For
spin-1/2 fermions, one thus takes %n& j = %0& j, %! & j, %" & j, and
%! " & j as local basis states, with j=1,2 , . . . ,L indexing the
corresponding lattice sites. In this way, the product structure
of the state space is manifestly recovered, with the represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states %n&1 ! %n&2 ! ¯ ! %n&L.
One may now proceed as usual, and partition the system into
two parts, A and B, with the entanglement !von Neumann"
entropy E of a pure state %!& defined by #1$

E = ! Tr!"A log2 "A" . !1"

The reduced density matrix "A is calculated from the full
density matrix "= %!&'!% by taking the trace over the local
states belonging to B: "A=TrB!"". By choosing A as a single
site !assuming translational invariance" with B the rest of the
system, one obtains the single-site entanglement. One should
note that in the occupation number representation the sub-
systems A and B correspond to fermionic modes !empty
sites, singly occupied sites with spin up or down, doubly
occupied sites" and not to particles. In this sense, the notion
of fermionic !and similarly, bosonic" entanglement is differ-
ent from the textbook example with spatially separated par-
ticles.

Given the occupation number representation, it is straight-
forward to verify that the reduced ground state density ma-
trix " j for a single site j is diagonal, provided that the ground
state %!0& is a superposition of basis states with the same
number of particles and the same total spin. Introducing the
ground state expectation values for a single site to be doubly
occupied !w2", singly occupied by a fermion with spin-up
#spin-down$, !w!#"$", or empty !w0", and assuming that the
system is translationally invariant, we write:

w2 = '!0%n̂j!n̂j"%!0& ,

w! = '!0%n̂j!%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
+ m ! w2,

w" = '!0%n̂j"%!0& ! w2 =
n

2
! m ! w2,

w0 = 1 ! n + w2, !2"

where in Eq. !2" n̂j#= ĉj#
† ĉj# is the number operator that

samples site j for a fermion of spin #= ! ,", n= '!0 % n̂j!

+ n̂j" %!0& is the average single site occupation in the ground
state, and m= !1/2"'!0 % n̂j!! n̂j" %!0& is the ground state mag-
netization per site. It follows that

" j = (
$=0,!,"

w$%$& j'$% j + w2%!"& j'!"% j . !3"

Combining Eqs. !1"–!3", the single-site entanglement takes
the form

E = ! )n

2
+ m ! w2*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! )n

2
! m ! w2*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

! !1 ! n + w2"log2!1 ! n + w2" ! w2log2 w2. !4"

Let us now consider a fermion system with Hamiltonian den-
sity H!g"=H0+g% that exhibits a QPT for some value gc of
g !with % the conjugate operator, and with all other control
parameters kept fixed and absorbed as part of H0". By defi-
nition, a QPT of k:th order implies a divergence or a discon-
tinuity in the k:th derivative !ke0 /!gk of the ground state
energy density e0= '!0 %H!g" %!0&, with all derivatives of or-
der &k being finite and continuous. Defining Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&—regular terms$ !equal to #!e0 /!g—regular
terms$ by the Hellman–Feynman theorem", it follows that
!k!1Og /!gk!1has a divergence or a discontinuity at g=gc.
With these preliminaries, we can now prove the following.

A. Proposition

Consider a spin-1/2 translationally invariant fermionic
system with a Hamiltonian density H!g"=H0+g% that con-
serves particle number and total spin, and where Og
+#'!0 %% %!0&-regular terms$ is a linear combination of m, n
and/or w2. It follows that a divergence or a discontinuity in
the !k!1":st derivative of the single-site entanglement with
respect to g !with all derivatives of order &k!1 being finite
and continuous" signals that the system undergoes a k:th or-
der QPT.

B. Proof

The proof is elementary. Repeated differentiation of Eq.
!4" yields

!k!1E
!gk!1 = ! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
+ m ! w2-*log2)n

2
+ m ! w2*

! ) !k!1

!gk!1,n

2
! m ! w2-*log2)n

2
! m ! w2*

+ ) !k!1

!gk!1 #n ! w2$*log2!1 ! n + w2"

!
!k!1w2

!gk!1 log2!w2"

+ terms containing lower-order derivatives. !5"

By assumption, all derivatives with respect to g of order
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, , , from the groundstate energy
using the Hellman-Feynman theorem

from the Bethe Ansatz solution of the Hubbard model
E.H. Lieb and F.Y. Wu, PRL 20, 1445 (1968) 

QPTs at U = Uc , H = Hc and 

! !1/ !24uuc""#!u+uc"3! !!u+uc"2!4uucn"3/2$ with uc=2!
the critical point #16$. This implies that w2=!e0 /!u has a
discontinuity in its second-order derivative with respect to u
at uc and hence the transition is third order. From Eq. !4"
with n=1, it follows that the single site entanglement can be
written as E=!!1!2w2"log2!1/2!w2"!2w2log2!w2" when
no magnetic field is present !i.e., m=0", and one immediately
verifies that !2E /!u2 is also discontinuous at the transition
point uc. Since the local basis states do not become equally
populated at uc—in contrast to the u=0 metal-insulator tran-
sition of the ordinary Hubbard model—the single-site en-
tanglement here provides an accurate diagnostics of the tran-
sition.

One can also drive a Mott–Hubbard metal-insulator tran-
sition by tuning the chemical potential when u"uc, in exact
analogy with the ordinary Hubbard model. Expressing n as a
function of #, and applying the Hellman–Feynman theorem
to the ground state energy e0 above, one obtains a disconti-
nuity in !n /!# at #=#c=! #22$. Equation !5" immediately
implies that !E /!# is also discontinuous at #=#c, with the
transition being second order. In the limit u!$ this discon-
tinuity is multiplied by a logarithmic divergent factor when

#!#c!, reflecting the suppression of empty states in this
case.

IV. SUMMARY

We have shown that a generic finite-order quantum phase
transition in a spin-1/2 fermionic lattice system can be con-
sistently identified and characterized by studying the behav-
ior of the single-site entanglement and its derivatives with
respect to the parameter that controls the transition. Exten-
sions to cases where the transition is driven by an interaction
or a field that couples to pairs or clusters of lattice sites
!such as the extended Hubbard model #23$" is conceptually
straightforward, albeit technically more demanding. We hope
to return to this problem in a future publication.
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A case study: the 1D Hubbard model

H !"t
XL

j!1
!!#1

cyj"cj$!"$U
XL

j!1

nj"nj#"#BH
XL

j!1

Szj: (1)

Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:
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With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:
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Here C ' 2" u=
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1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:
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The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain
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' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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H !"t
XL

j!1
!!#1

cyj"cj$!"$U
XL

j!1

nj"nj#"#BH
XL

j!1

Szj: (1)

Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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Mott-Hubbard transition at half-filling (n=1)
U>0, H = 0, control parameter:

By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:
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With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:
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2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
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1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:
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!
sin!!n# "
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The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain
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2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)
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!k!1 are finite and continuous. Any singularity in
!k!1E /!gk!1 must hence reside in terms containing deriva-
tives of order k!1. Since Og is a linear combination of m, n
and w2, the proposition follows.

Several comments are in order. First, note that the con-
straint that Og should be some linear combination of m, n,
and/or w2 is much less restrictive than may first appear to be
the case. In fact, for a generic fermionic QPT caused by a
change of an interaction or an external perturbation that
couples only to single sites, Og is identical to w2 !with the
transition driven by an on-site fermion-fermion interaction,
g"u#, m !with the transition driven by a magnetic field, g
"h#, or n !with the transition driven by a chemical potential,
g""#. One may think that the tight link between the scaling
of !k!1E /!gk!1 and that of !k!1Og /!gk!1 would allow for the
critical exponent that controls Og to be immediately ex-
tracted from !k!1E /!gk!1. This is not so, however. As an ex-
ample, take a second-order QPT !k=2# with Og=w2, where
!w2 /!u$%u!uc%#!1!$ as g!gc=uc. By inspection of Eq.
!5#, one then notes that the leading scaling of !E /!g will be
governed by the same exponent # only if m and n are inde-
pendent of w2, or, depend on w2 as a power with exponent
%1. Whether this is the case typically requires that one has
access to an exact solution of the model, and in any event
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. Turning to
the logarithmic factors in Eq. !5#, one realizes that these will
cause logarithmic divergences if one or several of the occu-
pation parameters w0 ,w" ,w# ,w2 vanish at the transition
&cf. the parameterization in Eq. !2#'. Such logarithmic cor-
rections, multiplying the leading scaling of !k!1E /!gk!1 in-
herited from Og, thus signal a change of the dimension of the
accessible local Hilbert space as the system undergoes the
transition. This is a useful and important property of the
single-site entanglement scaling not shared by the scaling of
Og or its derivatives. One should here note that a spurious
signaling of a k:th order QPT by a divergence in !k!1E /!gk!1

caused by a vanishing occupation parameter is blocked by
the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
tonian !implying the vanishing of an occupation parameter#
without the occurrence of a QPT.'

Using the diagnostics supplied by our proposition, are we
guaranteed to catch all fermionic QPTs? The answer is nega-
tive. First, the diagnostics obviously fails for a QPT of infi-
nite order &18', a Berezinski!-Kosterlitz-Thouless !BKT#-
type transition being a case in point &19'. Secondly and more
insidious, a system may exhibit a QPT of finite order, but
with the single-site entanglement and its derivatives still re-
maining regular. This happens if all local basis states %n( j
= %0( j, %" ( j, %# ( j, and %" # ( j become equally populated as one
approaches the transition. As seen from Eq. !5#, the !k!1#:st
derivative terms then vanish identically, killing the signal of
the QPT. The simultaneous vanishing of !E /!g implies that E
has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-

tremum of the single-site entanglement does not necessarily
signal a QPT. Whether a QPT is present or not in this case
requires information beyond that provided by the entangle-
ment measure.

Having exposed the general features of entanglement
scaling at a fermionic QPT, let us look at two examples.

III. CASE STUDIES

Consider first the ordinary 1D Hubbard model

H = ! )
i=1

&=",#

L

!ĉi&
† ĉi+1& + h . c . # + u)

i=1

L

n̂i"n̂i#, !6#

with the first term describing hopping of electrons between
neighboring sites, and with the second term an effective on-
site interaction of strength u. At half-filling of the lattice, n
=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
makes it an exceptional example of a fermionic QPT, where
no information can be deduced from the entanglement
measure.

A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
u'0 by connecting the system to a particle reservoir and
tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
"c=2!4*0

$J1!(#&(!1+exp!(u /2##'!1 where n=1 &15'. The
transition is second order with a divergent charge suscepti-
bility )c=!n /!"$%"!"c%!1/2. As shown in Ref. &9', the de-
rivative of the critical single-site entanglement for finite u is
precisely given by )c, up to a multiplicative constant:
!E /!"=!C!u#)c. In the limit u!$, the empty local states
get suppressed at the transition and the scaling of !E /!"
picks up a logarithmic correction&9': !E /!"=)c!ln %"!"c %
+const. # / !2 ln 2#. Both behaviors well illustrate our general
discussion above: For finite u the logarithms in Eq. !5# add
up to the u!dependent constant C!u#, whereas in the limit
u!$ the entanglement measure detects a change in the di-
mension of the local Hilbert space, signaled by the logarith-
mic correction to the leading scaling.

As a second example, let us consider the 1D Hubbard
model with long-range hopping, introduced by Gebhard and
Ruckenstein &16':

H = )
!"m=1
&=",#

L

t!mĉ!&
† ĉm& + u)

l=1

L

n̂!"n̂!#, !7#

with t!m= i!!1#!l!m#!l!m#!1. The ground state energy density
at half-filling is given by e0= !un!uc!1!n#n# /4
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and w2, the proposition follows.
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&cf. the parameterization in Eq. !2#'. Such logarithmic cor-
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single-site entanglement scaling not shared by the scaling of
Og or its derivatives. One should here note that a spurious
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the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
tonian !implying the vanishing of an occupation parameter#
without the occurrence of a QPT.'

Using the diagnostics supplied by our proposition, are we
guaranteed to catch all fermionic QPTs? The answer is nega-
tive. First, the diagnostics obviously fails for a QPT of infi-
nite order &18', a Berezinski!-Kosterlitz-Thouless !BKT#-
type transition being a case in point &19'. Secondly and more
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derivative terms then vanish identically, killing the signal of
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has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-
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with the first term describing hopping of electrons between
neighboring sites, and with the second term an effective on-
site interaction of strength u. At half-filling of the lattice, n
=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
makes it an exceptional example of a fermionic QPT, where
no information can be deduced from the entanglement
measure.

A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
u'0 by connecting the system to a particle reservoir and
tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
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transition is second order with a divergent charge suscepti-
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rivative of the critical single-site entanglement for finite u is
precisely given by )c, up to a multiplicative constant:
!E /!"=!C!u#)c. In the limit u!$, the empty local states
get suppressed at the transition and the scaling of !E /!"
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discussion above: For finite u the logarithms in Eq. !5# add
up to the u!dependent constant C!u#, whereas in the limit
u!$ the entanglement measure detects a change in the di-
mension of the local Hilbert space, signaled by the logarith-
mic correction to the leading scaling.
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!k!1E /!gk!1 must hence reside in terms containing deriva-
tives of order k!1. Since Og is a linear combination of m, n
and w2, the proposition follows.

Several comments are in order. First, note that the con-
straint that Og should be some linear combination of m, n,
and/or w2 is much less restrictive than may first appear to be
the case. In fact, for a generic fermionic QPT caused by a
change of an interaction or an external perturbation that
couples only to single sites, Og is identical to w2 !with the
transition driven by an on-site fermion-fermion interaction,
g"u#, m !with the transition driven by a magnetic field, g
"h#, or n !with the transition driven by a chemical potential,
g""#. One may think that the tight link between the scaling
of !k!1E /!gk!1 and that of !k!1Og /!gk!1 would allow for the
critical exponent that controls Og to be immediately ex-
tracted from !k!1E /!gk!1. This is not so, however. As an ex-
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!w2 /!u$%u!uc%#!1!$ as g!gc=uc. By inspection of Eq.
!5#, one then notes that the leading scaling of !E /!g will be
governed by the same exponent # only if m and n are inde-
pendent of w2, or, depend on w2 as a power with exponent
%1. Whether this is the case typically requires that one has
access to an exact solution of the model, and in any event
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. Turning to
the logarithmic factors in Eq. !5#, one realizes that these will
cause logarithmic divergences if one or several of the occu-
pation parameters w0 ,w" ,w# ,w2 vanish at the transition
&cf. the parameterization in Eq. !2#'. Such logarithmic cor-
rections, multiplying the leading scaling of !k!1E /!gk!1 in-
herited from Og, thus signal a change of the dimension of the
accessible local Hilbert space as the system undergoes the
transition. This is a useful and important property of the
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Og or its derivatives. One should here note that a spurious
signaling of a k:th order QPT by a divergence in !k!1E /!gk!1

caused by a vanishing occupation parameter is blocked by
the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
tonian !implying the vanishing of an occupation parameter#
without the occurrence of a QPT.'

Using the diagnostics supplied by our proposition, are we
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represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-
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=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
makes it an exceptional example of a fermionic QPT, where
no information can be deduced from the entanglement
measure.

A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
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tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
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tives of order k!1. Since Og is a linear combination of m, n
and w2, the proposition follows.

Several comments are in order. First, note that the con-
straint that Og should be some linear combination of m, n,
and/or w2 is much less restrictive than may first appear to be
the case. In fact, for a generic fermionic QPT caused by a
change of an interaction or an external perturbation that
couples only to single sites, Og is identical to w2 !with the
transition driven by an on-site fermion-fermion interaction,
g"u#, m !with the transition driven by a magnetic field, g
"h#, or n !with the transition driven by a chemical potential,
g""#. One may think that the tight link between the scaling
of !k!1E /!gk!1 and that of !k!1Og /!gk!1 would allow for the
critical exponent that controls Og to be immediately ex-
tracted from !k!1E /!gk!1. This is not so, however. As an ex-
ample, take a second-order QPT !k=2# with Og=w2, where
!w2 /!u$%u!uc%#!1!$ as g!gc=uc. By inspection of Eq.
!5#, one then notes that the leading scaling of !E /!g will be
governed by the same exponent # only if m and n are inde-
pendent of w2, or, depend on w2 as a power with exponent
%1. Whether this is the case typically requires that one has
access to an exact solution of the model, and in any event
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. Turning to
the logarithmic factors in Eq. !5#, one realizes that these will
cause logarithmic divergences if one or several of the occu-
pation parameters w0 ,w" ,w# ,w2 vanish at the transition
&cf. the parameterization in Eq. !2#'. Such logarithmic cor-
rections, multiplying the leading scaling of !k!1E /!gk!1 in-
herited from Og, thus signal a change of the dimension of the
accessible local Hilbert space as the system undergoes the
transition. This is a useful and important property of the
single-site entanglement scaling not shared by the scaling of
Og or its derivatives. One should here note that a spurious
signaling of a k:th order QPT by a divergence in !k!1E /!gk!1

caused by a vanishing occupation parameter is blocked by
the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
tonian !implying the vanishing of an occupation parameter#
without the occurrence of a QPT.'

Using the diagnostics supplied by our proposition, are we
guaranteed to catch all fermionic QPTs? The answer is nega-
tive. First, the diagnostics obviously fails for a QPT of infi-
nite order &18', a Berezinski!-Kosterlitz-Thouless !BKT#-
type transition being a case in point &19'. Secondly and more
insidious, a system may exhibit a QPT of finite order, but
with the single-site entanglement and its derivatives still re-
maining regular. This happens if all local basis states %n( j
= %0( j, %" ( j, %# ( j, and %" # ( j become equally populated as one
approaches the transition. As seen from Eq. !5#, the !k!1#:st
derivative terms then vanish identically, killing the signal of
the QPT. The simultaneous vanishing of !E /!g implies that E
has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-

tremum of the single-site entanglement does not necessarily
signal a QPT. Whether a QPT is present or not in this case
requires information beyond that provided by the entangle-
ment measure.

Having exposed the general features of entanglement
scaling at a fermionic QPT, let us look at two examples.

III. CASE STUDIES

Consider first the ordinary 1D Hubbard model

H = ! )
i=1

&=",#

L

!ĉi&
† ĉi+1& + h . c . # + u)

i=1

L

n̂i"n̂i#, !6#

with the first term describing hopping of electrons between
neighboring sites, and with the second term an effective on-
site interaction of strength u. At half-filling of the lattice, n
=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
makes it an exceptional example of a fermionic QPT, where
no information can be deduced from the entanglement
measure.

A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
u'0 by connecting the system to a particle reservoir and
tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
"c=2!4*0

$J1!(#&(!1+exp!(u /2##'!1 where n=1 &15'. The
transition is second order with a divergent charge suscepti-
bility )c=!n /!"$%"!"c%!1/2. As shown in Ref. &9', the de-
rivative of the critical single-site entanglement for finite u is
precisely given by )c, up to a multiplicative constant:
!E /!"=!C!u#)c. In the limit u!$, the empty local states
get suppressed at the transition and the scaling of !E /!"
picks up a logarithmic correction&9': !E /!"=)c!ln %"!"c %
+const. # / !2 ln 2#. Both behaviors well illustrate our general
discussion above: For finite u the logarithms in Eq. !5# add
up to the u!dependent constant C!u#, whereas in the limit
u!$ the entanglement measure detects a change in the di-
mension of the local Hilbert space, signaled by the logarith-
mic correction to the leading scaling.

As a second example, let us consider the 1D Hubbard
model with long-range hopping, introduced by Gebhard and
Ruckenstein &16':

H = )
!"m=1
&=",#

L

t!mĉ!&
† ĉm& + u)

l=1

L

n̂!"n̂!#, !7#

with t!m= i!!1#!l!m#!l!m#!1. The ground state energy density
at half-filling is given by e0= !un!uc!1!n#n# /4
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tives of order k!1. Since Og is a linear combination of m, n
and w2, the proposition follows.

Several comments are in order. First, note that the con-
straint that Og should be some linear combination of m, n,
and/or w2 is much less restrictive than may first appear to be
the case. In fact, for a generic fermionic QPT caused by a
change of an interaction or an external perturbation that
couples only to single sites, Og is identical to w2 !with the
transition driven by an on-site fermion-fermion interaction,
g"u#, m !with the transition driven by a magnetic field, g
"h#, or n !with the transition driven by a chemical potential,
g""#. One may think that the tight link between the scaling
of !k!1E /!gk!1 and that of !k!1Og /!gk!1 would allow for the
critical exponent that controls Og to be immediately ex-
tracted from !k!1E /!gk!1. This is not so, however. As an ex-
ample, take a second-order QPT !k=2# with Og=w2, where
!w2 /!u$%u!uc%#!1!$ as g!gc=uc. By inspection of Eq.
!5#, one then notes that the leading scaling of !E /!g will be
governed by the same exponent # only if m and n are inde-
pendent of w2, or, depend on w2 as a power with exponent
%1. Whether this is the case typically requires that one has
access to an exact solution of the model, and in any event
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. Turning to
the logarithmic factors in Eq. !5#, one realizes that these will
cause logarithmic divergences if one or several of the occu-
pation parameters w0 ,w" ,w# ,w2 vanish at the transition
&cf. the parameterization in Eq. !2#'. Such logarithmic cor-
rections, multiplying the leading scaling of !k!1E /!gk!1 in-
herited from Og, thus signal a change of the dimension of the
accessible local Hilbert space as the system undergoes the
transition. This is a useful and important property of the
single-site entanglement scaling not shared by the scaling of
Og or its derivatives. One should here note that a spurious
signaling of a k:th order QPT by a divergence in !k!1E /!gk!1

caused by a vanishing occupation parameter is blocked by
the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
tonian !implying the vanishing of an occupation parameter#
without the occurrence of a QPT.'

Using the diagnostics supplied by our proposition, are we
guaranteed to catch all fermionic QPTs? The answer is nega-
tive. First, the diagnostics obviously fails for a QPT of infi-
nite order &18', a Berezinski!-Kosterlitz-Thouless !BKT#-
type transition being a case in point &19'. Secondly and more
insidious, a system may exhibit a QPT of finite order, but
with the single-site entanglement and its derivatives still re-
maining regular. This happens if all local basis states %n( j
= %0( j, %" ( j, %# ( j, and %" # ( j become equally populated as one
approaches the transition. As seen from Eq. !5#, the !k!1#:st
derivative terms then vanish identically, killing the signal of
the QPT. The simultaneous vanishing of !E /!g implies that E
has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-

tremum of the single-site entanglement does not necessarily
signal a QPT. Whether a QPT is present or not in this case
requires information beyond that provided by the entangle-
ment measure.

Having exposed the general features of entanglement
scaling at a fermionic QPT, let us look at two examples.
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with the first term describing hopping of electrons between
neighboring sites, and with the second term an effective on-
site interaction of strength u. At half-filling of the lattice, n
=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
makes it an exceptional example of a fermionic QPT, where
no information can be deduced from the entanglement
measure.

A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
u'0 by connecting the system to a particle reservoir and
tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
"c=2!4*0

$J1!(#&(!1+exp!(u /2##'!1 where n=1 &15'. The
transition is second order with a divergent charge suscepti-
bility )c=!n /!"$%"!"c%!1/2. As shown in Ref. &9', the de-
rivative of the critical single-site entanglement for finite u is
precisely given by )c, up to a multiplicative constant:
!E /!"=!C!u#)c. In the limit u!$, the empty local states
get suppressed at the transition and the scaling of !E /!"
picks up a logarithmic correction&9': !E /!"=)c!ln %"!"c %
+const. # / !2 ln 2#. Both behaviors well illustrate our general
discussion above: For finite u the logarithms in Eq. !5# add
up to the u!dependent constant C!u#, whereas in the limit
u!$ the entanglement measure detects a change in the di-
mension of the local Hilbert space, signaled by the logarith-
mic correction to the leading scaling.

As a second example, let us consider the 1D Hubbard
model with long-range hopping, introduced by Gebhard and
Ruckenstein &16':
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with t!m= i!!1#!l!m#!l!m#!1. The ground state energy density
at half-filling is given by e0= !un!uc!1!n#n# /4
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A case study: the 1D Hubbard model

H !"t
XL

j!1
!!#1

cyj"cj$!"$U
XL

j!1

nj"nj#"#BH
XL

j!1

Szj: (1)

Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!
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[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:
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With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:
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hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4
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J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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H !"t
XL

j!1
!!#1

cyj"cj$!"$U
XL

j!1

nj"nj#"#BH
XL

j!1

Szj: (1)

Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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!k!1 are finite and continuous. Any singularity in
!k!1E /!gk!1 must hence reside in terms containing deriva-
tives of order k!1. Since Og is a linear combination of m, n
and w2, the proposition follows.

Several comments are in order. First, note that the con-
straint that Og should be some linear combination of m, n,
and/or w2 is much less restrictive than may first appear to be
the case. In fact, for a generic fermionic QPT caused by a
change of an interaction or an external perturbation that
couples only to single sites, Og is identical to w2 !with the
transition driven by an on-site fermion-fermion interaction,
g"u#, m !with the transition driven by a magnetic field, g
"h#, or n !with the transition driven by a chemical potential,
g""#. One may think that the tight link between the scaling
of !k!1E /!gk!1 and that of !k!1Og /!gk!1 would allow for the
critical exponent that controls Og to be immediately ex-
tracted from !k!1E /!gk!1. This is not so, however. As an ex-
ample, take a second-order QPT !k=2# with Og=w2, where
!w2 /!u$%u!uc%#!1!$ as g!gc=uc. By inspection of Eq.
!5#, one then notes that the leading scaling of !E /!g will be
governed by the same exponent # only if m and n are inde-
pendent of w2, or, depend on w2 as a power with exponent
%1. Whether this is the case typically requires that one has
access to an exact solution of the model, and in any event
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. Turning to
the logarithmic factors in Eq. !5#, one realizes that these will
cause logarithmic divergences if one or several of the occu-
pation parameters w0 ,w" ,w# ,w2 vanish at the transition
&cf. the parameterization in Eq. !2#'. Such logarithmic cor-
rections, multiplying the leading scaling of !k!1E /!gk!1 in-
herited from Og, thus signal a change of the dimension of the
accessible local Hilbert space as the system undergoes the
transition. This is a useful and important property of the
single-site entanglement scaling not shared by the scaling of
Og or its derivatives. One should here note that a spurious
signaling of a k:th order QPT by a divergence in !k!1E /!gk!1

caused by a vanishing occupation parameter is blocked by
the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
tonian !implying the vanishing of an occupation parameter#
without the occurrence of a QPT.'

Using the diagnostics supplied by our proposition, are we
guaranteed to catch all fermionic QPTs? The answer is nega-
tive. First, the diagnostics obviously fails for a QPT of infi-
nite order &18', a Berezinski!-Kosterlitz-Thouless !BKT#-
type transition being a case in point &19'. Secondly and more
insidious, a system may exhibit a QPT of finite order, but
with the single-site entanglement and its derivatives still re-
maining regular. This happens if all local basis states %n( j
= %0( j, %" ( j, %# ( j, and %" # ( j become equally populated as one
approaches the transition. As seen from Eq. !5#, the !k!1#:st
derivative terms then vanish identically, killing the signal of
the QPT. The simultaneous vanishing of !E /!g implies that E
has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-

tremum of the single-site entanglement does not necessarily
signal a QPT. Whether a QPT is present or not in this case
requires information beyond that provided by the entangle-
ment measure.

Having exposed the general features of entanglement
scaling at a fermionic QPT, let us look at two examples.

III. CASE STUDIES

Consider first the ordinary 1D Hubbard model

H = ! )
i=1

&=",#

L

!ĉi&
† ĉi+1& + h . c . # + u)

i=1

L

n̂i"n̂i#, !6#

with the first term describing hopping of electrons between
neighboring sites, and with the second term an effective on-
site interaction of strength u. At half-filling of the lattice, n
=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
makes it an exceptional example of a fermionic QPT, where
no information can be deduced from the entanglement
measure.

A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
u'0 by connecting the system to a particle reservoir and
tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
"c=2!4*0

$J1!(#&(!1+exp!(u /2##'!1 where n=1 &15'. The
transition is second order with a divergent charge suscepti-
bility )c=!n /!"$%"!"c%!1/2. As shown in Ref. &9', the de-
rivative of the critical single-site entanglement for finite u is
precisely given by )c, up to a multiplicative constant:
!E /!"=!C!u#)c. In the limit u!$, the empty local states
get suppressed at the transition and the scaling of !E /!"
picks up a logarithmic correction&9': !E /!"=)c!ln %"!"c %
+const. # / !2 ln 2#. Both behaviors well illustrate our general
discussion above: For finite u the logarithms in Eq. !5# add
up to the u!dependent constant C!u#, whereas in the limit
u!$ the entanglement measure detects a change in the di-
mension of the local Hilbert space, signaled by the logarith-
mic correction to the leading scaling.

As a second example, let us consider the 1D Hubbard
model with long-range hopping, introduced by Gebhard and
Ruckenstein &16':

H = )
!"m=1
&=",#

L

t!mĉ!&
† ĉm& + u)

l=1

L

n̂!"n̂!#, !7#

with t!m= i!!1#!l!m#!l!m#!1. The ground state energy density
at half-filling is given by e0= !un!uc!1!n#n# /4
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!k!1 are finite and continuous. Any singularity in
!k!1E /!gk!1 must hence reside in terms containing deriva-
tives of order k!1. Since Og is a linear combination of m, n
and w2, the proposition follows.

Several comments are in order. First, note that the con-
straint that Og should be some linear combination of m, n,
and/or w2 is much less restrictive than may first appear to be
the case. In fact, for a generic fermionic QPT caused by a
change of an interaction or an external perturbation that
couples only to single sites, Og is identical to w2 !with the
transition driven by an on-site fermion-fermion interaction,
g"u#, m !with the transition driven by a magnetic field, g
"h#, or n !with the transition driven by a chemical potential,
g""#. One may think that the tight link between the scaling
of !k!1E /!gk!1 and that of !k!1Og /!gk!1 would allow for the
critical exponent that controls Og to be immediately ex-
tracted from !k!1E /!gk!1. This is not so, however. As an ex-
ample, take a second-order QPT !k=2# with Og=w2, where
!w2 /!u$%u!uc%#!1!$ as g!gc=uc. By inspection of Eq.
!5#, one then notes that the leading scaling of !E /!g will be
governed by the same exponent # only if m and n are inde-
pendent of w2, or, depend on w2 as a power with exponent
%1. Whether this is the case typically requires that one has
access to an exact solution of the model, and in any event
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. Turning to
the logarithmic factors in Eq. !5#, one realizes that these will
cause logarithmic divergences if one or several of the occu-
pation parameters w0 ,w" ,w# ,w2 vanish at the transition
&cf. the parameterization in Eq. !2#'. Such logarithmic cor-
rections, multiplying the leading scaling of !k!1E /!gk!1 in-
herited from Og, thus signal a change of the dimension of the
accessible local Hilbert space as the system undergoes the
transition. This is a useful and important property of the
single-site entanglement scaling not shared by the scaling of
Og or its derivatives. One should here note that a spurious
signaling of a k:th order QPT by a divergence in !k!1E /!gk!1

caused by a vanishing occupation parameter is blocked by
the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
tonian !implying the vanishing of an occupation parameter#
without the occurrence of a QPT.'

Using the diagnostics supplied by our proposition, are we
guaranteed to catch all fermionic QPTs? The answer is nega-
tive. First, the diagnostics obviously fails for a QPT of infi-
nite order &18', a Berezinski!-Kosterlitz-Thouless !BKT#-
type transition being a case in point &19'. Secondly and more
insidious, a system may exhibit a QPT of finite order, but
with the single-site entanglement and its derivatives still re-
maining regular. This happens if all local basis states %n( j
= %0( j, %" ( j, %# ( j, and %" # ( j become equally populated as one
approaches the transition. As seen from Eq. !5#, the !k!1#:st
derivative terms then vanish identically, killing the signal of
the QPT. The simultaneous vanishing of !E /!g implies that E
has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-

tremum of the single-site entanglement does not necessarily
signal a QPT. Whether a QPT is present or not in this case
requires information beyond that provided by the entangle-
ment measure.

Having exposed the general features of entanglement
scaling at a fermionic QPT, let us look at two examples.

III. CASE STUDIES

Consider first the ordinary 1D Hubbard model

H = ! )
i=1

&=",#
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!ĉi&
† ĉi+1& + h . c . # + u)
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n̂i"n̂i#, !6#

with the first term describing hopping of electrons between
neighboring sites, and with the second term an effective on-
site interaction of strength u. At half-filling of the lattice, n
=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
makes it an exceptional example of a fermionic QPT, where
no information can be deduced from the entanglement
measure.

A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
u'0 by connecting the system to a particle reservoir and
tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
"c=2!4*0

$J1!(#&(!1+exp!(u /2##'!1 where n=1 &15'. The
transition is second order with a divergent charge suscepti-
bility )c=!n /!"$%"!"c%!1/2. As shown in Ref. &9', the de-
rivative of the critical single-site entanglement for finite u is
precisely given by )c, up to a multiplicative constant:
!E /!"=!C!u#)c. In the limit u!$, the empty local states
get suppressed at the transition and the scaling of !E /!"
picks up a logarithmic correction&9': !E /!"=)c!ln %"!"c %
+const. # / !2 ln 2#. Both behaviors well illustrate our general
discussion above: For finite u the logarithms in Eq. !5# add
up to the u!dependent constant C!u#, whereas in the limit
u!$ the entanglement measure detects a change in the di-
mension of the local Hilbert space, signaled by the logarith-
mic correction to the leading scaling.

As a second example, let us consider the 1D Hubbard
model with long-range hopping, introduced by Gebhard and
Ruckenstein &16':

H = )
!"m=1
&=",#

L

t!mĉ!&
† ĉm& + u)

l=1

L

n̂!"n̂!#, !7#

with t!m= i!!1#!l!m#!l!m#!1. The ground state energy density
at half-filling is given by e0= !un!uc!1!n#n# /4
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!k!1 are finite and continuous. Any singularity in
!k!1E /!gk!1 must hence reside in terms containing deriva-
tives of order k!1. Since Og is a linear combination of m, n
and w2, the proposition follows.

Several comments are in order. First, note that the con-
straint that Og should be some linear combination of m, n,
and/or w2 is much less restrictive than may first appear to be
the case. In fact, for a generic fermionic QPT caused by a
change of an interaction or an external perturbation that
couples only to single sites, Og is identical to w2 !with the
transition driven by an on-site fermion-fermion interaction,
g"u#, m !with the transition driven by a magnetic field, g
"h#, or n !with the transition driven by a chemical potential,
g""#. One may think that the tight link between the scaling
of !k!1E /!gk!1 and that of !k!1Og /!gk!1 would allow for the
critical exponent that controls Og to be immediately ex-
tracted from !k!1E /!gk!1. This is not so, however. As an ex-
ample, take a second-order QPT !k=2# with Og=w2, where
!w2 /!u$%u!uc%#!1!$ as g!gc=uc. By inspection of Eq.
!5#, one then notes that the leading scaling of !E /!g will be
governed by the same exponent # only if m and n are inde-
pendent of w2, or, depend on w2 as a power with exponent
%1. Whether this is the case typically requires that one has
access to an exact solution of the model, and in any event
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. Turning to
the logarithmic factors in Eq. !5#, one realizes that these will
cause logarithmic divergences if one or several of the occu-
pation parameters w0 ,w" ,w# ,w2 vanish at the transition
&cf. the parameterization in Eq. !2#'. Such logarithmic cor-
rections, multiplying the leading scaling of !k!1E /!gk!1 in-
herited from Og, thus signal a change of the dimension of the
accessible local Hilbert space as the system undergoes the
transition. This is a useful and important property of the
single-site entanglement scaling not shared by the scaling of
Og or its derivatives. One should here note that a spurious
signaling of a k:th order QPT by a divergence in !k!1E /!gk!1

caused by a vanishing occupation parameter is blocked by
the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
tonian !implying the vanishing of an occupation parameter#
without the occurrence of a QPT.'

Using the diagnostics supplied by our proposition, are we
guaranteed to catch all fermionic QPTs? The answer is nega-
tive. First, the diagnostics obviously fails for a QPT of infi-
nite order &18', a Berezinski!-Kosterlitz-Thouless !BKT#-
type transition being a case in point &19'. Secondly and more
insidious, a system may exhibit a QPT of finite order, but
with the single-site entanglement and its derivatives still re-
maining regular. This happens if all local basis states %n( j
= %0( j, %" ( j, %# ( j, and %" # ( j become equally populated as one
approaches the transition. As seen from Eq. !5#, the !k!1#:st
derivative terms then vanish identically, killing the signal of
the QPT. The simultaneous vanishing of !E /!g implies that E
has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-

tremum of the single-site entanglement does not necessarily
signal a QPT. Whether a QPT is present or not in this case
requires information beyond that provided by the entangle-
ment measure.

Having exposed the general features of entanglement
scaling at a fermionic QPT, let us look at two examples.

III. CASE STUDIES

Consider first the ordinary 1D Hubbard model

H = ! )
i=1

&=",#

L

!ĉi&
† ĉi+1& + h . c . # + u)

i=1

L

n̂i"n̂i#, !6#

with the first term describing hopping of electrons between
neighboring sites, and with the second term an effective on-
site interaction of strength u. At half-filling of the lattice, n
=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
makes it an exceptional example of a fermionic QPT, where
no information can be deduced from the entanglement
measure.

A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
u'0 by connecting the system to a particle reservoir and
tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
"c=2!4*0

$J1!(#&(!1+exp!(u /2##'!1 where n=1 &15'. The
transition is second order with a divergent charge suscepti-
bility )c=!n /!"$%"!"c%!1/2. As shown in Ref. &9', the de-
rivative of the critical single-site entanglement for finite u is
precisely given by )c, up to a multiplicative constant:
!E /!"=!C!u#)c. In the limit u!$, the empty local states
get suppressed at the transition and the scaling of !E /!"
picks up a logarithmic correction&9': !E /!"=)c!ln %"!"c %
+const. # / !2 ln 2#. Both behaviors well illustrate our general
discussion above: For finite u the logarithms in Eq. !5# add
up to the u!dependent constant C!u#, whereas in the limit
u!$ the entanglement measure detects a change in the di-
mension of the local Hilbert space, signaled by the logarith-
mic correction to the leading scaling.

As a second example, let us consider the 1D Hubbard
model with long-range hopping, introduced by Gebhard and
Ruckenstein &16':

H = )
!"m=1
&=",#

L

t!mĉ!&
† ĉm& + u)

l=1

L

n̂!"n̂!#, !7#

with t!m= i!!1#!l!m#!l!m#!1. The ground state energy density
at half-filling is given by e0= !un!uc!1!n#n# /4
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!k!1E /!gk!1 must hence reside in terms containing deriva-
tives of order k!1. Since Og is a linear combination of m, n
and w2, the proposition follows.

Several comments are in order. First, note that the con-
straint that Og should be some linear combination of m, n,
and/or w2 is much less restrictive than may first appear to be
the case. In fact, for a generic fermionic QPT caused by a
change of an interaction or an external perturbation that
couples only to single sites, Og is identical to w2 !with the
transition driven by an on-site fermion-fermion interaction,
g"u#, m !with the transition driven by a magnetic field, g
"h#, or n !with the transition driven by a chemical potential,
g""#. One may think that the tight link between the scaling
of !k!1E /!gk!1 and that of !k!1Og /!gk!1 would allow for the
critical exponent that controls Og to be immediately ex-
tracted from !k!1E /!gk!1. This is not so, however. As an ex-
ample, take a second-order QPT !k=2# with Og=w2, where
!w2 /!u$%u!uc%#!1!$ as g!gc=uc. By inspection of Eq.
!5#, one then notes that the leading scaling of !E /!g will be
governed by the same exponent # only if m and n are inde-
pendent of w2, or, depend on w2 as a power with exponent
%1. Whether this is the case typically requires that one has
access to an exact solution of the model, and in any event
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. Turning to
the logarithmic factors in Eq. !5#, one realizes that these will
cause logarithmic divergences if one or several of the occu-
pation parameters w0 ,w" ,w# ,w2 vanish at the transition
&cf. the parameterization in Eq. !2#'. Such logarithmic cor-
rections, multiplying the leading scaling of !k!1E /!gk!1 in-
herited from Og, thus signal a change of the dimension of the
accessible local Hilbert space as the system undergoes the
transition. This is a useful and important property of the
single-site entanglement scaling not shared by the scaling of
Og or its derivatives. One should here note that a spurious
signaling of a k:th order QPT by a divergence in !k!1E /!gk!1

caused by a vanishing occupation parameter is blocked by
the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
tonian !implying the vanishing of an occupation parameter#
without the occurrence of a QPT.'

Using the diagnostics supplied by our proposition, are we
guaranteed to catch all fermionic QPTs? The answer is nega-
tive. First, the diagnostics obviously fails for a QPT of infi-
nite order &18', a Berezinski!-Kosterlitz-Thouless !BKT#-
type transition being a case in point &19'. Secondly and more
insidious, a system may exhibit a QPT of finite order, but
with the single-site entanglement and its derivatives still re-
maining regular. This happens if all local basis states %n( j
= %0( j, %" ( j, %# ( j, and %" # ( j become equally populated as one
approaches the transition. As seen from Eq. !5#, the !k!1#:st
derivative terms then vanish identically, killing the signal of
the QPT. The simultaneous vanishing of !E /!g implies that E
has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-

tremum of the single-site entanglement does not necessarily
signal a QPT. Whether a QPT is present or not in this case
requires information beyond that provided by the entangle-
ment measure.

Having exposed the general features of entanglement
scaling at a fermionic QPT, let us look at two examples.
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with the first term describing hopping of electrons between
neighboring sites, and with the second term an effective on-
site interaction of strength u. At half-filling of the lattice, n
=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
makes it an exceptional example of a fermionic QPT, where
no information can be deduced from the entanglement
measure.

A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
u'0 by connecting the system to a particle reservoir and
tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
"c=2!4*0

$J1!(#&(!1+exp!(u /2##'!1 where n=1 &15'. The
transition is second order with a divergent charge suscepti-
bility )c=!n /!"$%"!"c%!1/2. As shown in Ref. &9', the de-
rivative of the critical single-site entanglement for finite u is
precisely given by )c, up to a multiplicative constant:
!E /!"=!C!u#)c. In the limit u!$, the empty local states
get suppressed at the transition and the scaling of !E /!"
picks up a logarithmic correction&9': !E /!"=)c!ln %"!"c %
+const. # / !2 ln 2#. Both behaviors well illustrate our general
discussion above: For finite u the logarithms in Eq. !5# add
up to the u!dependent constant C!u#, whereas in the limit
u!$ the entanglement measure detects a change in the di-
mension of the local Hilbert space, signaled by the logarith-
mic correction to the leading scaling.

As a second example, let us consider the 1D Hubbard
model with long-range hopping, introduced by Gebhard and
Ruckenstein &16':
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!k!1 are finite and continuous. Any singularity in
!k!1E /!gk!1 must hence reside in terms containing deriva-
tives of order k!1. Since Og is a linear combination of m, n
and w2, the proposition follows.

Several comments are in order. First, note that the con-
straint that Og should be some linear combination of m, n,
and/or w2 is much less restrictive than may first appear to be
the case. In fact, for a generic fermionic QPT caused by a
change of an interaction or an external perturbation that
couples only to single sites, Og is identical to w2 !with the
transition driven by an on-site fermion-fermion interaction,
g"u#, m !with the transition driven by a magnetic field, g
"h#, or n !with the transition driven by a chemical potential,
g""#. One may think that the tight link between the scaling
of !k!1E /!gk!1 and that of !k!1Og /!gk!1 would allow for the
critical exponent that controls Og to be immediately ex-
tracted from !k!1E /!gk!1. This is not so, however. As an ex-
ample, take a second-order QPT !k=2# with Og=w2, where
!w2 /!u$%u!uc%#!1!$ as g!gc=uc. By inspection of Eq.
!5#, one then notes that the leading scaling of !E /!g will be
governed by the same exponent # only if m and n are inde-
pendent of w2, or, depend on w2 as a power with exponent
%1. Whether this is the case typically requires that one has
access to an exact solution of the model, and in any event
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. Turning to
the logarithmic factors in Eq. !5#, one realizes that these will
cause logarithmic divergences if one or several of the occu-
pation parameters w0 ,w" ,w# ,w2 vanish at the transition
&cf. the parameterization in Eq. !2#'. Such logarithmic cor-
rections, multiplying the leading scaling of !k!1E /!gk!1 in-
herited from Og, thus signal a change of the dimension of the
accessible local Hilbert space as the system undergoes the
transition. This is a useful and important property of the
single-site entanglement scaling not shared by the scaling of
Og or its derivatives. One should here note that a spurious
signaling of a k:th order QPT by a divergence in !k!1E /!gk!1

caused by a vanishing occupation parameter is blocked by
the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
tonian !implying the vanishing of an occupation parameter#
without the occurrence of a QPT.'

Using the diagnostics supplied by our proposition, are we
guaranteed to catch all fermionic QPTs? The answer is nega-
tive. First, the diagnostics obviously fails for a QPT of infi-
nite order &18', a Berezinski!-Kosterlitz-Thouless !BKT#-
type transition being a case in point &19'. Secondly and more
insidious, a system may exhibit a QPT of finite order, but
with the single-site entanglement and its derivatives still re-
maining regular. This happens if all local basis states %n( j
= %0( j, %" ( j, %# ( j, and %" # ( j become equally populated as one
approaches the transition. As seen from Eq. !5#, the !k!1#:st
derivative terms then vanish identically, killing the signal of
the QPT. The simultaneous vanishing of !E /!g implies that E
has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-

tremum of the single-site entanglement does not necessarily
signal a QPT. Whether a QPT is present or not in this case
requires information beyond that provided by the entangle-
ment measure.

Having exposed the general features of entanglement
scaling at a fermionic QPT, let us look at two examples.
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with the first term describing hopping of electrons between
neighboring sites, and with the second term an effective on-
site interaction of strength u. At half-filling of the lattice, n
=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
makes it an exceptional example of a fermionic QPT, where
no information can be deduced from the entanglement
measure.

A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
u'0 by connecting the system to a particle reservoir and
tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
"c=2!4*0

$J1!(#&(!1+exp!(u /2##'!1 where n=1 &15'. The
transition is second order with a divergent charge suscepti-
bility )c=!n /!"$%"!"c%!1/2. As shown in Ref. &9', the de-
rivative of the critical single-site entanglement for finite u is
precisely given by )c, up to a multiplicative constant:
!E /!"=!C!u#)c. In the limit u!$, the empty local states
get suppressed at the transition and the scaling of !E /!"
picks up a logarithmic correction&9': !E /!"=)c!ln %"!"c %
+const. # / !2 ln 2#. Both behaviors well illustrate our general
discussion above: For finite u the logarithms in Eq. !5# add
up to the u!dependent constant C!u#, whereas in the limit
u!$ the entanglement measure detects a change in the di-
mension of the local Hilbert space, signaled by the logarith-
mic correction to the leading scaling.

As a second example, let us consider the 1D Hubbard
model with long-range hopping, introduced by Gebhard and
Ruckenstein &16':
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tives of order k!1. Since Og is a linear combination of m, n
and w2, the proposition follows.
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and/or w2 is much less restrictive than may first appear to be
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couples only to single sites, Og is identical to w2 !with the
transition driven by an on-site fermion-fermion interaction,
g"u#, m !with the transition driven by a magnetic field, g
"h#, or n !with the transition driven by a chemical potential,
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of !k!1E /!gk!1 and that of !k!1Og /!gk!1 would allow for the
critical exponent that controls Og to be immediately ex-
tracted from !k!1E /!gk!1. This is not so, however. As an ex-
ample, take a second-order QPT !k=2# with Og=w2, where
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governed by the same exponent # only if m and n are inde-
pendent of w2, or, depend on w2 as a power with exponent
%1. Whether this is the case typically requires that one has
access to an exact solution of the model, and in any event
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. Turning to
the logarithmic factors in Eq. !5#, one realizes that these will
cause logarithmic divergences if one or several of the occu-
pation parameters w0 ,w" ,w# ,w2 vanish at the transition
&cf. the parameterization in Eq. !2#'. Such logarithmic cor-
rections, multiplying the leading scaling of !k!1E /!gk!1 in-
herited from Og, thus signal a change of the dimension of the
accessible local Hilbert space as the system undergoes the
transition. This is a useful and important property of the
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Og or its derivatives. One should here note that a spurious
signaling of a k:th order QPT by a divergence in !k!1E /!gk!1

caused by a vanishing occupation parameter is blocked by
the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
tonian !implying the vanishing of an occupation parameter#
without the occurrence of a QPT.'

Using the diagnostics supplied by our proposition, are we
guaranteed to catch all fermionic QPTs? The answer is nega-
tive. First, the diagnostics obviously fails for a QPT of infi-
nite order &18', a Berezinski!-Kosterlitz-Thouless !BKT#-
type transition being a case in point &19'. Secondly and more
insidious, a system may exhibit a QPT of finite order, but
with the single-site entanglement and its derivatives still re-
maining regular. This happens if all local basis states %n( j
= %0( j, %" ( j, %# ( j, and %" # ( j become equally populated as one
approaches the transition. As seen from Eq. !5#, the !k!1#:st
derivative terms then vanish identically, killing the signal of
the QPT. The simultaneous vanishing of !E /!g implies that E
has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-

tremum of the single-site entanglement does not necessarily
signal a QPT. Whether a QPT is present or not in this case
requires information beyond that provided by the entangle-
ment measure.

Having exposed the general features of entanglement
scaling at a fermionic QPT, let us look at two examples.
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with the first term describing hopping of electrons between
neighboring sites, and with the second term an effective on-
site interaction of strength u. At half-filling of the lattice, n
=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
makes it an exceptional example of a fermionic QPT, where
no information can be deduced from the entanglement
measure.

A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
u'0 by connecting the system to a particle reservoir and
tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
"c=2!4*0

$J1!(#&(!1+exp!(u /2##'!1 where n=1 &15'. The
transition is second order with a divergent charge suscepti-
bility )c=!n /!"$%"!"c%!1/2. As shown in Ref. &9', the de-
rivative of the critical single-site entanglement for finite u is
precisely given by )c, up to a multiplicative constant:
!E /!"=!C!u#)c. In the limit u!$, the empty local states
get suppressed at the transition and the scaling of !E /!"
picks up a logarithmic correction&9': !E /!"=)c!ln %"!"c %
+const. # / !2 ln 2#. Both behaviors well illustrate our general
discussion above: For finite u the logarithms in Eq. !5# add
up to the u!dependent constant C!u#, whereas in the limit
u!$ the entanglement measure detects a change in the di-
mension of the local Hilbert space, signaled by the logarith-
mic correction to the leading scaling.

As a second example, let us consider the 1D Hubbard
model with long-range hopping, introduced by Gebhard and
Ruckenstein &16':
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Mott-Hubbard transition at half-filling (n=1)
U>0, H = 0, control parameter:

By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:
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24
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With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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A case study: the 1D Hubbard model

H !"t
XL

j!1
!!#1

cyj"cj$!"$U
XL

j!1

nj"nj#"#BH
XL

j!1

Szj: (1)

Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
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1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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H !"t
XL

j!1
!!#1

cyj"cj$!"$U
XL

j!1

nj"nj#"#BH
XL

j!1

Szj: (1)

Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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!k!1 are finite and continuous. Any singularity in
!k!1E /!gk!1 must hence reside in terms containing deriva-
tives of order k!1. Since Og is a linear combination of m, n
and w2, the proposition follows.

Several comments are in order. First, note that the con-
straint that Og should be some linear combination of m, n,
and/or w2 is much less restrictive than may first appear to be
the case. In fact, for a generic fermionic QPT caused by a
change of an interaction or an external perturbation that
couples only to single sites, Og is identical to w2 !with the
transition driven by an on-site fermion-fermion interaction,
g"u#, m !with the transition driven by a magnetic field, g
"h#, or n !with the transition driven by a chemical potential,
g""#. One may think that the tight link between the scaling
of !k!1E /!gk!1 and that of !k!1Og /!gk!1 would allow for the
critical exponent that controls Og to be immediately ex-
tracted from !k!1E /!gk!1. This is not so, however. As an ex-
ample, take a second-order QPT !k=2# with Og=w2, where
!w2 /!u$%u!uc%#!1!$ as g!gc=uc. By inspection of Eq.
!5#, one then notes that the leading scaling of !E /!g will be
governed by the same exponent # only if m and n are inde-
pendent of w2, or, depend on w2 as a power with exponent
%1. Whether this is the case typically requires that one has
access to an exact solution of the model, and in any event
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. Turning to
the logarithmic factors in Eq. !5#, one realizes that these will
cause logarithmic divergences if one or several of the occu-
pation parameters w0 ,w" ,w# ,w2 vanish at the transition
&cf. the parameterization in Eq. !2#'. Such logarithmic cor-
rections, multiplying the leading scaling of !k!1E /!gk!1 in-
herited from Og, thus signal a change of the dimension of the
accessible local Hilbert space as the system undergoes the
transition. This is a useful and important property of the
single-site entanglement scaling not shared by the scaling of
Og or its derivatives. One should here note that a spurious
signaling of a k:th order QPT by a divergence in !k!1E /!gk!1

caused by a vanishing occupation parameter is blocked by
the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
tonian !implying the vanishing of an occupation parameter#
without the occurrence of a QPT.'

Using the diagnostics supplied by our proposition, are we
guaranteed to catch all fermionic QPTs? The answer is nega-
tive. First, the diagnostics obviously fails for a QPT of infi-
nite order &18', a Berezinski!-Kosterlitz-Thouless !BKT#-
type transition being a case in point &19'. Secondly and more
insidious, a system may exhibit a QPT of finite order, but
with the single-site entanglement and its derivatives still re-
maining regular. This happens if all local basis states %n( j
= %0( j, %" ( j, %# ( j, and %" # ( j become equally populated as one
approaches the transition. As seen from Eq. !5#, the !k!1#:st
derivative terms then vanish identically, killing the signal of
the QPT. The simultaneous vanishing of !E /!g implies that E
has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-

tremum of the single-site entanglement does not necessarily
signal a QPT. Whether a QPT is present or not in this case
requires information beyond that provided by the entangle-
ment measure.

Having exposed the general features of entanglement
scaling at a fermionic QPT, let us look at two examples.

III. CASE STUDIES

Consider first the ordinary 1D Hubbard model

H = ! )
i=1

&=",#

L

!ĉi&
† ĉi+1& + h . c . # + u)

i=1

L

n̂i"n̂i#, !6#

with the first term describing hopping of electrons between
neighboring sites, and with the second term an effective on-
site interaction of strength u. At half-filling of the lattice, n
=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
makes it an exceptional example of a fermionic QPT, where
no information can be deduced from the entanglement
measure.

A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
u'0 by connecting the system to a particle reservoir and
tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
"c=2!4*0

$J1!(#&(!1+exp!(u /2##'!1 where n=1 &15'. The
transition is second order with a divergent charge suscepti-
bility )c=!n /!"$%"!"c%!1/2. As shown in Ref. &9', the de-
rivative of the critical single-site entanglement for finite u is
precisely given by )c, up to a multiplicative constant:
!E /!"=!C!u#)c. In the limit u!$, the empty local states
get suppressed at the transition and the scaling of !E /!"
picks up a logarithmic correction&9': !E /!"=)c!ln %"!"c %
+const. # / !2 ln 2#. Both behaviors well illustrate our general
discussion above: For finite u the logarithms in Eq. !5# add
up to the u!dependent constant C!u#, whereas in the limit
u!$ the entanglement measure detects a change in the di-
mension of the local Hilbert space, signaled by the logarith-
mic correction to the leading scaling.

As a second example, let us consider the 1D Hubbard
model with long-range hopping, introduced by Gebhard and
Ruckenstein &16':

H = )
!"m=1
&=",#

L

t!mĉ!&
† ĉm& + u)

l=1

L

n̂!"n̂!#, !7#

with t!m= i!!1#!l!m#!l!m#!1. The ground state energy density
at half-filling is given by e0= !un!uc!1!n#n# /4
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!k!1 are finite and continuous. Any singularity in
!k!1E /!gk!1 must hence reside in terms containing deriva-
tives of order k!1. Since Og is a linear combination of m, n
and w2, the proposition follows.

Several comments are in order. First, note that the con-
straint that Og should be some linear combination of m, n,
and/or w2 is much less restrictive than may first appear to be
the case. In fact, for a generic fermionic QPT caused by a
change of an interaction or an external perturbation that
couples only to single sites, Og is identical to w2 !with the
transition driven by an on-site fermion-fermion interaction,
g"u#, m !with the transition driven by a magnetic field, g
"h#, or n !with the transition driven by a chemical potential,
g""#. One may think that the tight link between the scaling
of !k!1E /!gk!1 and that of !k!1Og /!gk!1 would allow for the
critical exponent that controls Og to be immediately ex-
tracted from !k!1E /!gk!1. This is not so, however. As an ex-
ample, take a second-order QPT !k=2# with Og=w2, where
!w2 /!u$%u!uc%#!1!$ as g!gc=uc. By inspection of Eq.
!5#, one then notes that the leading scaling of !E /!g will be
governed by the same exponent # only if m and n are inde-
pendent of w2, or, depend on w2 as a power with exponent
%1. Whether this is the case typically requires that one has
access to an exact solution of the model, and in any event
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. Turning to
the logarithmic factors in Eq. !5#, one realizes that these will
cause logarithmic divergences if one or several of the occu-
pation parameters w0 ,w" ,w# ,w2 vanish at the transition
&cf. the parameterization in Eq. !2#'. Such logarithmic cor-
rections, multiplying the leading scaling of !k!1E /!gk!1 in-
herited from Og, thus signal a change of the dimension of the
accessible local Hilbert space as the system undergoes the
transition. This is a useful and important property of the
single-site entanglement scaling not shared by the scaling of
Og or its derivatives. One should here note that a spurious
signaling of a k:th order QPT by a divergence in !k!1E /!gk!1

caused by a vanishing occupation parameter is blocked by
the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
tonian !implying the vanishing of an occupation parameter#
without the occurrence of a QPT.'

Using the diagnostics supplied by our proposition, are we
guaranteed to catch all fermionic QPTs? The answer is nega-
tive. First, the diagnostics obviously fails for a QPT of infi-
nite order &18', a Berezinski!-Kosterlitz-Thouless !BKT#-
type transition being a case in point &19'. Secondly and more
insidious, a system may exhibit a QPT of finite order, but
with the single-site entanglement and its derivatives still re-
maining regular. This happens if all local basis states %n( j
= %0( j, %" ( j, %# ( j, and %" # ( j become equally populated as one
approaches the transition. As seen from Eq. !5#, the !k!1#:st
derivative terms then vanish identically, killing the signal of
the QPT. The simultaneous vanishing of !E /!g implies that E
has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-

tremum of the single-site entanglement does not necessarily
signal a QPT. Whether a QPT is present or not in this case
requires information beyond that provided by the entangle-
ment measure.

Having exposed the general features of entanglement
scaling at a fermionic QPT, let us look at two examples.

III. CASE STUDIES

Consider first the ordinary 1D Hubbard model
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&=",#
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!ĉi&
† ĉi+1& + h . c . # + u)

i=1

L

n̂i"n̂i#, !6#

with the first term describing hopping of electrons between
neighboring sites, and with the second term an effective on-
site interaction of strength u. At half-filling of the lattice, n
=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
makes it an exceptional example of a fermionic QPT, where
no information can be deduced from the entanglement
measure.

A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
u'0 by connecting the system to a particle reservoir and
tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
"c=2!4*0

$J1!(#&(!1+exp!(u /2##'!1 where n=1 &15'. The
transition is second order with a divergent charge suscepti-
bility )c=!n /!"$%"!"c%!1/2. As shown in Ref. &9', the de-
rivative of the critical single-site entanglement for finite u is
precisely given by )c, up to a multiplicative constant:
!E /!"=!C!u#)c. In the limit u!$, the empty local states
get suppressed at the transition and the scaling of !E /!"
picks up a logarithmic correction&9': !E /!"=)c!ln %"!"c %
+const. # / !2 ln 2#. Both behaviors well illustrate our general
discussion above: For finite u the logarithms in Eq. !5# add
up to the u!dependent constant C!u#, whereas in the limit
u!$ the entanglement measure detects a change in the di-
mension of the local Hilbert space, signaled by the logarith-
mic correction to the leading scaling.

As a second example, let us consider the 1D Hubbard
model with long-range hopping, introduced by Gebhard and
Ruckenstein &16':

H = )
!"m=1
&=",#

L

t!mĉ!&
† ĉm& + u)

l=1

L

n̂!"n̂!#, !7#

with t!m= i!!1#!l!m#!l!m#!1. The ground state energy density
at half-filling is given by e0= !un!uc!1!n#n# /4
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change of “effective”
local dimension

logarithmic correction

Mott-Hubbard transition at half-filling (n=1)
U>0, H = 0, control parameter:

By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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A case study: the 1D Hubbard model

H !"t
XL

j!1
!!#1

cyj"cj$!"$U
XL

j!1

nj"nj#"#BH
XL

j!1

Szj: (1)

Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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H !"t
XL

j!1
!!#1

cyj"cj$!"$U
XL

j!1

nj"nj#"#BH
XL

j!1

Szj: (1)

Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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!k!1 are finite and continuous. Any singularity in
!k!1E /!gk!1 must hence reside in terms containing deriva-
tives of order k!1. Since Og is a linear combination of m, n
and w2, the proposition follows.

Several comments are in order. First, note that the con-
straint that Og should be some linear combination of m, n,
and/or w2 is much less restrictive than may first appear to be
the case. In fact, for a generic fermionic QPT caused by a
change of an interaction or an external perturbation that
couples only to single sites, Og is identical to w2 !with the
transition driven by an on-site fermion-fermion interaction,
g"u#, m !with the transition driven by a magnetic field, g
"h#, or n !with the transition driven by a chemical potential,
g""#. One may think that the tight link between the scaling
of !k!1E /!gk!1 and that of !k!1Og /!gk!1 would allow for the
critical exponent that controls Og to be immediately ex-
tracted from !k!1E /!gk!1. This is not so, however. As an ex-
ample, take a second-order QPT !k=2# with Og=w2, where
!w2 /!u$%u!uc%#!1!$ as g!gc=uc. By inspection of Eq.
!5#, one then notes that the leading scaling of !E /!g will be
governed by the same exponent # only if m and n are inde-
pendent of w2, or, depend on w2 as a power with exponent
%1. Whether this is the case typically requires that one has
access to an exact solution of the model, and in any event
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. Turning to
the logarithmic factors in Eq. !5#, one realizes that these will
cause logarithmic divergences if one or several of the occu-
pation parameters w0 ,w" ,w# ,w2 vanish at the transition
&cf. the parameterization in Eq. !2#'. Such logarithmic cor-
rections, multiplying the leading scaling of !k!1E /!gk!1 in-
herited from Og, thus signal a change of the dimension of the
accessible local Hilbert space as the system undergoes the
transition. This is a useful and important property of the
single-site entanglement scaling not shared by the scaling of
Og or its derivatives. One should here note that a spurious
signaling of a k:th order QPT by a divergence in !k!1E /!gk!1

caused by a vanishing occupation parameter is blocked by
the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
tonian !implying the vanishing of an occupation parameter#
without the occurrence of a QPT.'

Using the diagnostics supplied by our proposition, are we
guaranteed to catch all fermionic QPTs? The answer is nega-
tive. First, the diagnostics obviously fails for a QPT of infi-
nite order &18', a Berezinski!-Kosterlitz-Thouless !BKT#-
type transition being a case in point &19'. Secondly and more
insidious, a system may exhibit a QPT of finite order, but
with the single-site entanglement and its derivatives still re-
maining regular. This happens if all local basis states %n( j
= %0( j, %" ( j, %# ( j, and %" # ( j become equally populated as one
approaches the transition. As seen from Eq. !5#, the !k!1#:st
derivative terms then vanish identically, killing the signal of
the QPT. The simultaneous vanishing of !E /!g implies that E
has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-

tremum of the single-site entanglement does not necessarily
signal a QPT. Whether a QPT is present or not in this case
requires information beyond that provided by the entangle-
ment measure.

Having exposed the general features of entanglement
scaling at a fermionic QPT, let us look at two examples.

III. CASE STUDIES

Consider first the ordinary 1D Hubbard model
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with the first term describing hopping of electrons between
neighboring sites, and with the second term an effective on-
site interaction of strength u. At half-filling of the lattice, n
=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
makes it an exceptional example of a fermionic QPT, where
no information can be deduced from the entanglement
measure.

A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
u'0 by connecting the system to a particle reservoir and
tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
"c=2!4*0

$J1!(#&(!1+exp!(u /2##'!1 where n=1 &15'. The
transition is second order with a divergent charge suscepti-
bility )c=!n /!"$%"!"c%!1/2. As shown in Ref. &9', the de-
rivative of the critical single-site entanglement for finite u is
precisely given by )c, up to a multiplicative constant:
!E /!"=!C!u#)c. In the limit u!$, the empty local states
get suppressed at the transition and the scaling of !E /!"
picks up a logarithmic correction&9': !E /!"=)c!ln %"!"c %
+const. # / !2 ln 2#. Both behaviors well illustrate our general
discussion above: For finite u the logarithms in Eq. !5# add
up to the u!dependent constant C!u#, whereas in the limit
u!$ the entanglement measure detects a change in the di-
mension of the local Hilbert space, signaled by the logarith-
mic correction to the leading scaling.

As a second example, let us consider the 1D Hubbard
model with long-range hopping, introduced by Gebhard and
Ruckenstein &16':
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with t!m= i!!1#!l!m#!l!m#!1. The ground state energy density
at half-filling is given by e0= !un!uc!1!n#n# /4
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!k!1 are finite and continuous. Any singularity in
!k!1E /!gk!1 must hence reside in terms containing deriva-
tives of order k!1. Since Og is a linear combination of m, n
and w2, the proposition follows.

Several comments are in order. First, note that the con-
straint that Og should be some linear combination of m, n,
and/or w2 is much less restrictive than may first appear to be
the case. In fact, for a generic fermionic QPT caused by a
change of an interaction or an external perturbation that
couples only to single sites, Og is identical to w2 !with the
transition driven by an on-site fermion-fermion interaction,
g"u#, m !with the transition driven by a magnetic field, g
"h#, or n !with the transition driven by a chemical potential,
g""#. One may think that the tight link between the scaling
of !k!1E /!gk!1 and that of !k!1Og /!gk!1 would allow for the
critical exponent that controls Og to be immediately ex-
tracted from !k!1E /!gk!1. This is not so, however. As an ex-
ample, take a second-order QPT !k=2# with Og=w2, where
!w2 /!u$%u!uc%#!1!$ as g!gc=uc. By inspection of Eq.
!5#, one then notes that the leading scaling of !E /!g will be
governed by the same exponent # only if m and n are inde-
pendent of w2, or, depend on w2 as a power with exponent
%1. Whether this is the case typically requires that one has
access to an exact solution of the model, and in any event
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. Turning to
the logarithmic factors in Eq. !5#, one realizes that these will
cause logarithmic divergences if one or several of the occu-
pation parameters w0 ,w" ,w# ,w2 vanish at the transition
&cf. the parameterization in Eq. !2#'. Such logarithmic cor-
rections, multiplying the leading scaling of !k!1E /!gk!1 in-
herited from Og, thus signal a change of the dimension of the
accessible local Hilbert space as the system undergoes the
transition. This is a useful and important property of the
single-site entanglement scaling not shared by the scaling of
Og or its derivatives. One should here note that a spurious
signaling of a k:th order QPT by a divergence in !k!1E /!gk!1

caused by a vanishing occupation parameter is blocked by
the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
tonian !implying the vanishing of an occupation parameter#
without the occurrence of a QPT.'

Using the diagnostics supplied by our proposition, are we
guaranteed to catch all fermionic QPTs? The answer is nega-
tive. First, the diagnostics obviously fails for a QPT of infi-
nite order &18', a Berezinski!-Kosterlitz-Thouless !BKT#-
type transition being a case in point &19'. Secondly and more
insidious, a system may exhibit a QPT of finite order, but
with the single-site entanglement and its derivatives still re-
maining regular. This happens if all local basis states %n( j
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approaches the transition. As seen from Eq. !5#, the !k!1#:st
derivative terms then vanish identically, killing the signal of
the QPT. The simultaneous vanishing of !E /!g implies that E
has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-

tremum of the single-site entanglement does not necessarily
signal a QPT. Whether a QPT is present or not in this case
requires information beyond that provided by the entangle-
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with the first term describing hopping of electrons between
neighboring sites, and with the second term an effective on-
site interaction of strength u. At half-filling of the lattice, n
=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
makes it an exceptional example of a fermionic QPT, where
no information can be deduced from the entanglement
measure.

A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
u'0 by connecting the system to a particle reservoir and
tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
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transition is second order with a divergent charge suscepti-
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precisely given by )c, up to a multiplicative constant:
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u!$ the entanglement measure detects a change in the di-
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!w2 /!u$%u!uc%#!1!$ as g!gc=uc. By inspection of Eq.
!5#, one then notes that the leading scaling of !E /!g will be
governed by the same exponent # only if m and n are inde-
pendent of w2, or, depend on w2 as a power with exponent
%1. Whether this is the case typically requires that one has
access to an exact solution of the model, and in any event
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. Turning to
the logarithmic factors in Eq. !5#, one realizes that these will
cause logarithmic divergences if one or several of the occu-
pation parameters w0 ,w" ,w# ,w2 vanish at the transition
&cf. the parameterization in Eq. !2#'. Such logarithmic cor-
rections, multiplying the leading scaling of !k!1E /!gk!1 in-
herited from Og, thus signal a change of the dimension of the
accessible local Hilbert space as the system undergoes the
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single-site entanglement scaling not shared by the scaling of
Og or its derivatives. One should here note that a spurious
signaling of a k:th order QPT by a divergence in !k!1E /!gk!1

caused by a vanishing occupation parameter is blocked by
the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
tonian !implying the vanishing of an occupation parameter#
without the occurrence of a QPT.'

Using the diagnostics supplied by our proposition, are we
guaranteed to catch all fermionic QPTs? The answer is nega-
tive. First, the diagnostics obviously fails for a QPT of infi-
nite order &18', a Berezinski!-Kosterlitz-Thouless !BKT#-
type transition being a case in point &19'. Secondly and more
insidious, a system may exhibit a QPT of finite order, but
with the single-site entanglement and its derivatives still re-
maining regular. This happens if all local basis states %n( j
= %0( j, %" ( j, %# ( j, and %" # ( j become equally populated as one
approaches the transition. As seen from Eq. !5#, the !k!1#:st
derivative terms then vanish identically, killing the signal of
the QPT. The simultaneous vanishing of !E /!g implies that E
has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-

tremum of the single-site entanglement does not necessarily
signal a QPT. Whether a QPT is present or not in this case
requires information beyond that provided by the entangle-
ment measure.
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with the first term describing hopping of electrons between
neighboring sites, and with the second term an effective on-
site interaction of strength u. At half-filling of the lattice, n
=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
makes it an exceptional example of a fermionic QPT, where
no information can be deduced from the entanglement
measure.

A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
u'0 by connecting the system to a particle reservoir and
tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
"c=2!4*0

$J1!(#&(!1+exp!(u /2##'!1 where n=1 &15'. The
transition is second order with a divergent charge suscepti-
bility )c=!n /!"$%"!"c%!1/2. As shown in Ref. &9', the de-
rivative of the critical single-site entanglement for finite u is
precisely given by )c, up to a multiplicative constant:
!E /!"=!C!u#)c. In the limit u!$, the empty local states
get suppressed at the transition and the scaling of !E /!"
picks up a logarithmic correction&9': !E /!"=)c!ln %"!"c %
+const. # / !2 ln 2#. Both behaviors well illustrate our general
discussion above: For finite u the logarithms in Eq. !5# add
up to the u!dependent constant C!u#, whereas in the limit
u!$ the entanglement measure detects a change in the di-
mension of the local Hilbert space, signaled by the logarith-
mic correction to the leading scaling.

As a second example, let us consider the 1D Hubbard
model with long-range hopping, introduced by Gebhard and
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!5#, one then notes that the leading scaling of !E /!g will be
governed by the same exponent # only if m and n are inde-
pendent of w2, or, depend on w2 as a power with exponent
%1. Whether this is the case typically requires that one has
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can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. Turning to
the logarithmic factors in Eq. !5#, one realizes that these will
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&cf. the parameterization in Eq. !2#'. Such logarithmic cor-
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herited from Og, thus signal a change of the dimension of the
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transition. This is a useful and important property of the
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Og or its derivatives. One should here note that a spurious
signaling of a k:th order QPT by a divergence in !k!1E /!gk!1

caused by a vanishing occupation parameter is blocked by
the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
tonian !implying the vanishing of an occupation parameter#
without the occurrence of a QPT.'

Using the diagnostics supplied by our proposition, are we
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has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-
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the QPT. The simultaneous vanishing of !E /!g implies that E
has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-

tremum of the single-site entanglement does not necessarily
signal a QPT. Whether a QPT is present or not in this case
requires information beyond that provided by the entangle-
ment measure.

Having exposed the general features of entanglement
scaling at a fermionic QPT, let us look at two examples.

III. CASE STUDIES

Consider first the ordinary 1D Hubbard model

H = ! )
i=1

&=",#

L

!ĉi&
† ĉi+1& + h . c . # + u)

i=1

L

n̂i"n̂i#, !6#

with the first term describing hopping of electrons between
neighboring sites, and with the second term an effective on-
site interaction of strength u. At half-filling of the lattice, n
=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
makes it an exceptional example of a fermionic QPT, where
no information can be deduced from the entanglement
measure.

A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
u'0 by connecting the system to a particle reservoir and
tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
"c=2!4*0

$J1!(#&(!1+exp!(u /2##'!1 where n=1 &15'. The
transition is second order with a divergent charge suscepti-
bility )c=!n /!"$%"!"c%!1/2. As shown in Ref. &9', the de-
rivative of the critical single-site entanglement for finite u is
precisely given by )c, up to a multiplicative constant:
!E /!"=!C!u#)c. In the limit u!$, the empty local states
get suppressed at the transition and the scaling of !E /!"
picks up a logarithmic correction&9': !E /!"=)c!ln %"!"c %
+const. # / !2 ln 2#. Both behaviors well illustrate our general
discussion above: For finite u the logarithms in Eq. !5# add
up to the u!dependent constant C!u#, whereas in the limit
u!$ the entanglement measure detects a change in the di-
mension of the local Hilbert space, signaled by the logarith-
mic correction to the leading scaling.

As a second example, let us consider the 1D Hubbard
model with long-range hopping, introduced by Gebhard and
Ruckenstein &16':

H = )
!"m=1
&=",#

L

t!mĉ!&
† ĉm& + u)

l=1

L

n̂!"n̂!#, !7#

with t!m= i!!1#!l!m#!l!m#!1. The ground state energy density
at half-filling is given by e0= !un!uc!1!n#n# /4
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!k!1 are finite and continuous. Any singularity in
!k!1E /!gk!1 must hence reside in terms containing deriva-
tives of order k!1. Since Og is a linear combination of m, n
and w2, the proposition follows.

Several comments are in order. First, note that the con-
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signaling of a k:th order QPT by a divergence in !k!1E /!gk!1

caused by a vanishing occupation parameter is blocked by
the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
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maining regular. This happens if all local basis states %n( j
= %0( j, %" ( j, %# ( j, and %" # ( j become equally populated as one
approaches the transition. As seen from Eq. !5#, the !k!1#:st
derivative terms then vanish identically, killing the signal of
the QPT. The simultaneous vanishing of !E /!g implies that E
has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-

tremum of the single-site entanglement does not necessarily
signal a QPT. Whether a QPT is present or not in this case
requires information beyond that provided by the entangle-
ment measure.

Having exposed the general features of entanglement
scaling at a fermionic QPT, let us look at two examples.

III. CASE STUDIES

Consider first the ordinary 1D Hubbard model
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with the first term describing hopping of electrons between
neighboring sites, and with the second term an effective on-
site interaction of strength u. At half-filling of the lattice, n
=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
makes it an exceptional example of a fermionic QPT, where
no information can be deduced from the entanglement
measure.

A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
u'0 by connecting the system to a particle reservoir and
tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
"c=2!4*0

$J1!(#&(!1+exp!(u /2##'!1 where n=1 &15'. The
transition is second order with a divergent charge suscepti-
bility )c=!n /!"$%"!"c%!1/2. As shown in Ref. &9', the de-
rivative of the critical single-site entanglement for finite u is
precisely given by )c, up to a multiplicative constant:
!E /!"=!C!u#)c. In the limit u!$, the empty local states
get suppressed at the transition and the scaling of !E /!"
picks up a logarithmic correction&9': !E /!"=)c!ln %"!"c %
+const. # / !2 ln 2#. Both behaviors well illustrate our general
discussion above: For finite u the logarithms in Eq. !5# add
up to the u!dependent constant C!u#, whereas in the limit
u!$ the entanglement measure detects a change in the di-
mension of the local Hilbert space, signaled by the logarith-
mic correction to the leading scaling.

As a second example, let us consider the 1D Hubbard
model with long-range hopping, introduced by Gebhard and
Ruckenstein &16':

H = )
!"m=1
&=",#

L

t!mĉ!&
† ĉm& + u)
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with t!m= i!!1#!l!m#!l!m#!1. The ground state energy density
at half-filling is given by e0= !un!uc!1!n#n# /4
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empty lattice transition
same scaling as Mott-Hubbard in

By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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Mott-Hubbard transition at half-filling (n=1)
U>0, H = 0, control parameter:

By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2
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" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:
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With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:
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hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#
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j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:
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The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain
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for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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 saturation at H=hc2  

H !"t
XL

j!1
!!#1

cyj"cj$!"$U
XL

j!1

nj"nj#"#BH
XL

j!1

Szj: (1)

Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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any u>0

By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
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1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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Magnetic transitions at half-filling (n=1,    fixed)
U>0, control parameter: H

By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:
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24
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With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:
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' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:
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: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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H !"t
XL

j!1
!!#1

cyj"cj$!"$U
XL

j!1

nj"nj#"#BH
XL

j!1

Szj: (1)

Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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H !"t
XL

j!1
!!#1

cyj"cj$!"$U
XL

j!1

nj"nj#"#BH
XL

j!1

Szj: (1)

Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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A case study: the 1D Hubbard model

By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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repulsive 
interaction



H !"t
XL

j!1
!!#1

cyj"cj$!"$U
XL

j!1

nj"nj#"#BH
XL

j!1

Szj: (1)

Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:
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With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:
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, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:
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sin!!n# "
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1
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: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain
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' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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H !"t
XL

j!1
!!#1

cyj"cj$!"$U
XL

j!1

nj"nj#"#BH
XL

j!1

Szj: (1)

Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
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The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
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2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
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(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
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@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
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The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
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1
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The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
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hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
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; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
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0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
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(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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H !"t
XL

j!1
!!#1

cyj"cj$!"$U
XL

j!1

nj"nj#"#BH
XL

j!1

Szj: (1)

Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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A case study: the 1D Hubbard model

Magnetic transitions at half-filling (n=1,    fixed)
U<0, control parameter: H

By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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attractive
interaction



H !"t
XL

j!1
!!#1

cyj"cj$!"$U
XL

j!1

nj"nj#"#BH
XL

j!1

Szj: (1)

Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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H !"t
XL

j!1
!!#1

cyj"cj$!"$U
XL

j!1

nj"nj#"#BH
XL

j!1

Szj: (1)

Here cyj" and cj" are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons at site j with spin " !"; # , and nj" % cyj"cj" and
Szj ! &nj" " nj#'=2 are the corresponding number and spin
operators, respectively. We assume periodic boundary con-
ditions. In the following we shall work with dimensionless
quantities u % U=4t and h % #BH=t, putting t ! 1 (of
dimension energy). Using the fact that the Hamiltonian
in (1) is translational invariant and conserves particle num-
ber as well as the z component of the total spin, it is easy to
verify that the reduced density matrix $A for a single site A
is diagonal in the chosen basis. It follows that the corre-
sponding single-site entanglement of the ground state j 0i
can be written as

E ! "w0log2w0 " w"log2w" " w#log2w# " w2log2w2

(2)

with

w2 ! hnj"nj#i0; w" ! hnj"i0 " w2; " !"; #;
w0 ! 1" w" " w# " w2:

(3)

The problem is thus reduced to calculating the expectation
values for double and single (spin-up and spin-down)
occupancies in the ground state.

Let us first look at the case of attractive interaction,
u < 0, with n ! 1 (half filling). In the limit juj ( 1 we
can use the Hellman-Feynman theorem, h@H=@ui0 !
@E0=@u, together with the known Bethe ansatz result for
the ground state energy [18], E0=4L ! u&1=2"m' "
&1=2%' sin&2%m' $O&1=u' to obtain

w2 !
1
4L

@E0

@u
! 1

2
"m$O&1=u2'; (4)

with m ! &1=2L'PL
j!1hnj" " nj#i the magnetization per

site. Neglecting the O&1=u2' corrections it follows imme-
diately from (3) and (4) that

w" ! 2m; w# ! 0; w0 !
1
2
"m; h) 0: (5)

Combining (2), (4), and (5), we obtain for the single-site
entanglement:

E !"2mlog2&2m'"&1"2m'log2
!
1

2
"m

"
; h)0: (6)

The dependence of the magnetization on the applied field
can also be derived from the ground state energy, and one
finds

m&h' !

8>><
>>:

0 0 * h < hc1
1
2% arccos+"&u$ h

4', hc1 * h * hc2
1
2

hc2 < h
(7)

with lower [upper] critical field hc1 ! 4&juj" 1' +hc2 !
4&juj$ 1',. The single-site entanglement as a function of
magnetic field, E ! E&h', can now be read off from (6) and
(7). The exact result for the juj ! 1 limit is plotted in
Fig. 1 for large values of h. Note that in this limit there are
two local states, j0i and j "#i, available to the system when
h < hc1, implying that E&h' ! 1. In contrast, the fully
magnetized state for h > hc2 is a direct product of local
spin-up states, and hence E&h' ! 0. For comparison we
have plotted the single-site entanglement for free electrons
also in Fig. 1 (for both positive and negative values of the
magnetic field). This result is easily obtained from
Ref. [18] by noting that w2 ! 1=4"m2 when u ! 0,
with m ! &1=%' arcsin&h=4' in the interval "4< h< 4.

The phase transitions at hc1 and hc2 are second order,
with diverging spin susceptibilities &Si ! &32%2jh "
hcij'"1=2, i ! 1; 2 [18]. As mentioned in the introduction,
in the case of an N-qubit system there is strong evidence
that the derivative of the ground state concurrence with
respect to a critical parameter diverges at a second-order
QPT [7]. For the present problem (where the local degrees
of freedom have four components, not two as for a qubit)
the plot in Fig. 1 suggests a divergence of @E=@h as h!
hc1$ and h! hc2". To analytically check whether the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is a true marker
of quantum criticality for this problem, we write u$
h=4 ! &h" hci'=4$ &"1'i, i ! 1; 2 and expand @E=@h
in h" hc1 and hc2 " h, respectively. We obtain

@E
@h

! &"1'i &Si
ln&2' &lnjh" hcij$ const'; i ! 1; 2

(8)

for h! hc1$ and h! hc2", respectively. This confirms
that @E=@# diverges at the magnetic phase transitions.
Moreover, it shows that the divergence of @E=@# is given
by the spin susceptibility—up to a logarithmic correction.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs magnetic field h for the attractive Hubbard model with juj !
1 (solid curve). For comparison, the single-site entanglement for
the free case (u ! 0) is shown by the dotted curve (on a different
scale).
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We derive exact expressions for the local entanglement entropy E in the ground state of the one-
dimensional Hubbard model at a quantum phase transition driven by a change in magnetic field h or
chemical potential !. The leading divergences of @E=@h and @E=@! are shown to be directly related to
those of the zero-temperature spin and charge susceptibilities. Logarithmic corrections to scaling signal a
change in the number of local states accessible to the system as it undergoes the transition.
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Entanglement is a generic feature of quantum systems,
implying the possible existence of nonlocal correlations.
Such correlations—which lead to highly counterintuitive
phenomena—were long seen as an artifact of quantum
mechanics [1]. With the advent of quantum information
theory it is now understood that entanglement—and the
correlations associated with it—is not only intrinsic to the
fabric of reality [2], but can also be used as a physical
resource, essential for performing such tasks as teleporta-
tion or quantum computing [3].

A new line of research [4,5] points to a connection
between the entanglement of a many-particle system—as
quantified by a properly chosen measure—and the appear-
ance of a (zero-temperature) quantum phase transition
(QPT) [6]. Barring accidental occurrences of nonanalytic-
ity, a discontinuity (singularity) in the (derivative of the)
ground state concurrence of an N-qubit system appears to
be associated with a first (second) order QPT [7] [with
concurrence measuring the entanglement between two
neighboring qubits [8] ]. These and related results are
important as they hold promise of novel perspectives on
condensed matter, drawing on insights from quantum in-
formation theory. By analyzing entanglement properties
one expects to gain insight into how the associated non-
local (purely quantum) correlations influence the critical
behavior of a quantum phase transition. Building an un-
derstanding of this connection should enable break-
throughs in the design of future experimental probes of
collective quantum phenomena. Also, architectures for
quantum information processing that take advantage of
the entanglement in the vicinity of a quantum phase tran-
sition (quantum adiabatic computing) [9] should benefit
from a detailed understanding of entanglement scaling
properties.

Most results to date on the entanglement-QPT connec-
tion have been obtained from numerical studies of finite
lattice spin systems, supplemented by some analytical
results [10]. Much less is known about entanglement scal-
ing properties of itinerant electron systems. In this Letter
we make a dent on this important problem by studying the
one-dimensional Hubbard model close to a quantum phase
transition. Recent work on this and related models show

that features of the ground state phase diagram can be
reproduced by studying certain characteristics of the local
entanglement entropy [11–15]. Here we exploit the Bethe
ansatz solvability of the Hubbard model to derive exact
expressions for the critical scaling of the local entangle-
ment entropy E! 0" of its ground state j 0i as function of
magnetic field h and chemical potential !. We find that the
leading scaling behavior of @E=@! for repulsive interac-
tion coincides with that of the charge susceptibility "C. A
similar result holds for @E=@h, but with logarithmic cor-
rections that signal a change of dimension of the accessible
local state space at the transition. The fact that an entan-
glement measure of a critical many-particle system can be
quantitatively linked to a physical observable is a striking
result, and goes beyond standard constructions of entan-
glement witnesses [16] that merely detect the presence of
entanglement. To what extent our results can be general-
ized to other quantum systems is yet to be answered.

To set the stage, let us recall that the very notion of
entanglement of a composite quantum system relies on the
tensor product structure of its Hilbert space. When the sys-
tem is made up of itinerant electrons, however, the physical
subspace is restricted to an antisymmetrized one which
lacks a natural product structure. One may circumvent
the problem by passing to an occupation number represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states jni1 # jni2 # . . . #
jniL, where, in obvious notation, jnij $ j0ij; j"ij; j#ij, or
j"#ij is a local state at site j, with L the number of sites on
the lattice [17]. This is a convenient basis in which the
tensor product structure is manifestly recovered, with the
local states describing electronic modes easily accessible
to an observer. By splitting the system into two parts, A and
B, one can then proceed as usual and define the entangle-
ment entropy E of a pure state j i as E $ %Tr !#Alog2#A"
[3]. The reduced density matrix #A $ TrB!#" is obtained
from the full density matrix # $ j ih j by tracing out the
local states belonging to B. In what follows we focus on the
entanglement entropy of a single site, obtained by taking A
to be a single (arbitrarily chosen) site, with B the rest of the
system.

We begin by studying the Hubbard model with an ap-
plied magnetic field H:
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resource, essential for performing such tasks as teleporta-
tion or quantum computing [3].
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ity, a discontinuity (singularity) in the (derivative of the)
ground state concurrence of an N-qubit system appears to
be associated with a first (second) order QPT [7] [with
concurrence measuring the entanglement between two
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important as they hold promise of novel perspectives on
condensed matter, drawing on insights from quantum in-
formation theory. By analyzing entanglement properties
one expects to gain insight into how the associated non-
local (purely quantum) correlations influence the critical
behavior of a quantum phase transition. Building an un-
derstanding of this connection should enable break-
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tion have been obtained from numerical studies of finite
lattice spin systems, supplemented by some analytical
results [10]. Much less is known about entanglement scal-
ing properties of itinerant electron systems. In this Letter
we make a dent on this important problem by studying the
one-dimensional Hubbard model close to a quantum phase
transition. Recent work on this and related models show

that features of the ground state phase diagram can be
reproduced by studying certain characteristics of the local
entanglement entropy [11–15]. Here we exploit the Bethe
ansatz solvability of the Hubbard model to derive exact
expressions for the critical scaling of the local entangle-
ment entropy E! 0" of its ground state j 0i as function of
magnetic field h and chemical potential !. We find that the
leading scaling behavior of @E=@! for repulsive interac-
tion coincides with that of the charge susceptibility "C. A
similar result holds for @E=@h, but with logarithmic cor-
rections that signal a change of dimension of the accessible
local state space at the transition. The fact that an entan-
glement measure of a critical many-particle system can be
quantitatively linked to a physical observable is a striking
result, and goes beyond standard constructions of entan-
glement witnesses [16] that merely detect the presence of
entanglement. To what extent our results can be general-
ized to other quantum systems is yet to be answered.

To set the stage, let us recall that the very notion of
entanglement of a composite quantum system relies on the
tensor product structure of its Hilbert space. When the sys-
tem is made up of itinerant electrons, however, the physical
subspace is restricted to an antisymmetrized one which
lacks a natural product structure. One may circumvent
the problem by passing to an occupation number represen-
tation spanned by the 4L basis states jni1 # jni2 # . . . #
jniL, where, in obvious notation, jnij $ j0ij; j"ij; j#ij, or
j"#ij is a local state at site j, with L the number of sites on
the lattice [17]. This is a convenient basis in which the
tensor product structure is manifestly recovered, with the
local states describing electronic modes easily accessible
to an observer. By splitting the system into two parts, A and
B, one can then proceed as usual and define the entangle-
ment entropy E of a pure state j i as E $ %Tr !#Alog2#A"
[3]. The reduced density matrix #A $ TrB!#" is obtained
from the full density matrix # $ j ih j by tracing out the
local states belonging to B. In what follows we focus on the
entanglement entropy of a single site, obtained by taking A
to be a single (arbitrarily chosen) site, with B the rest of the
system.
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j=1,...,N equally weighted at U=0 

maximum at the QPT!

S.-J. Gu et al., PRL 93, 086402 (2004) 

A case study: the 1D Hubbard model



Hubbard model with long-range hopping   
F. Gebhard and A.E. Ruckenstein, PRL 68, 244 (1992) 

!k!1 are finite and continuous. Any singularity in
!k!1E /!gk!1 must hence reside in terms containing deriva-
tives of order k!1. Since Og is a linear combination of m, n
and w2, the proposition follows.

Several comments are in order. First, note that the con-
straint that Og should be some linear combination of m, n,
and/or w2 is much less restrictive than may first appear to be
the case. In fact, for a generic fermionic QPT caused by a
change of an interaction or an external perturbation that
couples only to single sites, Og is identical to w2 !with the
transition driven by an on-site fermion-fermion interaction,
g"u#, m !with the transition driven by a magnetic field, g
"h#, or n !with the transition driven by a chemical potential,
g""#. One may think that the tight link between the scaling
of !k!1E /!gk!1 and that of !k!1Og /!gk!1 would allow for the
critical exponent that controls Og to be immediately ex-
tracted from !k!1E /!gk!1. This is not so, however. As an ex-
ample, take a second-order QPT !k=2# with Og=w2, where
!w2 /!u$%u!uc%#!1!$ as g!gc=uc. By inspection of Eq.
!5#, one then notes that the leading scaling of !E /!g will be
governed by the same exponent # only if m and n are inde-
pendent of w2, or, depend on w2 as a power with exponent
%1. Whether this is the case typically requires that one has
access to an exact solution of the model, and in any event
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. Turning to
the logarithmic factors in Eq. !5#, one realizes that these will
cause logarithmic divergences if one or several of the occu-
pation parameters w0 ,w" ,w# ,w2 vanish at the transition
&cf. the parameterization in Eq. !2#'. Such logarithmic cor-
rections, multiplying the leading scaling of !k!1E /!gk!1 in-
herited from Og, thus signal a change of the dimension of the
accessible local Hilbert space as the system undergoes the
transition. This is a useful and important property of the
single-site entanglement scaling not shared by the scaling of
Og or its derivatives. One should here note that a spurious
signaling of a k:th order QPT by a divergence in !k!1E /!gk!1

caused by a vanishing occupation parameter is blocked by
the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
tonian !implying the vanishing of an occupation parameter#
without the occurrence of a QPT.'

Using the diagnostics supplied by our proposition, are we
guaranteed to catch all fermionic QPTs? The answer is nega-
tive. First, the diagnostics obviously fails for a QPT of infi-
nite order &18', a Berezinski!-Kosterlitz-Thouless !BKT#-
type transition being a case in point &19'. Secondly and more
insidious, a system may exhibit a QPT of finite order, but
with the single-site entanglement and its derivatives still re-
maining regular. This happens if all local basis states %n( j
= %0( j, %" ( j, %# ( j, and %" # ( j become equally populated as one
approaches the transition. As seen from Eq. !5#, the !k!1#:st
derivative terms then vanish identically, killing the signal of
the QPT. The simultaneous vanishing of !E /!g implies that E
has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-

tremum of the single-site entanglement does not necessarily
signal a QPT. Whether a QPT is present or not in this case
requires information beyond that provided by the entangle-
ment measure.

Having exposed the general features of entanglement
scaling at a fermionic QPT, let us look at two examples.

III. CASE STUDIES

Consider first the ordinary 1D Hubbard model

H = ! )
i=1

&=",#

L

!ĉi&
† ĉi+1& + h . c . # + u)

i=1

L

n̂i"n̂i#, !6#

with the first term describing hopping of electrons between
neighboring sites, and with the second term an effective on-
site interaction of strength u. At half-filling of the lattice, n
=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
makes it an exceptional example of a fermionic QPT, where
no information can be deduced from the entanglement
measure.

A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
u'0 by connecting the system to a particle reservoir and
tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
"c=2!4*0

$J1!(#&(!1+exp!(u /2##'!1 where n=1 &15'. The
transition is second order with a divergent charge suscepti-
bility )c=!n /!"$%"!"c%!1/2. As shown in Ref. &9', the de-
rivative of the critical single-site entanglement for finite u is
precisely given by )c, up to a multiplicative constant:
!E /!"=!C!u#)c. In the limit u!$, the empty local states
get suppressed at the transition and the scaling of !E /!"
picks up a logarithmic correction&9': !E /!"=)c!ln %"!"c %
+const. # / !2 ln 2#. Both behaviors well illustrate our general
discussion above: For finite u the logarithms in Eq. !5# add
up to the u!dependent constant C!u#, whereas in the limit
u!$ the entanglement measure detects a change in the di-
mension of the local Hilbert space, signaled by the logarith-
mic correction to the leading scaling.

As a second example, let us consider the 1D Hubbard
model with long-range hopping, introduced by Gebhard and
Ruckenstein &16':

H = )
!"m=1
&=",#

L

t!mĉ!&
† ĉm& + u)

l=1

L

n̂!"n̂!#, !7#

with t!m= i!!1#!l!m#!l!m#!1. The ground state energy density
at half-filling is given by e0= !un!uc!1!n#n# /4
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!k!1 are finite and continuous. Any singularity in
!k!1E /!gk!1 must hence reside in terms containing deriva-
tives of order k!1. Since Og is a linear combination of m, n
and w2, the proposition follows.

Several comments are in order. First, note that the con-
straint that Og should be some linear combination of m, n,
and/or w2 is much less restrictive than may first appear to be
the case. In fact, for a generic fermionic QPT caused by a
change of an interaction or an external perturbation that
couples only to single sites, Og is identical to w2 !with the
transition driven by an on-site fermion-fermion interaction,
g"u#, m !with the transition driven by a magnetic field, g
"h#, or n !with the transition driven by a chemical potential,
g""#. One may think that the tight link between the scaling
of !k!1E /!gk!1 and that of !k!1Og /!gk!1 would allow for the
critical exponent that controls Og to be immediately ex-
tracted from !k!1E /!gk!1. This is not so, however. As an ex-
ample, take a second-order QPT !k=2# with Og=w2, where
!w2 /!u$%u!uc%#!1!$ as g!gc=uc. By inspection of Eq.
!5#, one then notes that the leading scaling of !E /!g will be
governed by the same exponent # only if m and n are inde-
pendent of w2, or, depend on w2 as a power with exponent
%1. Whether this is the case typically requires that one has
access to an exact solution of the model, and in any event
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. Turning to
the logarithmic factors in Eq. !5#, one realizes that these will
cause logarithmic divergences if one or several of the occu-
pation parameters w0 ,w" ,w# ,w2 vanish at the transition
&cf. the parameterization in Eq. !2#'. Such logarithmic cor-
rections, multiplying the leading scaling of !k!1E /!gk!1 in-
herited from Og, thus signal a change of the dimension of the
accessible local Hilbert space as the system undergoes the
transition. This is a useful and important property of the
single-site entanglement scaling not shared by the scaling of
Og or its derivatives. One should here note that a spurious
signaling of a k:th order QPT by a divergence in !k!1E /!gk!1

caused by a vanishing occupation parameter is blocked by
the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
tonian !implying the vanishing of an occupation parameter#
without the occurrence of a QPT.'

Using the diagnostics supplied by our proposition, are we
guaranteed to catch all fermionic QPTs? The answer is nega-
tive. First, the diagnostics obviously fails for a QPT of infi-
nite order &18', a Berezinski!-Kosterlitz-Thouless !BKT#-
type transition being a case in point &19'. Secondly and more
insidious, a system may exhibit a QPT of finite order, but
with the single-site entanglement and its derivatives still re-
maining regular. This happens if all local basis states %n( j
= %0( j, %" ( j, %# ( j, and %" # ( j become equally populated as one
approaches the transition. As seen from Eq. !5#, the !k!1#:st
derivative terms then vanish identically, killing the signal of
the QPT. The simultaneous vanishing of !E /!g implies that E
has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-

tremum of the single-site entanglement does not necessarily
signal a QPT. Whether a QPT is present or not in this case
requires information beyond that provided by the entangle-
ment measure.

Having exposed the general features of entanglement
scaling at a fermionic QPT, let us look at two examples.

III. CASE STUDIES

Consider first the ordinary 1D Hubbard model

H = ! )
i=1

&=",#

L

!ĉi&
† ĉi+1& + h . c . # + u)

i=1

L

n̂i"n̂i#, !6#

with the first term describing hopping of electrons between
neighboring sites, and with the second term an effective on-
site interaction of strength u. At half-filling of the lattice, n
=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
makes it an exceptional example of a fermionic QPT, where
no information can be deduced from the entanglement
measure.

A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
u'0 by connecting the system to a particle reservoir and
tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
"c=2!4*0

$J1!(#&(!1+exp!(u /2##'!1 where n=1 &15'. The
transition is second order with a divergent charge suscepti-
bility )c=!n /!"$%"!"c%!1/2. As shown in Ref. &9', the de-
rivative of the critical single-site entanglement for finite u is
precisely given by )c, up to a multiplicative constant:
!E /!"=!C!u#)c. In the limit u!$, the empty local states
get suppressed at the transition and the scaling of !E /!"
picks up a logarithmic correction&9': !E /!"=)c!ln %"!"c %
+const. # / !2 ln 2#. Both behaviors well illustrate our general
discussion above: For finite u the logarithms in Eq. !5# add
up to the u!dependent constant C!u#, whereas in the limit
u!$ the entanglement measure detects a change in the di-
mension of the local Hilbert space, signaled by the logarith-
mic correction to the leading scaling.

As a second example, let us consider the 1D Hubbard
model with long-range hopping, introduced by Gebhard and
Ruckenstein &16':

H = )
!"m=1
&=",#

L

t!mĉ!&
† ĉm& + u)

l=1

L

n̂!"n̂!#, !7#

with t!m= i!!1#!l!m#!l!m#!1. The ground state energy density
at half-filling is given by e0= !un!uc!1!n#n# /4
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control parameter: u (half-filling)  

! !1/ !24uuc""#!u+uc"3! !!u+uc"2!4uucn"3/2$ with uc=2!
the critical point #16$. This implies that w2=!e0 /!u has a
discontinuity in its second-order derivative with respect to u
at uc and hence the transition is third order. From Eq. !4"
with n=1, it follows that the single site entanglement can be
written as E=!!1!2w2"log2!1/2!w2"!2w2log2!w2" when
no magnetic field is present !i.e., m=0", and one immediately
verifies that !2E /!u2 is also discontinuous at the transition
point uc. Since the local basis states do not become equally
populated at uc—in contrast to the u=0 metal-insulator tran-
sition of the ordinary Hubbard model—the single-site en-
tanglement here provides an accurate diagnostics of the tran-
sition.

One can also drive a Mott–Hubbard metal-insulator tran-
sition by tuning the chemical potential when u"uc, in exact
analogy with the ordinary Hubbard model. Expressing n as a
function of #, and applying the Hellman–Feynman theorem
to the ground state energy e0 above, one obtains a disconti-
nuity in !n /!# at #=#c=! #22$. Equation !5" immediately
implies that !E /!# is also discontinuous at #=#c, with the
transition being second order. In the limit u!$ this discon-
tinuity is multiplied by a logarithmic divergent factor when

#!#c!, reflecting the suppression of empty states in this
case.

IV. SUMMARY

We have shown that a generic finite-order quantum phase
transition in a spin-1/2 fermionic lattice system can be con-
sistently identified and characterized by studying the behav-
ior of the single-site entanglement and its derivatives with
respect to the parameter that controls the transition. Exten-
sions to cases where the transition is driven by an interaction
or a field that couples to pairs or clusters of lattice sites
!such as the extended Hubbard model #23$" is conceptually
straightforward, albeit technically more demanding. We hope
to return to this problem in a future publication.
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discontinuous at  ! !1/ !24uuc""#!u+uc"3! !!u+uc"2!4uucn"3/2$ with uc=2!
the critical point #16$. This implies that w2=!e0 /!u has a
discontinuity in its second-order derivative with respect to u
at uc and hence the transition is third order. From Eq. !4"
with n=1, it follows that the single site entanglement can be
written as E=!!1!2w2"log2!1/2!w2"!2w2log2!w2" when
no magnetic field is present !i.e., m=0", and one immediately
verifies that !2E /!u2 is also discontinuous at the transition
point uc. Since the local basis states do not become equally
populated at uc—in contrast to the u=0 metal-insulator tran-
sition of the ordinary Hubbard model—the single-site en-
tanglement here provides an accurate diagnostics of the tran-
sition.

One can also drive a Mott–Hubbard metal-insulator tran-
sition by tuning the chemical potential when u"uc, in exact
analogy with the ordinary Hubbard model. Expressing n as a
function of #, and applying the Hellman–Feynman theorem
to the ground state energy e0 above, one obtains a disconti-
nuity in !n /!# at #=#c=! #22$. Equation !5" immediately
implies that !E /!# is also discontinuous at #=#c, with the
transition being second order. In the limit u!$ this discon-
tinuity is multiplied by a logarithmic divergent factor when

#!#c!, reflecting the suppression of empty states in this
case.

IV. SUMMARY

We have shown that a generic finite-order quantum phase
transition in a spin-1/2 fermionic lattice system can be con-
sistently identified and characterized by studying the behav-
ior of the single-site entanglement and its derivatives with
respect to the parameter that controls the transition. Exten-
sions to cases where the transition is driven by an interaction
or a field that couples to pairs or clusters of lattice sites
!such as the extended Hubbard model #23$" is conceptually
straightforward, albeit technically more demanding. We hope
to return to this problem in a future publication.
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Another case study



!k!1 are finite and continuous. Any singularity in
!k!1E /!gk!1 must hence reside in terms containing deriva-
tives of order k!1. Since Og is a linear combination of m, n
and w2, the proposition follows.

Several comments are in order. First, note that the con-
straint that Og should be some linear combination of m, n,
and/or w2 is much less restrictive than may first appear to be
the case. In fact, for a generic fermionic QPT caused by a
change of an interaction or an external perturbation that
couples only to single sites, Og is identical to w2 !with the
transition driven by an on-site fermion-fermion interaction,
g"u#, m !with the transition driven by a magnetic field, g
"h#, or n !with the transition driven by a chemical potential,
g""#. One may think that the tight link between the scaling
of !k!1E /!gk!1 and that of !k!1Og /!gk!1 would allow for the
critical exponent that controls Og to be immediately ex-
tracted from !k!1E /!gk!1. This is not so, however. As an ex-
ample, take a second-order QPT !k=2# with Og=w2, where
!w2 /!u$%u!uc%#!1!$ as g!gc=uc. By inspection of Eq.
!5#, one then notes that the leading scaling of !E /!g will be
governed by the same exponent # only if m and n are inde-
pendent of w2, or, depend on w2 as a power with exponent
%1. Whether this is the case typically requires that one has
access to an exact solution of the model, and in any event
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. Turning to
the logarithmic factors in Eq. !5#, one realizes that these will
cause logarithmic divergences if one or several of the occu-
pation parameters w0 ,w" ,w# ,w2 vanish at the transition
&cf. the parameterization in Eq. !2#'. Such logarithmic cor-
rections, multiplying the leading scaling of !k!1E /!gk!1 in-
herited from Og, thus signal a change of the dimension of the
accessible local Hilbert space as the system undergoes the
transition. This is a useful and important property of the
single-site entanglement scaling not shared by the scaling of
Og or its derivatives. One should here note that a spurious
signaling of a k:th order QPT by a divergence in !k!1E /!gk!1

caused by a vanishing occupation parameter is blocked by
the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
tonian !implying the vanishing of an occupation parameter#
without the occurrence of a QPT.'

Using the diagnostics supplied by our proposition, are we
guaranteed to catch all fermionic QPTs? The answer is nega-
tive. First, the diagnostics obviously fails for a QPT of infi-
nite order &18', a Berezinski!-Kosterlitz-Thouless !BKT#-
type transition being a case in point &19'. Secondly and more
insidious, a system may exhibit a QPT of finite order, but
with the single-site entanglement and its derivatives still re-
maining regular. This happens if all local basis states %n( j
= %0( j, %" ( j, %# ( j, and %" # ( j become equally populated as one
approaches the transition. As seen from Eq. !5#, the !k!1#:st
derivative terms then vanish identically, killing the signal of
the QPT. The simultaneous vanishing of !E /!g implies that E
has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-

tremum of the single-site entanglement does not necessarily
signal a QPT. Whether a QPT is present or not in this case
requires information beyond that provided by the entangle-
ment measure.

Having exposed the general features of entanglement
scaling at a fermionic QPT, let us look at two examples.

III. CASE STUDIES

Consider first the ordinary 1D Hubbard model

H = ! )
i=1

&=",#

L

!ĉi&
† ĉi+1& + h . c . # + u)

i=1

L

n̂i"n̂i#, !6#

with the first term describing hopping of electrons between
neighboring sites, and with the second term an effective on-
site interaction of strength u. At half-filling of the lattice, n
=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
makes it an exceptional example of a fermionic QPT, where
no information can be deduced from the entanglement
measure.

A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
u'0 by connecting the system to a particle reservoir and
tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
"c=2!4*0

$J1!(#&(!1+exp!(u /2##'!1 where n=1 &15'. The
transition is second order with a divergent charge suscepti-
bility )c=!n /!"$%"!"c%!1/2. As shown in Ref. &9', the de-
rivative of the critical single-site entanglement for finite u is
precisely given by )c, up to a multiplicative constant:
!E /!"=!C!u#)c. In the limit u!$, the empty local states
get suppressed at the transition and the scaling of !E /!"
picks up a logarithmic correction&9': !E /!"=)c!ln %"!"c %
+const. # / !2 ln 2#. Both behaviors well illustrate our general
discussion above: For finite u the logarithms in Eq. !5# add
up to the u!dependent constant C!u#, whereas in the limit
u!$ the entanglement measure detects a change in the di-
mension of the local Hilbert space, signaled by the logarith-
mic correction to the leading scaling.

As a second example, let us consider the 1D Hubbard
model with long-range hopping, introduced by Gebhard and
Ruckenstein &16':

H = )
!"m=1
&=",#

L

t!mĉ!&
† ĉm& + u)

l=1

L

n̂!"n̂!#, !7#

with t!m= i!!1#!l!m#!l!m#!1. The ground state energy density
at half-filling is given by e0= !un!uc!1!n#n# /4
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!k!1 are finite and continuous. Any singularity in
!k!1E /!gk!1 must hence reside in terms containing deriva-
tives of order k!1. Since Og is a linear combination of m, n
and w2, the proposition follows.

Several comments are in order. First, note that the con-
straint that Og should be some linear combination of m, n,
and/or w2 is much less restrictive than may first appear to be
the case. In fact, for a generic fermionic QPT caused by a
change of an interaction or an external perturbation that
couples only to single sites, Og is identical to w2 !with the
transition driven by an on-site fermion-fermion interaction,
g"u#, m !with the transition driven by a magnetic field, g
"h#, or n !with the transition driven by a chemical potential,
g""#. One may think that the tight link between the scaling
of !k!1E /!gk!1 and that of !k!1Og /!gk!1 would allow for the
critical exponent that controls Og to be immediately ex-
tracted from !k!1E /!gk!1. This is not so, however. As an ex-
ample, take a second-order QPT !k=2# with Og=w2, where
!w2 /!u$%u!uc%#!1!$ as g!gc=uc. By inspection of Eq.
!5#, one then notes that the leading scaling of !E /!g will be
governed by the same exponent # only if m and n are inde-
pendent of w2, or, depend on w2 as a power with exponent
%1. Whether this is the case typically requires that one has
access to an exact solution of the model, and in any event
can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. Turning to
the logarithmic factors in Eq. !5#, one realizes that these will
cause logarithmic divergences if one or several of the occu-
pation parameters w0 ,w" ,w# ,w2 vanish at the transition
&cf. the parameterization in Eq. !2#'. Such logarithmic cor-
rections, multiplying the leading scaling of !k!1E /!gk!1 in-
herited from Og, thus signal a change of the dimension of the
accessible local Hilbert space as the system undergoes the
transition. This is a useful and important property of the
single-site entanglement scaling not shared by the scaling of
Og or its derivatives. One should here note that a spurious
signaling of a k:th order QPT by a divergence in !k!1E /!gk!1

caused by a vanishing occupation parameter is blocked by
the constraint in the proposition that all lower-order deriva-
tives of E are finite. &Although maybe hard to realize, one
may envision a system where one or several local basis states
get excluded when tuning some parameter in the Hamil-
tonian !implying the vanishing of an occupation parameter#
without the occurrence of a QPT.'

Using the diagnostics supplied by our proposition, are we
guaranteed to catch all fermionic QPTs? The answer is nega-
tive. First, the diagnostics obviously fails for a QPT of infi-
nite order &18', a Berezinski!-Kosterlitz-Thouless !BKT#-
type transition being a case in point &19'. Secondly and more
insidious, a system may exhibit a QPT of finite order, but
with the single-site entanglement and its derivatives still re-
maining regular. This happens if all local basis states %n( j
= %0( j, %" ( j, %# ( j, and %" # ( j become equally populated as one
approaches the transition. As seen from Eq. !5#, the !k!1#:st
derivative terms then vanish identically, killing the signal of
the QPT. The simultaneous vanishing of !E /!g implies that E
has a local extremum at the transition !expected to be a
maximum since in this case all local basis states are equally
represented in the make-up of the many-particle ground
state#. However, one cannot a priori exclude that E is at an
extremum without the occurrence of a QPT. Hence, an ex-

tremum of the single-site entanglement does not necessarily
signal a QPT. Whether a QPT is present or not in this case
requires information beyond that provided by the entangle-
ment measure.

Having exposed the general features of entanglement
scaling at a fermionic QPT, let us look at two examples.

III. CASE STUDIES

Consider first the ordinary 1D Hubbard model

H = ! )
i=1

&=",#

L

!ĉi&
† ĉi+1& + h . c . # + u)

i=1

L

n̂i"n̂i#, !6#

with the first term describing hopping of electrons between
neighboring sites, and with the second term an effective on-
site interaction of strength u. At half-filling of the lattice, n
=1, the model exhibits a QPT at u=0, separating a Mott
insulating phase !u'0# from a metallic phase !u!0#. The
ground state energy density becomes nonanalytic at the tran-
sition, but allows for an asymptotic power series expansion
with all derivatives being finite and continuous &20'. The
QPT is thus of infinite order, and can be shown to belong to
the BKT universality class &21'. As found by Gu et al., the
single-site entanglement has a maximum at the transition.
This reflects the equipartition of empty, singly, and doubly
occupied local states when u=0 !non-interacting fermions#.
The transition is thus special on two counts: it is of infinite
order and it supports an equipartition of local states. This
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A metal-insulator transition can also be triggered when
u'0 by connecting the system to a particle reservoir and
tuning the chemical potential g"": When n!1, the system
is metallic, but turns into an insulator at the critical point
"c=2!4*0

$J1!(#&(!1+exp!(u /2##'!1 where n=1 &15'. The
transition is second order with a divergent charge suscepti-
bility )c=!n /!"$%"!"c%!1/2. As shown in Ref. &9', the de-
rivative of the critical single-site entanglement for finite u is
precisely given by )c, up to a multiplicative constant:
!E /!"=!C!u#)c. In the limit u!$, the empty local states
get suppressed at the transition and the scaling of !E /!"
picks up a logarithmic correction&9': !E /!"=)c!ln %"!"c %
+const. # / !2 ln 2#. Both behaviors well illustrate our general
discussion above: For finite u the logarithms in Eq. !5# add
up to the u!dependent constant C!u#, whereas in the limit
u!$ the entanglement measure detects a change in the di-
mension of the local Hilbert space, signaled by the logarith-
mic correction to the leading scaling.

As a second example, let us consider the 1D Hubbard
model with long-range hopping, introduced by Gebhard and
Ruckenstein &16':

H = )
!"m=1
&=",#

L

t!mĉ!&
† ĉm& + u)

l=1

L

n̂!"n̂!#, !7#

with t!m= i!!1#!l!m#!l!m#!1. The ground state energy density
at half-filling is given by e0= !un!uc!1!n#n# /4
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control parameter:     (       )

second-order QPT
with logarithmic correction for  

By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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! !1/ !24uuc""#!u+uc"3! !!u+uc"2!4uucn"3/2$ with uc=2!
the critical point #16$. This implies that w2=!e0 /!u has a
discontinuity in its second-order derivative with respect to u
at uc and hence the transition is third order. From Eq. !4"
with n=1, it follows that the single site entanglement can be
written as E=!!1!2w2"log2!1/2!w2"!2w2log2!w2" when
no magnetic field is present !i.e., m=0", and one immediately
verifies that !2E /!u2 is also discontinuous at the transition
point uc. Since the local basis states do not become equally
populated at uc—in contrast to the u=0 metal-insulator tran-
sition of the ordinary Hubbard model—the single-site en-
tanglement here provides an accurate diagnostics of the tran-
sition.

One can also drive a Mott–Hubbard metal-insulator tran-
sition by tuning the chemical potential when u"uc, in exact
analogy with the ordinary Hubbard model. Expressing n as a
function of #, and applying the Hellman–Feynman theorem
to the ground state energy e0 above, one obtains a disconti-
nuity in !n /!# at #=#c=! #22$. Equation !5" immediately
implies that !E /!# is also discontinuous at #=#c, with the
transition being second order. In the limit u!$ this discon-
tinuity is multiplied by a logarithmic divergent factor when

#!#c!, reflecting the suppression of empty states in this
case.

IV. SUMMARY

We have shown that a generic finite-order quantum phase
transition in a spin-1/2 fermionic lattice system can be con-
sistently identified and characterized by studying the behav-
ior of the single-site entanglement and its derivatives with
respect to the parameter that controls the transition. Exten-
sions to cases where the transition is driven by an interaction
or a field that couples to pairs or clusters of lattice sites
!such as the extended Hubbard model #23$" is conceptually
straightforward, albeit technically more demanding. We hope
to return to this problem in a future publication.
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Yet another case study: the extended 1D Hubbard model

Phase diagram from numerical study
of the block entanglement (n=1) 
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Mott-Hubbard transition at V = 2 AFM Ising transition in the s=1/2 XXZ chain

Analytic two-site entanglement with a maximum at V = 2 
due to the particular weighting of the local states!  

Jordan-Wigner
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Entanglement in inhomogeneous fermion systems

If quantum information processing is ever to 
become reality we must be able to quantify 

entanglement in systems with inhomogeneities!

e.g. a confining potential in an optical 
lattice of ultracold fermionic atoms

boundaries, interfaces, impurities, defects,
spatial modulations of system parameters and external fields...



Entanglement in inhomogeneous fermion systems

e.g. a confining potential in an optical 
lattice of ultracold fermionic atoms

Example: Hubbard chain with a local potential

The Hohenberg-Kohn theorem guarantees that the entanglement is
a functional of the ground-state density n[x]

Local-density approximation (LDA) for the entanglement:
V. V. Franca and K. Capelle, Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 070403 (2008)
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from Bethe–Ansatz LDA
N. A. Lima et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 90, 146402 (2003)
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Entanglement in inhomogeneous fermion systems

Example: Hubbard chain with a local potential

V. V. Franca and K. Capelle, Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 070403 (2008)

 

A harmonic confining potential strongly reduces the entanglement

How do local potentials (impurites) influence the entanglement?
Entanglement close to a boundary?
Entanglement scaling at criticality in the presence of inhomogeneities?
...and many other questions...

A rich and important field of study!



A generic finite-order QPT in a spin-1/2 fermionic lattice system 
driven by a change of a local interaction or an external field can be 
identified and characterized via the single-site entanglement (with 
some caution!)

example 

By writing the leading term of @E=@h on the ‘‘mixed’’
form !"@m=@h#$2 ln!w"# " ln!w0# " ln!w2#%= ln2 [cf.
Eqs. (2) and (6)], and combining this expression with (7),
one sees that the logarithmic divergence in (8) comes from
a change of the number of local states accessible to the
system as it undergoes the transition: as h ! hc1& the local
spin-up states get suppressed !w" ! 0), while for h ! hc2"
both empty and doubly occupied local states get sup-
pressed (w0; w2 ! 0).

Turning to the half-filled case with repulsive interaction,
u > 0, a QPT now occurs only at the value of the field for
which the magnetization saturates: hc2 ' 4!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#

[19]. As shown by Takahashi, the ground state energy for
any finite value of u > 0 in the critical region h ! hc2" can
be expanded in terms of the expectation value for single
spin-down occupancy [20]:

E0

4L
' "!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
" u#hnj#i0 &

!2

24
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1& u2
p hnj#i30

&O!hnj#i40#: (9)

With the same procedure as used for the attractive case
above, Eq. (9), together with (2) and (3), yield:

@E
@h

' C
2 ln!2#"S!lnjh" hc2j& const#; h ! hc2":

(10)

Here C ' 2" u=
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1& u2

p
, and 2!"S ' !4& 4u2#1=4jh"

hc2j"1=2. The logarithmic correction in (10) now signals
the suppression of all but the spin-up states as one ap-
proaches the saturation point hc2 from below.

We next study the effect of a varying chemical potential
on the single-site entanglement of an open system. We
make the simplifying assumption that the environment
acts solely as a particle reservoir [21], and add the term
H # ' "#

PL
j'1!nj" & nj## to the Hamiltonian in (1),

with # a dimensionless chemical potential (multiplied by
the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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entanglement scaling at a QPT governed by the same 
critical exponent as for the corresponding susceptibility !

A generic finite-order QPT in a spin-1/2 fermionic lattice system 
driven by a change of a local interaction or an external field can be 
identified and characterized via the single-site entanglement (with 
some caution!)
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the hopping amplitude t ' 1). To simplify further we turn
off the magnetic field in (1), putting h ' 0. Focusing on the
case of repulsive interaction, u > 0, with n ( 1, the system
exhibits two quantum critical points [22]: #c1 ' "2
and #c2 ' 2" 4

R1
0 J1!!#!!$1& exp!2!u#%#"1d!, with

J1!!# a first-order Bessel function. Both transitions are
second order with diverging charge susceptibilities "Ci '
c!u#j#"#cij"1=2, i ' 1; 2 in the limits # ! #c1&
(empty lattice transition) and # ! #c2" (Mott transition),
respectively [with c!u# a positive u-dependent constant].
To obtain the single-site entanglement E we first notice that
H # conserves spin and particle number for fixed #, and
that hence the expression for E in (2) remains valid.
Recalling from the Lieb-Mattis theorem [23] that the
ground state has zero spin (for any n with nL an even
integer) we can write the parameters appearing in (2) as

w0 ' 1" n& w2; w" ' w# '
n
2
" w2: (11)

The value of w2 can again be extracted from the ground
state energy via the relation w2 ' !@E0=@u#=4L, where the
Bethe ansatz solution for E0 can now be expressed via a
1=u expansion [24]:

E0

L
' " 2

!
sin!!n# "

X1

l'1

$l!n#
"
1
4u

#
l
: (12)

The values of $l!n# are tabulated to fifth order in Ref. [24].
The ground state energy in (12) also determines the chemi-
cal potential as function of filling: #!n# ' @E0=@n. By
inverting #!n# and inserting the resulting values for the w
parameters from (3) into (2) we can plot E versus # for any
value of u > 1 in the region 0 ( n ( 1. Some representa-
tive plots are shown in Fig. 2, together with the single-site
entanglement for free electrons (u ' 0).

In order to analytically explore the quantum critical
regions # ! #c1& and # ! #c2" we first consider the
u ! 1 limit where w2 ' 0. In this limit (12) implies that
n!## ' !1=!# arccos!"#=2#. Combining this expression
with Eqs. (2) and (11) we obtain

@E
@#

' !"1#i "Ci

2 ln!2# !lnj#"#cij& const#; i ' 1; 2

(13)

for # ! #c1& and # ! #c2", respectively. Note that the
derivative of the single-site entanglement is again given by
a susceptibility, corrected by a logarithmic factor that
reflects the change in the number of available local states
as the system undergoes the transition: when # !
#c1&$# ! #c2"% the singly occupied (empty) local states
get suppressed [cf. the argument after Eq. (8)]. The exact
analogy with the magnetic scaling in (8) can be understood
by carrying out a particle-hole transformation for spin-up
electrons: cyj" $ !"1#jcj" (leaving the spin-down electrons
untouched). This transformation maps the zero-field attrac-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Entanglement entropy E of a single site
vs chemical potential # for the repulsive Hubbard model in the
region 0 ( n ( 1. The dotted curve is that for free electrons
!u ' 0#. The plateaus correspond to half filling.
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Summary

second-order QPTs in the 1D Hubbard model 

X
logarithmic correction when the 
number of accessible local states 
change at the transition

entanglement scaling at a QPT governed by the same 
critical exponent as for the corresponding susceptibility !

A generic finite-order QPT in a spin-1/2 fermionic lattice system 
driven by a change of a local interaction or an external field can be 
identified and characterized via the single-site entanglement (with 
some caution!)



Implications for the theory of QPTs / quantum information?
 

More work needed!

     

Summary

A generic finite-order QPT in a spin-1/2 fermionic lattice system 
driven by a change of a local interaction or an external field can be 
identified and characterized via the single-site entanglement (with 
some caution!)


